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Israel Randel

water

ng before the Public Utilities
in regard to the rates charg-

the Belfast Water Co. was held in
H°use 'ast Thursday evening

attendance of citizens presTht- ase was conducted by William
i Skelto- of the commission in the ablatrman Beni F. Cleaves who
c ,f
lgit

tf

f„ Bunker, assistant clerk Roy F.
rates and schedules F. J.
iJ(. r of of
and official reporter E. J.

Tysdale Miller, Belfast.
Charles B. Norton, Belfast.
Charles Ralph Decrow, Belfast.
Alexander Stevens, Brooks.
Maurice M. Mills, Unity.

fecArdle.

1 he hearing was opened at 7.30
1 Dunton of Belfast, who has I
a Robert
„ffsrittcd the city in all previous legal
with the Water Company.

stated the
the

,i.

...

rates

jugjng

Mr.

briefly, saying

in

Water

Company were
in excess of any city of

here the highest rate was not
tie also submitted as evidence
in the suit before the
•e legal papers
li

i.

when the contract in question
valid.
He introduced no
as tc.'Kied
Harvey D.
diltiii r tut that of fact.
:rt

p:

Waterville, the Water Com-

f

orney, and Elbert Wheeler
business manager and treas-

;0,iv

in defenceof the Company,

;eipppcared

maintained that he did not be-

i,

i:

tracts and he did not consider

mi

valid

,s aif

even

if the highest court

M: in< !.ad ruled that it was. He said
Pause referring to rates of other
size of Belfast and

e

similarly

vague and indefinite as
value whatever. The quesso

i"
■

and other cities paying for
ntal was informally discussed
> bearing in this case as Bellast

P

:

-r

;

in

ls; sr-ording to the terms of the cons free hydrant serve after the.20st!
lurperiod in which she paid over 135,-

ontract

was

dau '-turns for all public service and
-aments. The adjustment of the

km

in the hands of the commiswill probably report in a few
following rates are now in

(pi

Hast:

iii

iuse, one family.:
$ 10.00
10.00

water closet,
not

e

including horse

uuble,
rupied by more than
family, two or more
supplied by

ps

30.00

one

each tenant,

f

8.00

is' lodging houses, first
cl,
!'“s. "Ilices, and warehouses,

P-fiiv

faucet,
«

Markets

and

fa.-d,

druggists,

first

faucet,
galleries, first faucet,
first faucet,

ps■

10.00
15.00

rsi
-Pc

15.00

and restaurants,

i.iucet,

I

I

10.00
12.00
12.00
10.00

The Waldo

Science

■

Mi

notations for flour are lower, the
meat are still high, butter is
:“"l eggs are likely to be someaeaper. The coal situation is very
ilJid confusing, with spot buyi[' ’1:,ld|i|,c<i
pending more light on the
Question. No changes are reported
|>.“1''
"f cotton goods, and while there
'tasing off in fine and fancy
buyers evidently expect a de", onb<- brought about by their abstenthe market. Trading in wool
! "'"dull, the trade awaiting results

j.!'r

operations.- Army conr,:,'"'r"nient
iii| ,,rt' keeping many factories busy,

general boot and shoe industry is
l,;."
““(I leather
is featureless. The latbut hides continue easy and
bet
«ly all varieties are offered at
than for a long iitne, =-Dun’i

;e,?dy,

[Vit^rices

j!

he went

of

|

friend in regard to the Grange Field Day
Center Montville:

good attendance considering the day and the exercises were held
in Allen’s hall. Some of the speakers
was a

Mr. E. S. Pitcher held

community sing for the first part of
the program and it was most enjoyable.
Mrs. Carney Shutp gave a solo and responded to an encore and every one enjoyed her pure, sweet voice and pleasing
personality. Tozier’s male quartet gave
several selections and Roy Copeland
a

|

gave, "If I had a Son for each Star in
Old Glory.” Mr. Perrington (lecturer I
think) of the State Grange arrived late
but was gladly received. In the evening
there was a largely attended dance with
music by Tozier’s orchestra of Albion.

Fifteenth Maine Reunion.

S.

Vickery

bridesmaid was

Rev.

one

step

and

to visit Dr

Everard A. and Edmund Wilson.

Doris Sweatt

Charles W. Martin and family

Miss Jane

was

is the

Brown left Tuesday for a
Boston, before going to

sity uf Maine in 1914. Both have been
teaching in Franklin, Maine.

short visit in

Quincy, Fla., to continue her work in
teaching.

Upton-Hayes. A very quiet home
wedding took place at 8p. m., WednesMrs. Edward Evans of Waldo spent
day, Sept. 5th, at the home of Mrs. J. O.
several days the past week with Mrs. A.
Hayes, 34 Bay View Street, when her
E. Barker and daughter Inez in Center
youngest daughter, Mary Katherine, beMontville.
came the bride of Rev. Harry H. Upton
who
is
Wm. H. Smalley,
employed in of South West Harbor. Rev. J. Wilbor
the Charlestown, Mass., Navy Yard, Richardson
officiated, using the single
spent Sunday and Monday with his fam- ring service. The bride was
becomingly
ily in Belfast.
gowned in a dainty dress of white silk

Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Arey of Hallowell were guests last Sunday and Mon-

day of Mrs. Mary A. Twombly and other
relatives.
Mr.

able including

china, cut glass, sterling,
pictures, linen, etc. The couple left immediately after refreshments in Mr.
| Stevens’ car, but not before they were
showered with rice, confetti and good
wishes by the large number of guests
with her brother, who has been ill.
present. They will spend some time in
Miss Lillian Davis has returned home
the Stinson cottage at Swan Lake and
from a visit of several weeks in New
will be at home after Oct. 1st at SouthYork, where she was the guest of friends, j
west Harbor, Me. The bride is a graduW. Harry McLellan of Cleveland,
ate of the Boynton High school and the
Ohio, was the guest over the week-end Washington Normal school. The
groom
of his brother, H. D. McLellan, at the
graduated from the Belfast High school
Battery.
in the class of 1910 and from the Univer-

tage.

fox

and Mrs. Frank E. Peterson and

Mrs. Lydia H. Wight returned to Rockland, Mass., last Saturday after visits in
Belfast and vicinity.

very

George L. Bowman of Boston was in
town for the week-end at his home on
Grove street, joining Mrs. Bowman who

net

and

Mr.

Mrs.

Chester P.

Keith of

to visit Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Benner.
Mrs. Emory F. White returned Monday
a visit with relatives in New Bruns-

from

and left Wednesday with
White for their home in New York.

Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Savage of Brewer
Miss M. A. York of Newport has been
of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe
assisting Miss Dora Brown, bookkeeper were guests
Farms last week. They came
for the Penobscot Bay Electric Company, at Hillside
i for the past two weeks. Miss Brown to attend the pop concert Friday night.
Miss Grace Hazeltine and her cousin,
spent the past week at her home in Poor’s
Tolford Durham, have returned from BosMills.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Tilden, their ton, where they had been the guests of
daughter, Madam Tilden and her grand- their aunt, Mrs. Sallie Dorham Hanshue.
Austin Vaughan of the City Drugstore
daughter, Miss Amy Tilden, were in Belfast last Sunday and Monday, the guests has gone to Searsport to work for his
of Capt George T. Osborne and other brother, Donald Vaughan, while the latrelatives.
ter takes a vacation from the Searsport
Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Ferguson and daugh- Drug store.
ters Ethel and Alice arrived recently on
Charles Howard, mail clerk on the Bosin this city. ton and Bangor
an auto trip to visit relatives
run, is substituting for H.
They left Wednesday for home accom- M. Prentiss while the latter has a vacapanied by Miss Louisa H. Ferguson, who tion from his duties on the Belfast-Burnknown in vaudeville circles as Shirley
will attend the New York openings for ham route.
Thorne of Boston, who is spending the
her fall and winter millinery styles.
Mrs. Frank Selden, who spent the
season at Northport, played several banjo
nt
Mnrf ll SVlAfO
ort Vs
l>nr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Beckwith returned
selections with orchestral accompaniment
in
her
home
to
returned
Wednesday
Mass.
to
Mass.,
Springfield,
Haverhill,
and was recalled again and again. Her home
by Mrs. Beckwith’s mother, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McMahan, her parrendering of a group of Southern songs accompanied
Mrs. Leon O. Bucklin, who will spend a ents, have returned to their home in this
was specially pleasing.
month in Boston and Springfield. Later city.
Mrs. Alice Houston Stevens of Boston,
Mr. Bucklin will join her for a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Cooperand babya former Auburn girl, and said to be the
Mrs. G. C. Gilgore in Medford, Mass.
William G, Russell
son Ross and Mrs.
leading soprano soloist from Maine at the
Percy Benner of Liberty, Mr. Bowler and son Norman returned Saturday to
present time, was heard for the first time
in Belfast. Her voice is both charming of the State Farm at Bridgewater, Mass., their homes in Brookline, Mass., after a
and fascinating; there is unusual strength Harry Leaman of Palermo, Mr. and Mrs. visit with Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Biack in
Herbert East Belfast.
even on the highest notes.
She sings Poland of Mansfield, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilson and Mr. and
with perfect ease and her enunciation is Bradstreet, daughter Arline and sisters
She sang “Good Morning Gertrude and Eunice of Freedom, and Mrs. C. A. Roberts and young son of Auvery distinct.
Sunshine” and responded with “Phil- Mrs. Bessie Harvey of Boston were guests burn motored to Belfast Saturday for
the past week of Mr. and Mrs. Benner at
No. 221 High street.

Belfast feels especially grateful to Mr.
in securing the consent of Mr.
T. George Dodworth and his charming

Bradbury

daughter,

Mrs. Pierre Tartoue, to present
his new society dance, “Army and Navy
Taps” and the “Parisienne Tango” as \
they learned it in Paris and as Mr. Dodworth teaches it in New York. Both
numbers were refined and entirely free
from the objectionable features that mar
of the popular dances of the day.
Wnen grace and dignity blend as they do
in dances of this kind it is a pleasure to

many

the spectator

as well as to the participant.
Roscoe Arey catered with light refreshments through the evening and a large

number of young ladies under the direction of Miss Katherine Kittredge, the
Misses Ethel Dexter, Eleanor Bruce, Bessie Allen, Grace Hazeltine, Helen Wes-

cott,

Elizabeth Doak,

Elizabeth

Kit-

tredge, Hope Dorman, Adelia Cook, Bar| bara McKenney, Ruth Knight, Ada Curtis, Olive Morse, Dorothy Drinkwater,
Lillian Davis, Katherine Brown, Louise
and Adeline Rogers,

over

the holiday.

will remain for

Miss Amy L. Wilson left Saturday for
Boston, where she joined her sister, Miss
Edith C. Wilson on her return from Chi-

Mrs. Roberts and
a

a

Albert

returned

sister of the groom, was present
A.
elaborate wedding had been planned

and many showers, etc., were in order
by the bride’s friends, but all were cancelled

on account of the recent bereaveto the family in the death of Capt.
Rev. M. Joseph Twornev o
Hayes.
Newark, N. J., a former pastor of they

ment

was to have officiated at the wedHe had recently offered his services to the government and is now at a
training camp in New Jersey, his church

groom,

ding.

giving him a leave of absence. Mrs
Twomey was also detained from coming
Their gifts were numerous and beautiful,
of which will add to the attractivenew home at South West
Mr. Upton attended the Moody
Harbor.
many
ness

of their

Mount Hermon, Mass., and
graduated from Colby College in June of
this year. He is well and very favorably
known in Belfast and vicinity.
The
bride is a member of the Belfast Baptist

school at

church and its allied societies and is popular with young and old. She graduated
from the B. H. S. in the class of 1915 and
attended the Gorham Normal school,
leaving to prepare for her marriage. They
will remain at the bride’s home for a
short time.
The bride’s going-away
gown is blue and her hat a gray velour.
They enter upon their home life with the
best wishes of all.
SUNDAY

SCHOOL

ANNUAL
VENTION.

CON-

son

The Waldo county Sunday school will
meet at the Methodist church in Sears-

few weeks’ visit with

Parsons

shower bouquet of bride
a lace handker-

more

Mr. Roberts’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. O.
Roberts.
Mrs.

a

She also carried

chief, bought in Hong Kong, China, and
carried 63 years ago by her grandmother,
then Miss Helen Gilkey of Islesboro
They were unattended. The home was
prettily decorated with pink and white
sweet peas. The couple stood in front of
a large bank of ferns and flowers in the
parlor. Refreshments were served later
in the dining room, also decorated with
The bride’s sisters,
pink and white.
Misses Grace H. and Bertha Z. Hayes
served. Miss Jennie Upton of Portland,

Bridgewater, Mass., and Miss Ansella A.
Bradstreet of Freedom arrived Tuesday

wick

and carried

roses.

is summering here.

Night,”

osophy.”

a

who also catered for
The bride’s gift to the
ring set with pearls and

the groom’s gift to the best man was a
set of gold cuff links. The bride’s going—
away gown was a dark blue serge, with
flesh pink chiffon waist and close white
hat. The gifts were numerous and valu-

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. W right of Somer-

ville, Mass., arrived Tuesday

Eastport,

the refreshments.

have re-

turned home from Camp Quantabacook,
where they spent the summer.

have returned home from Bayside, where
they spent two weeks at the Belfast cot-

port, Wednesday, Sept.
following program:

last

12th, with the.

MORNING.
Thursday from Attleboro, Mass., where
9.45. Devotions.
she accompanied her daughter, Marian,
10.09.
“Development of the Mental
who has a position there with the Frank Powers in
Chiid Nature,” Kev. II. llulley.
nal office Wednesday and the latter to Morseburg Manufacturing Co. With her
10.30.
“The Relation of the Home to
in
where
she
of
charge
Westboro, Mass.,
aunt, Mrs. C. S. Fernald, she also visited the Church and Sunday School,” Rev. A
J. Lockhart.
the commercial department of the High in Pawtucket, R. I.
11.00.
“The New International Standschool.
Warren F. Fahy of Belfast has been in ard,” Wesley J. Weir.
11.30.
Business Session, Roll Caii, ApMiss Mima M. Valentine, superintend- the hospital at Westfield for some time
of Committees, New Businessent of the Waldo County Hospital, has on account of water forming on his knee pointment.
12.00.
Dinner.
returned from a visit with her sister, which was injured several weeks ago by
AFTERNOON.
He writes home
Mrs. James Ainslie in Fort Fairlield. the kick of a mule.
1.15.
Devotions.While there Miss Valentine with the that he is improving and hopes soon to
1.30.
“The Place and Need of the Sunfamily of her brother-in-law, Rev. James be out of the hospital.
day School,” Rev. W. E. Streeter.
2.00.
“The Sunday School Worker’s
Ainslie, took an auto trip to the Scotch
Ralph A. Peavey with Mrs. M. F.
Rev. W. T. Hawthorne
Colony in Canada. The party were all Peavey and Miss Evelyn L. Peavey, Responsibility,”
2.30.
“The Sunday Schools’ Part in
of Scotch descent and enjoyed attending who have summered at their
the
War.”
place, Bay
Wesley J. Weir.
a wedding
where all indulged in real View Farm, in East Belfast, will leave
3.00.
Business Session, Report of < >lliof Committees, Election of
Reports
cers,
dances
and
ceremonies.
Scotch
about Sept. 15th for Dallas, Texas, for
Officers, Offering.
Chas. A. Horton of Providence, R. I., the winter, where Mr. Peavey recently
3.30. Address, Rev. Chas. W. Martin.
arrived last Thursday to remain over La- purchased a winter residence.
They are Belfast.
4.00. Adjournment.
bor Day with his wife and little sons who staying later this season owing to the I
cago, where she had taken a special
at the Chicago University. The
former returned to her duties in The Jour-

course

served. Mr. Arey
are spending the summer in the Howes
generously gave fifty per cent of his
at North Shore. The family recottage
ard
Mrs.
Bradprofits to the Band. Mr.
Mrs. Horton was
turned home Tuesday.
bury wish to thank all who assisted in
the guest of honor of several social funcany way.
will bean afternoon session and camp-fire
tions given in her honor by Belfast friends,
Col. {Roosevelt said to the soldiers in among whom she made enduring friendin the evening at G. A. R. hall. All survivors of the old regiment cordially in- training gt Long Island, “This is an ex- ship while a resident here several years
clusive war, boys.
I was black balled by
vited. Melvan Tibbetts, 170 Court street,
Mrs. Horton gave a luncheon at the
the committee on admissions.
Boys, ago.
Bangor, is president and chairman of the you are doing your bit. It will stand you Country Club'Wednesday, August 29fh,
in good stead sometime.”
ppinmittee of arrangements.
gg as a return courtesy.
The survivors of the 15th Maine Regiment will hold their 34th annual reunion
at Bangor Sept. 18th, at 10. a. jn. There

O.

by Carl Bohm. She very graciously responded to an encore.
The majority of the audience, remembering the many, many times they had
listened with pleasure to Emory F. White,
the Belfast boy, were anticipating a rare
delight when he should sing the tenor
solo—“Love, Here is My Heart” by Lao
Silesu, and their anticipation was fully
Mr. White is now teaching
realized.
music and engaged in solo work in New
York and his home friends appreciated
the opportunity of listening to him again.
The duett—“Passage-Birds Farewell” by
Mrs. Wescott and Mr. White was also
warmly applauded.
Miss Mary Thorndike of Rockland,

j
|

AFTERNOON.

waltz,

occasion

MORNING.

We take the following extract from
personal letter from a Center Montv ille

so

a

Mrs. Clara E. Batchelder of Rockland
dainty and charming in her wonderfully Highlands arrived recently to spend a
clever costume solo dances—Columbia,
few days with the family of her daughThe Summer Girl and a Spanish Dance.
ter, Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute.
While the child gives promise of excellent
Mr. and Mrs. George Riley and little
work in this line she will never be more
daughter Phyllis of Belmont, Mass., have
attractive than she is now in her simbeen guests for several days at the home
plicity.
of Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Batchelder.
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott is always
Charles E. Knowlton, accompanied by
greeted with applause by a Belfast audihis
mother, Mrs. L. A. Knowlton, returnence, as she is a general favorite and has
Later
ed Saturday to Rutland, Mass.
a beautiful contralto voice that is charmmake an auto trip to Pennsylwill
they
ing and restful. She was heard on this
vania, where they will visit relatives.
in the solo “Still

Belfast.

FIELD DAY AT CENTENNIAL GROVE

did not get here

Dr. and Mrs.

week of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker.

were

Little 'Miss

1.30 to 2.30. The teacher, the school,
the community, Miss Hale.
2.30 to 3.30. Period for questions, discussion and personal conferences.

There

one

alternated with the concert
numbers by artists of unusual merit, only
two of whom were local people of whom
Belfast is justly proud.

trot,

FRIDAY MORNING.

Harris of

W. Miller the past week.

bridge, Mass., have been guests the past

Boston, accompanists,

dances—the

9.15 to 9.30. Music under the direction
of Mr. Pitcher.
9.35 to 10.20. Methods of teaching language, Miss King.
10.25 to 11.10. Testing our own work,
Miss Hale.
11.15 to 12.00. Thinking in the recitation, Mr, Frank W. Wright, Deputy Commissioner of Education of Massachusetts.

a

His absence was
his solo work in
of its most attractive
as

furnished delightful music for the dances under the
floor direction of Fred G. Spinney. The

Clifford school of Portland and Florence

FRIDAY

ed, using the double ring service. The
bridal party stood in front of the bowMr. and Mrs. I. L. Wilband of Thomas- window which was banked with everton arrived last Saturday to visit Belfast green and cut flowers. A large white bell
was suspended from the
friends.
ceiling over the
The bride was charming in a
party.
Miss Margaret Griffin of Cliff Island is
of white Georgette crepe.
She
the guest of her grandfather, John San- gown
wore a lace net veil and carried bride
born, in East Belfast.
roses showered with white sweet peas.
Dr. A. P. Raggio of the University of
Miss Helen McDonald, the bridesmaid,
Maine was the week-end guest of R. A.
wore a dainty gown of pale pink taffeta
Peavey in East Belfast.
with lace trimmings and carried dark red
Purser Robert P. Coombs of the steam- roses. The groom was attended
by Arthur
er Camden was at his home on Franklin
Hillyard as best man. The bridal partystreet for the week-end.
entered the parlor at the strains of LohenMr. E. L. Brown of Worcester, Mass., grin’s wedding march played by Miss
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Jeanie Sanborn of Machias.
The bride
was given away by her father.
Miller on Waldo avenue.
The flowMrs. Belle Norris of Chelsea, Mass., ers were from Sekenger’s of Bangor and
the decorations were in charge of Nelson
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George

lead-

McKeen’s orchestra of six pieces, with
Mrs. Bessie Keyes of Belfast, Mrs. Ralph
L. Flanders and Mr. Richard E. Stevens

9.15 to 9.30. Music under the direction
of Mr. Pitcher.
9.35 to 10.35. Methods in teaching
reading, Miss King.
10.45 to 11.45. The hygiene of the
schoolroom, Mr. H. A. Allan, State Agent
for Rural Education.

Mansfield, Mass.,
brother, R. T. Rankin.

week.

Mrs. W. A. Hatch of Chelsea, Mass.,
arrived recently to visit Mrs. G. L. Field
and is now visiting in Knox.

features.

THURSDAY EVENING.

29th,

when their only
daughter, Miss Katheryn
Sarah was united in marriage to Roland
Earle Stevens of Belfast. Rev. Joseph
Lambert of the Christian church officiat-

Roscoe Staples of Rockland visited
friends in Brooks and Belfast the past

visit with Mrs. G. L. Field.

business.

the Band is

M. Hale, State Agent for Rural Education. The remainder of the program is
as follows:

Raymond Wesley Hall, Searsport.

on

generally regretted,

Music, direction of Mr. Pitcher.
Address, Augustus O. Thomas, State
Superintendent of Public Schools.

a

Mrs. Emma Lucas of
is the guest of her

Bendix

un-

Stevens-Black. One of the prettiest
weddings ever seen in Eastport was at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ira W. B lack
No. 5 Favor street, at 11 a. m.
Aug.

are

Albert L. Cuzner has returned from
visit with relatives in Boston.

Hosea W. Rhoades of Tenants Harbor.
Finale, Star Spangled Banner, with Miss
Doris Sweatt as Goddess of Liberty.
Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades and son MarCharles F. Hammons was announced ion were guests several days the past
as soloist in the song selection, but was
week of Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon in Albion.
unavoidably detained at Castine, where
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Small of Cam-

AFTERNOON.

WEDDING bells.

Mrs. George E. Kittredge left last SatMr. and Mrs. James F. Preston of
urday to spend two weeks with her sister, Lowell, Mass., were guests several days
Sousa
March, High School Cadets,
Mrs. Noah L. Page of Beverly, Mass.
recently at the Wayside Tea House.
Song, All the World Will Be Jealous of
Charles E. Rhoades left last Saturday
Ball
Me,
Mrs. Charles O’Connell went to CasSelection, Grand American Fantasia,
for a short visit with his brother, Rev. tine Saturday to stay over Labor Day

Institute of

grammar, Miss King.
2.35 to 3.45. Schools as usual or
usual schools? Mr. Wright.

new

PERSONAL.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Morey
visiting in Thomaston.

er, Elbridge S. Pitcher:

Knight of Searsmont and Mabel Turner
of Swanville, executive committee. The
public is cordially invited to attend all
the sessions, which are free. The program for yesterday was opened with
music under the direction of Elbridge S.
Pitcher of Belfast and addresses by Misses
Helen M. King, principal of the Nathan

Willard Daniel Sanborn, Belfast.

Edward Light, Liberty.
Earl Linden Wheeler, Winterport.
Harry Herbert Stewart, Montville.
William Manslield Greenlaw, Belfast.
Ralph W. Lane, Winterport.
E. Bliss Marriner, Searsmont.
James Henry Curtis, Belmont.
Bennie Edwin Flood, Burnham.
George Willis Glidden, Palermo.
Florian Andrew York, Frankfort.
Earl Loren Foster, Brooks.
Ray Hasbrouck Cross, Thorndike.
Harold Thomas Edmunds, Burnham.
Arthur Morrison, Knox Station.
Everett Weston Barton, Islesboro.
Oren Kilgore Gordon, Thorndike.
Robert Edward Hooper, Knox.
LeRoy Horace Phinney, Belfast.
Ralph Spencer Jackson, Belfast.

Band under the direction of its

elder of Brooks, secretary and treasurer;
Harry M. Woods of Freedom, Josephine

THURSDAY

they marched in to her home in East Lynn, Mass., after

ien

lowing selections well rendered by the

of Belfast, president; Cyril M. Joly of
Unity, vice president; Grace Dow Bach-

THURSDAY

w

with their new uniforms and took chairs
reserved for them in the center of the
floor. The program opened with the fal-

school building, Wednesday, Sept. 5th,
under the direction of Wm. B. Woodbury

George J. Grotton, Belfast.
George Wilmot Dwelley, Frankfort
Chester Arthur Worthing, Palermo.
Maurice Atwood Braley, Monroe.
Ralph Phineas Hammond, North Appleton.
Maurice W. Curtis, Brooks.
Myron E. Hatch, Winterport.
William Henry Cooper, Winterport.
James Wilbert Palmer, Montville.
Phil Judson Bryant, Freedom.
Raymond Melvin Nickerson, Searsport.
Adelbert Fostell Taylor, Brooks.
Harold Dale Hawes, Stockton Springs.
Edgar Wilson Perry, Burnham.
Jesse Boardman Flanders, Liberty.
Osborn H. Wade, Lincolnville.
.Sherman Mitchell Cram, Liberty.
Robert Melvin Robbins, Belfast.
Leon Bodswell Reynolds, Burnham.
Arthur Clifford Tinker, Belfast.
Fred H. Whitehouse, Unity.
Leon W. Barton, Lincolnville.
Harold Webster Clements, Winterport.
Everett William Hendrick, Stockton.
Walter H. Bickford, Monroe.
George Otis Prime, Brooks.
Charles Edwin Richards, Searsmont.
Lorin H.
haw, Unity,
Lester Hamilton Berry, Searsport.
Alphonse Thomas Wagner, Searsport.
Hobert William Blodgett, Morrill.
Clarence ELmore Gilchrest, Thorndike,
Ernest Spurdens, Winterport.
Arthur S. Robinson, Belfast.
Guy Wilmot Plummer, Monroe.
John Winslow Bachelder, Jr., Belfast.
Herbert Rolerson Dickey, Belfast,
Frank Henry Keene, Belfast.
Henry William Collins, Belfast.

at

than

pearance

The Waldo County Teachers’ Institute
began its three days’ session in the High

Al#»r Worth Knowlton. Trov

1

County

In Session

bor.
Frank Hayden Curtis, Brooks.
Harry Car Knowlton, Belfast,

new business is not what it
ago, but conditions are clear1 n «
l.olesome and the transition to
nural range of prices, though
■fotripan
by some evidence of unset»('
only be regarded as favorlimate bearing on the future,
nost significant feature of the
m '.cation is the
process of readsome commodities in which
rmerly seemed no end to the
;■ aiir!., in(j buyers whose immediate
: -cmeuts are well covered now hold
expectation that the markets
I more
strongly to their advan* In
sharp contrast to the previous
increasing pressure to sell
f in numerous raw materials
n
semifinished and finished
ad where there has appeared
“1
| al of
activity after a consider'd of hesitancy and waiting, as
and leather, it has come mainly
"f decisive yielding of prices.
r downward revisions in the
lurries foreshadowed, either
fio ial action or from other
possibilities of cancellations
arc not
disregarded; yet the
n>n of business is demonstrat: 1'
ways and the doubts about
still to be effected, rather
"inknessof fundamental conmain the chief obstacle to
W lien existing uncertainties
"I. and if prices are so adjustimulate demands, renewed exn
a
more
conservative and !
may conceivably be wit-

r

PERSONAL.

Band

Belfast.

Teachers.

Harry Irving Murray, Unity.
Raymond Chesley Sherman, Dark Har-

I BADE SUMMARY..

Nickerson,

Evart Snow Gove. Belfast.
Manley True Shute, Stockton.
Percy Zobeski Dodge, Searsport.
Homer C. Bartlette, Winterport.
Arthur Rodney Murch, Belfast.
Andrew Seekins Richards, Morrill.
Melroy Clarence Dollolf, Brooks.
Leon Freemont Edwards, Unity.
Frank Meservey, Belmont,
Charles Francis Ames, Thorndike.
Perley Winslow Jacquith, Freedom.
Thomas Howard Decrow, Brooks.
William Dorries Bates, Islesboro.
Charles Henry Murray, Belfast.
Reuben Jesse Kenney, Brooks.
Carl Lewis Noyes, Belfast.
Leon Vincent Lannen, Montville.
Gordon Chase Foster, Monroe.
Rinaldo Edwin Carr, Palermo.
Ashby Alfred Nash, Searsport.
Robert Libeas Brown, Searsport.
Nathan Edwin Reynolds, Burnham.
Everett Earle Rand, Thorndike.
Frank D. Hazeltine, Belfast.
Stanley Jackson, Belfast.
Joseph Keen Haley, Belfast.
Fred Reginald Billings, Monroe.

Freeman Edwin Roberts, Belfast.
Erold Merritt Hamlin, Burnham.
Herbert Leroy Peterson, Brooks.
Bedford N. Staples, Searsport.
Fred Soleno Whittier, Belfast.
Herbert Murray, Liberty.
Mark Perkins, Burnham.
Pearl Benjamin Daggett, Brooks,
Ray Tremain Hall, Belfast.
Oscar H. Stiles, Belfast.
Ralph Harvey Cunningham, Belfast
Lauren Elwood Floyd, Belfast.
Hezzie Raymond Ward, Thorndike.
Delbert True Reynolds, Troy.
Irving Leslie Bryant, Thorndike.
Elmer Stanley Beverage, Searsmont
Norman Edward Thomas, Morrill
Floyjj E. Winship, Thorndike.
Bert Everett Braley, Burnham.
Linville F. Whitmore, Belfast.
Walter Russell Nealey, Northport.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, W interport
Harold Adelbert Patch, Northport
Frank Albert Ordway, Belfast.
Charles Maurice Littlefield, Monroe.
Ray Gordon Robertson, Belfast.
Earl Hill Nealey, Monroe.
Llewellyn C. Hackett, Winterport.

made that allow-

Benefit.

A Social and Financial Success.

Not only the

Wilbert Clark, Hampden Highlands.
Arthur Herbert Morrison, Belfast.
Walter Lin wood Carter, Knox Station.
Roscoe Penney, Thorndike.
Earl Huse Marriner, Lincolnville.
Elmer Lewis Keen, Belfast.
HaroldWinfred Knox,StocktonSprings.
George Emery Peavey, Monroe.
Joseph Henry Grant, Belfast.

Springs.

service. Mr. Eaton claimed
cgislatuie had passed, a law

Nfti

Leland Mitchell

James Isaac Burfiin. Belfast.
Lewis A. Frankel, Belfast.
Clifford Chandler Randall, Montville.
Ernest Edward Flick, Thorndike.
Silas Hills, Belfast.
Earl Stanley Parkinson, Belfast.
James C. Kelley, Belfast.
Fred Earl Dickey, Northport.
Ralph McKeen Jones, Burnham.
Leslie Burton Roberts, Belfast.
Tileston William Bickford, Searsmont.
Harry E. Bowker, Belfast.
Robert Nichols Willoughby, Palermo.
Minard Nowlin Ellis, Stockton Springs.
Benjamin Chase Tyler, Thorndike.
Horace Wilder Sprague, Islesboro.
Forest Morton Hatch, Islesboro.
William Sterling Kerr, Searsport.
Mark Lane Chase, Monroe.
Wallace Bartlett Chase, Unity.
Roland Cross Waning, R. F. D. Detroit.
George Onris Casey, Palermo.
/
Luther Stens, Thorndike.
Melville E. Knowlton, Belfast.
Lawrence Horace Ward, Thorndike.
Ernest Edmund Yates, Belfast.
Loren Prescott Stewart, Thorndike.
Ross Erskine Cunningham, Liberty.
Lawrence Henry Terris, Winterport.
Byron Bradbury Shaw, Morrill.
George Eben Colby, Liberty.
Everett Curtis, Belfast.
James C. Meservey, Lincolnville.
Robie Alfred Creasey, Belfast.
Stanley Horton Curtis, Brooks.
Lewis Henry Todd, Troy.
Ronald E. Freeman, Lincolnville.
Earl Franklin Gibbs, Brooks.
Fred Milford Boynton, Stockton

of Belfast in the State and read
use similarly situated as Bel-

sue

.,

case

Morrill.

Clyde George Moody, Belfast.

ijingercus grade crossings on the line
i rhe Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
’lie Commission present were
Tun- of

•iters

Woodbury,

The Belfast Band

miMBER^e-

r^?nJetnC0?,Dakin'

Wednesday

Samuel Norton Higgins, Morrill.
Edwin Earl Baker, Searsport.
Roy A. Fields, Winterport.
Philip W. Goodnow, Winterport.
Herbert George Partridge, Searsport.
Clyde Elmer Pattee, Belfast.
Wilbur EarlBraley, Burnham.
Edwin Frost Flanders, Belfast.
Mike Jos Savoy, Searsport.
Albert Peabody, Thorndike.
Raleigh Edwin Clements, Monroe.

be present on account of
in making an inspection

to

engaged

;

Frank King, Belfast.
Charles Edward Seeley, Searsport.

-■ Co’.iri

unabl-

and

Stockton

7~

1917.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. Coombs of Camden arrived Saturday to visit relatives.
boys, but pracEverett Harvey, Belfast
Sherwin Ricker of Bangor is the guest
tically everyone in the city feel grateful
Chester David
Knowlton, Monroe.
to Mr. Charles Bradbury for this second of his grandmother, Mrs. P. L. Strout.
Guy A. Young, Lincolnville.
and very substantial benefit to the Band’s
Sea report.
Chester B. Frost of Providence, R. I.,
Frank Akton
Norton, Freedom.
derived from the pop concert is the guest of his mother, Mrs. Lena H.
treasury,
Carl Mortimer
Hart, Belfast
and dance Friday evening, Aug. 31st, in Frost.
Harry Carl Morse, Palermo.
Levi Leslie Walker, Belfast.
i the Belfast Opera House. Tliis will enMrs. Henry Albee and little son Otis of
Leroy Andrew Paul, Morrill.
| title Mr. Bradbury to his second degree Bar Harbor are guests of Mrs. Earl L.
Oscar Turner Bradstreet, Palermo
j as the Band’s honorary member. The Curtis.
Leo Thomas Sullivan,
Frankfort
i hall was simply but very appropriately
Dwinal Everett Hunt, Burnham.'
Rollin K. Morgan of Burlington, Vt.,
Guy Melvin Hannon, Liberty.
decorated with flags of assorted sizes,
is the guest of his sister, Mrs. Harry L.
Percy Roscoe Smart, Belfast.
under the direction of Mrs. Bradbury.
Kilgore.
Pearley Carleton Haynes, Belfast
Large ones formed butterfly decorations
Hiram O. Burgess, Belfast.
Mrs. A. M. Small of Freedom was the
around the balcony railing and stage
Walter Edgar Scott, Searsport.
Ralph Christoper Staples, Stockton front, while over each section were sev- guest last Thursday of Miss Amy E.
Springs.
eral small flags. Small tables with dainty Stoddard.
Harold Bibber Robinson, Belfast
Miss Gertrude Strout of Somerville,
lunch cloth coverings were centered with
Luther Earl Roberts, Belfast.
Curtis Hale Taylor, Unity.
single flags of the Allied nations. The Mass., arrived last Saturday to visit Mrs.
W alter Ray Murphy, Monroe.
favors were small balloons, which furn- P. L. Strout
George Edmund Lowell, Belfast.
ished great sport later as they were inMrs. Emily Harris Hyams of New York
Walter Augustine Beaulieu, Liberty.
flated and floated over the heads of the has been in Belfast the past week on her
Allen Cobb Knowlton, Liberty.
James Watson Stearns, Morrill.
guests. These tables were reserved prin- annual visit.
William Thomas Faulkner, Belfast,
cipally for those who indulged in dancElisha Hinds of Boston was in Belfast
Harold Artell Kitchin, Palermo.
ing. The spectators seats were also well last
Friday on business.
Augustns Jay Dodge, Islesboro.
filled. There were parties from North
Edward Hughes Annis, Jr., Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett and little
Harold F. Damon, Winterport.
port, Searsport, Bangor and Rockland
daughter Ruth spent Sunday and Monday
John Herbert Morgan, Winterport.
present. For a mid-summer function it
in Rockland with relatives.
Raymond W. Emerton, Belfast.
was an unusually animated scene.
Fred H. Patterson, Belfast.
Mrs. Charles W. Conner has returned
The Band never presented a better ap-

:

George Eli Carr, Palermo.
Earl Leroy Curtis, Belfast.
Lyndon Crockett Nealy, Winterport.
Clifton Leroy Beckwith, Belfast.
Wellington Jonathan Roberts, Belfast.
Horace M. True, Unity.
Archie Clair McLaughlin, Stockton
Springs.
Edmund Samuel Ames, Searsport.
Samuel Fields Pendleton, Islesboro.
George Lincoln Ford, Belfast.
William Rawson Pendleton, Islesboro.

•"■amission
3

Monday, Tuesday

Hendrick.

C.

Hunt, Unity.
Arthur Kingman
Blood,
Claude Norton Buyers, Liberty.
Winterport.
?a"d°1gh Leonard Hatch, Islesboro
Josiah

of this week:

RATES.

f

Halsey

Beginning with No. 399 and endinj
with 638, both inclusive, were called before the examining board in the Court

the Farm.

HEARING

RichspringgelVin

;

Percy Kneeland, Stockton Springs.
Clyde Merrithew, Stockton Springs.
Hugh D. Marden, Freedom.

rent.

^

County

board for industrial reasons:
Clarence W. Curtis, Swanville.
Edwin D. Fairc hild, Searsport.

t'ounty Correspondence.
hisrsport. Stockton Springs. ..Born
Married. Died..Belfast Price Cur-

1,,

Draft.

The following called in the previous
draft have been excused by the district

seed Wheat. .America.. .A New
C»e for Concrete. .Coal Prices.
Poor Jim Ham. .Our Vast Shipping
Elan.. Bangor Physicians Enlisted..
Iirms of All iSorts. ..Senator Fernsld’s Farm.
Editorials. .News of the Granges..
I he Northport Country Club. .Chartie's Attitude Toward the Soldiere.
"he News of Belfast.
Maine Items. .Nonsense ..Transfers
jr, Real Estate. .Camp Greene..Trac-

I

•

new

very

•

I

|

golf links at the Country Club.

Mr.

and Mrs. F.

X. Saucier of Nuevitas, Cuba, were guests at the LamsonWaterman farm Friday.
Mr. Saucier is
the owner of one of the largest stock
ranches in Cuba, and has recently purchased a summer home near Manches-

ter, N. H.

Mr. and Mrs. Saucier motorad to Maine with a party of seven and
j left Belfast Saturday for Bar Harbor.

|

COUNTY OFFICERS.

President,

Rev. T. H.

Martin,

Sears-

port; Vice Pres., Dr. E. H. Boynton, Winterport; Secretary, Annie Mae Frost,
Belfast; Treasurer, Gerald Howard.
SUPERINTENDENTS.
Home Dept., Mrs. A. J. Lockhart, Winterport; Elementary, Mrs. T. N. Pearson,
Morrill; Teacher Training, Rev. A. A.
Blair, Belfast; Adult, P. L. Benner, Belfast; Missionary, Mrs. Annie Craig, Belfast; Temperance, O. E. Frost, Belfast.
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Campmeeting Long Ago.
The first campmeeting which the writattended was at Northport
There
was then on the grounds only one building of timber and boards, and this was
open on the side facing the rows of
plank seats on which the worshippers
were seated when listening to the sermons which were delivered from this
building which the unregenerate designated as the “gospel shed.”
The preaching was fervidly earnest and
the amens were frequent and emphatic.
Not far away, scattered among the trees
er

were
was

some 30 or 40 tents, each of which
filled with members of some partic-

ular parish. There were the “Belfast
Tent,” the “Bangor Tent,” the “Bucks-

port Tent” and so on along the straggling, shaded street of cotton habitations.
But few of the tents had stoves, and the
occupants brought a large part of their
cooked food from home. More food was
brought by late arrivals, green com, potatoes and other vegetables were bought
MR. HENRY OATER

ITALY.

Italy occupies a very small space oi
the map cf Europe.
Consequently tha
little country has not, by some of us.
been rated as being an important facto)
in the war. But today, Italy is astounding the world with her organization,
efficiency and power She has colonies
with

area

an

United

States,

of one fifth that of the
but the^e colonies have a

population of only 5,000,000 widely scattered people, and add little or nothing tc
the military strength of the nation. Italy
itself, has a little less than four times the
area

of the State of Maine and has

a

population of about 33,000,000. Her navy
ranks sixth in the navies of the world
and has about twice the strength of that
of Austria. She has more than 8,000

railway

miles of

within her borders.

I

She

|

has the speediest and most powerful airplanes in the world. Her triplanes are

■

j

able to carry 40 passengers at the rate of
100 miles an hour, and no other country I

fighting planes. She
builds her own planes, automobiles, tractors and tanks, and besides doing that
A
she builds extensively for France.
steam dray-tractor is used by the Allies
for transporting heavy cannon. These
In one factory in
are called camions.
Italy 50 of these machines are a daily
outjiut and they go under their own
steam across the Alps on their way to
has

|
!

!
|
i
j
]
:

In this and other factories 1000
i
made in two or three
were

France.
camions
weeks.

I

effective

so

The

Italians

make

their

own

machine guns, their trench morters and
most of their other ordnance. System,

activity and efficiency everywhere prevail. In addition to her wonderful achievements in mechanical and industrial preparedness, Italy has mobilized and trained an army of 4,000,000 men, and more
than half her forces are on the firing line
in Austrian territory. Italy spent two
years before she really attempted to make
her power felt, but from this time on,
her operations seem to be second only, to
those on the Hindenburg line. The im-

of nearbv farmers

Many nf th.

eomr,_

Mr.Dater is a firm friend of “Fruit-a* ers built fires in the open, made
tea,
lives”. He believes in the healing and cooked vegetables and steamed clams in
restoring powers of these wonderful the primitive way to which people were
tablets male from fruit juices. He then accustomed. At night, tallow canknows—because !io tried ‘Fruit-a-tives’1 dles were used for lighting the tents, alwhen he was ill and suffering, and is in though what were then called fluid
lamps
a position to speak with
authority.
were occasionally seen.
When darkness
658 Fibst Ave., Troy, N.Y,
settled down the grove was lighted by
April 29th. 1916
wood fires built on platforms about 8 feet
“I have been a Sufferer for years from the
ground, on the top of four posts.
"with Kidney Trouble and Constipa- The
platforms were about 5 feet square,
tion. I tried “Fruit-a-tives” about a of
green wood, covered first by flat rocks
month ago, and with almost immediate which in
turn were covered with about 8
result*. The Kidney Trouble has disap- inches
of earth. Quite large fires were
peared and the Constipation is fast built on these platforms and replenished
HENRY DATER.
leaving me”
by frequent additions of dry wood. To
“Fruit-a-tives” is the greatest Kidney the
south of the campground was only a
Remedy in the world, and is equally forest with
perhaps here and there a bit
effective in relieving Constipation.
of pasture. All the travel by teams was
50c a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c. At
up and down the hill which leads up to
all dealers or sent on receipt of price
the vicinity of the Country Club house.
Fruit-a-tives
by
Limited, OGDENS* This road was then in
excellent condiBURG, NEW YORK._
tion, but when one turned into the woods
been chosen to attend some sort of a con- to drive down to the campground a wonvention and that these delegates have derful aggregation of boulders were enbeen chosen to represent the views of
1,500,000 people. The word democracy

probably adopted

was

as

a

part of their

self given appellation in order to give a
semblance of loyalty and patriotism to
their organization. Whether loyal or disloyal the effect of their efforts is pro-Ger-

individually they have made
themselves assistant Germans. During
ihe Civil War we had a propaganda here
in Waldo county which started with a
peace at any price policy and grew to
armed preparation for resistance to a
draft. When the chief conspirator was
compelled to rest from his labors in the
man

and

seclusion
ers

of

Fortress

Monroe,

his follow-

suddenly became loyal citizens and

have remained such

ever

since. A diluted

dose of Prussianism would doubtless have
a pacific effect on the pacifists of the

countered.
have

There was no

wharf,

but I

1,000 people land at campmeeting time from a barge which came from
Bangor and up-river towns. The barge
was in tow of a tug and was laid broadside to the shore. The passengers came
down the gang plank and walked to land
on three pontoon scows fastened end to
end and extending from the shore to the
barge.
Thursday of campmeeting week was a
great annual holiday to almost the whole
of Waldo county.
Every buggy was
washed and every carriage horse had a
brush down and an extra feed of oats,
and in the early forenoon went racing
down Northport avenue in a cloud of
dust if the weather was fair. Many
farmers drove their spans hitched to farm
seen

wagons loaded with the whole

family and

SEED WHEAT.
is the first
Sound, clean, healthy seed
requisite for the largely .increased wheat
crop which the United States Department of Agriculture hopes to see harvestWhatever the source of
ed next
year.

supply farmers will
vantage, says the
that only good seed is
been said is equally

find it to their ad-

department, to see
planted. What has

into
no time in getting it
shape for storage until planting time.
The fanning mill is the farmer’s best

should lose

The farmer, by all
a mill and if he
such
means, shouldihave
has not and is unable to obtain one,
should borrow or rent his neighbor’s mill,
or several farmers can join in buying one.
A fanning mill removes weed seeds, smut
and shriveled grain and leaves only
plump kernels, practically every one of

friend in this task.

depended

which may be

upon

to

inhabitants,

the head of the Adriatic

produce

thrifty plant.

but the use of the fanning
mill will assist materially in improving
the crop grown from seed known to have

treatment,

contained scabby kernels.
If the farmer is dependent on outside
sources for his seed he should buy from
his neighbor if possible so that he may
more likely to get seed well adapted to

be

It is advisable to buy as
as possible as at this

his conditions.
soon

after harvest

time prices are likely to be lowest. If the
farmer delays, his neighbors may dispose
of all their surplus grain and he may be
forced to plant seed grown under conditions radically different from his own.
If the farmer

patronizes

should insist

on

near

his section

as

a seedsman he
getting seed grown «s

possible.

If seed is affected by diseases, careful
inspection will usually disclose the fact.
The presence of stinking smut in wheat
is indicated by the odor and the presence
of scab by the appearance of the kernels.

Purchased seed should, of course, be
cleaned and treated for the destruction of
the spores of disease producing fungi, ifthe examination shows this to be

neces-

sary.
In choosing varieties of wheat the
farmer should be guided by the experiences of his neighbors and the advice of
his State Experiment Station. This is
true also of rye, but there are available
fewer varieties of rye than of wheat.
The stations

statistics

can

furnish

A large percentage of the export and
import trade of Austro-Hungary passes
through this city, and its capture would
be for that reason, of great military
value. In fact its capture is absolutely
necessary, before the main offensive plan
of the Italians

can be undertaken.
The
notable advances in recent battles have
been made a few miles north of Trieste

near

Tolmino,

key which

the
the road for an advance
If the Italians succeed in

Vienna.

on

which is said to be

opens

capturing Trieste and seriously threaten
Vienna with its population of 1,700,000,
the military spirit of Austria will be
broken and she will

sue for the peace
which she already desires. When Austria
throws up her hands, then will fade the
vision of expansion, and world power

which has led the Kaiser
mad

Then

career.

on

will

and

on

in his

return.

peace

Whether Italy wins or loses in her offensives she certainly deserves the plaudits
of America.
THE

After the grain farmer has procured a
supply of satisfactory seed he should
store it carefully that it will keep in good
condition and will be safe from the depredations of rats, mice and insects. Bins
which are supposedly rat proof are avail-

not being managed satisfactorily,” says Collier’s Weekly, in giving an
account of the adoption of the Senate
war was

amendment for

a

joint committee

Collier’s has been

on war

friendly

to the Wilson

administration, but it is
not of that sort of friends who sneeze
whenever the President takes snuff and
who change every time the President
changes. The article from which this
quotation is taken explains that the
Wecks-Madden resolution was introduced

early in this session of Congress but
made little headway at first. Continuing,
Collier’s says:
“The air of

Washington

and of the

country was filled with episodes which
were chargeable to lack of effective administration by the President. The Denman-Goethals situation, which had held
up for months the vitally needed building
of ships, was but the most conspicuous
of many aspects of the management of
the war which gave apprehension to the
friends of the administration and opportunity to its enemies.”
Several other instances of bad management are

cited, all supporting the conclusion above quoted, that the Senate
vote of 53 to 31 in favor of the joint
committee, in a body a majority of which
is

Democratic, arose

the

war was

NOT

from realization that

being mismanaged.
WHAT

WE

coach.

Better still would I

like to sit

with my feet on the dash board, beside
J erry Sullivan, that wizard of the reins,

Capt.

W. H. Harriman

was

at home

with his family recently.

AMERICA.
America, proud in her strength,
And proud in all her sires
bequeathed,
Hath drawn her sword, t’will not be

sheathed,

Till Germans learn its weight and
length.
Across the sea her banner flies—
With France and England close
allied,
Their colors floating side by side
Give comfort to war weary eyes.
Poor bleeding France, at what a loss
Hath she withstood the invading foe,
America will help her show
The i nvaders where the Rhine to cross.
Then how their coward hearts will
quail,
For cowards only wanton slay
The young, the old, who weep and
pray
For mercy, but of no avail.

Freedom Academy
FREEDOM,

82(1 Year

MAINE

Opens Tuesday, Sept.

COLLECE PREPARATORY AND SCIENTIFIC COURSES
The only complete Agricultural Course in Waldo (
unity
CAREFULLY SUPERVISED DORMITORY
RATES REASONABLE.

that knight of the whip, and once more
Willard Ginn of Snug Harbor, is spendFor catalogue and full
information, address
ride down “campmeeting hill.” When
ing a vacation with his daughter, Mrs.
HARRi M. WOODS,
Their impious Raiser with uplifted hand
two-thirds down the hill I would like
W. H. Harriman.
Principal
Thanks God for all his gracious care,
again to see six reins grasped in a strong
3w34
Freedom. M i
Mrs. Edward Avery and two little And not forgetting in his prayer
left hand, to hear the quick release of
Hilda and Anna, visited rela- That power be given his pirate band.
the brake, to see the long lash quiver daughters,
tives in Unionville recently.
All ships to seize, sink, or destroy,
above the backs of the leaders and to
Miss Hazel Mitchener and Mrs. Minnie All modes of piracy pursue,
hear the crisp “hi-hi” as the coach goes
Their flag should be of blackest hue,
lurching through the hollow and the Malcoln, returned to their home in Rox- Black as the methods they employ.
KEEP ON KNITTING.
horses gallop up the incline just beyond, bury, Mass., last Saturday.
A thousand crimes lie at his door.
Mrs. Justina Harding and her daughter Millions
taking us into the twilight on our homelie dead at his command",
“The American Line.”
The Navy League has an organization ward way. But the old days and the old Orianna, visited Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Beneath the sea and in the land,
And still he calls for more, and more.
of about 300,000 workers, who among joys are gone, the fires on the platforms Harding in Hallowell recently.
ON AND
AFTER JUNE 1,
1917,
other things, have sent to the men of our long ago were extinguished, electric
Miss Gertrude Clifford Staples of St. Warped in mind and dwarfed in
soul,
navy 150,000 knitted garments. Secre- lights glow in scores of neat summer Paul, Minn., has been the guest several That soul he has, seems little doubt
LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,
ARRIVE IN CAMDEN
Though small, the iiends have found it
tary Daniels has had a quarrel with the homes and swing from trees in adjacent days of her cousin, Mrs. Gerry Harding.
8.00 a. m..|12 m. | 3.00. p. m.
9.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m., 4
out
of
the league and it is reported groves.
president
A. I. BROWN.
Misses Anzelia and Mary Harriman And have it under safe control.
LEAVE CAMDEN, Bav View Hotel,
ARRIVE IN BeLFASI
that Mr. Daniels will not allow the league
jI 10.30
S. S. Haskell,
spent several days in Rockland recently
j
9.30 a.m., 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p. m.
a. m., 2.30 p m
to send any more comfortable garments
;
Brooks, Me.
with their father, Capt. W. H. Harriman.
u ntil it is officered by a new board.
Connections made at Camden with electric cars to and from Rockland; at I
Mrs. McGregor and daughter Louise,
Whether this report be true or false the
gor and Waterville, via Maine Central Railroad; boat to Castine and Islesbor
ENGINE NO. 1, U. S. A.
Belfast, for special trips to any point desired. Careful drivers and first-class ser
of Roxbury,
Mass., have been guests
good women of America should keep the
of Mrs. Harvey Mitchener at the Berry
the
Standard
[From
Brooklyn
knitting needles busy. It is not advisable
Union.]
cottage.
to idly watch a “tempest in a teapot”
Building a locomotive in twenty workMrs. W. D. Harriman has been confined ing days may not be a world’s record but
while we are at war with Germany.
THE MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMP *
to her room with a severe attack of certainly it is an achievement which,
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Maoager, Pythian Block, B*i
Talanhnna 1 316-3
i8tf
telephone^
SEED WHEAT.
indigestion. She was attended by should not pass unnoticed. The distincSafely Passed by acute
Dr. Emerson of Bucksport.
tion of doing this belongs to the Baldwin
concrete lighter of 500 tons
A NEW USE FOR CONCRETE.
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
We assume that next year quite an
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Har- Locomotive Works at Philadelphia, and
undertaken a contract for I'
Vegetable Compound.
acreage of wheat will be sown in Waldo
vard Harriman offer their congratulations it was done for no less eminent personThat nursery rhyme about the men of bitious venture in concrete
county. If opportunity oilers seed wheat
tempted—an ocean-going \
to them in their start of newly married age than Uncle Sam.
Gotham who “went to sea in a bowl”
long with a cargo capacity of
should be secured this fall. In another
The
Government
has
life.
several
We
placed
also
extend
to
congratulations
without further contributing any record
For shipbuilding concrc
Wagoner, Okla.—“1 never get tired
column we publish an article sent out by
orders
for
engines to be used in of their doings has no warning in it for manifest advantages.
of praising Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Johnson. Mrs. John- large
It
the United States Department of AgriculFrance, and this is the first of the 150 the mariners who are now venturing not easily exhaustible and i
mtiiiilLLLLmittEi table
Compound son was Miss Junita Ellis of this place.
ture which seems to us to be timely and
oecause
moulded into shape. When
allotment given to the Baldwin Com- forth
during
upon the waters in concrete ships.
lected, the material is not
| Change of Life I
practical. The writer believes that Walpany. It was a case of pulling the con- Recent history fully justifies the innova! was in bed two
fected by salt water amt
do county can and will next year raise a
cern’s throttle wide open, and how ef- tion. Half a
i years and had two
rode.
A large concrete sh
new
maj
century ago the
considerable acreage of wheat. The Jouroperations, but all
fectively the big shop responded to the ter ial was as strange a factor in naviga- in from 60 to 100 days, an
the doctors and op- Awaken to the Danger and Aid the Weaknal will be glad to have some of our good
impetus is shown by the result—a ready- j tion as was iron when in 1818 the “Vul- that such a vessel increase
erations did me no
with age. Wood and iron
ened Kidneys.
farmers tell its readers something practifor-use
166,400 pound locomotive with j can” started out with her cargo of coal, to hold their own upon tin
good, and I would
cal about wheat raising.
Kidney sickness often runs you down the letters “U. S. A.” in big type on the or when in 1834 the “Garry Owen” nosed there is evidently a place I
have been in my
to the verge of collapse before you know tender.
the Irish coast unharmed during a storm
time of stress, and we ma
grave today had ft
When the Baldwin shop gets going that cumbered the same coast with the
not been for Lydia the cause. When you seem unable to
WEARING THEM DOWN.
j
conspicuously
represented
to
Let
it
any task, your back right on this particular job it will turn debris of her wooden competitors.
E. Pinkham’s Yeg- pin your mind
“leviathans afloat” that an
aches and you cannot do an ordinary out four engines a day.
Over 1000 loco- | be admitted that the earliest vessels in the tasks of world comnn
■etaoie
v,ompouna
In the last ten days the Allies have
which brought me out of it all right, so day’s work, it is time to ask yourself motives, a majority of them smaller than concrete left the yards as experiments, war.—Boston Herald.
taken 35,000 prisoners and since April
I am now well and do all my housework, this question: “Are my kidneys working the twenty-day product, have been or- and that by many they were regarded as
besides working in my garden. Several right?” The answer may be easily found. dered by the Government. All are to go freaks. It took time to familiarize the
9th have taken 180,000. Owing to their
Coat Prices.
Weak kidneys slacken their filtering to France. It is needless to mention that average mind with the notion of a “stone
of my neighbors have got well by takmassed counter attacks the German
the uric circulates with the each will be called upon to do its part ship.” But the war and its insatiable deing Lydia E. Pinkbam’sv egetable Com- work and
losses in killed and wounded have doubtThe statement of coal dec
cases, attacking, brain, toward pushing the Kaiser’s army out of mand for iron and steel have helped the
pound.”— Mrs. Viola Finical, Wagon* blood, in many and
vital organs. Don’t that country and Belgium.
builders to new ideas.
nerves, muscles
less been not less than 100,000.
famine in hard coal is imnnnc
er, Okla.
wait
for
the
serious
a
new
of
this
inwar
And
when
the
is
is
to
trouble—begin using
department
Already
over, what
Such warning symptoms as sense of
prices will not drop to the
when you feel the become of these engines? That has not dustry is in the making. Concrete barges
suffocation, hot flashes, headaches, back* Doan’s Kidney Pills
SUCCESS!
first
notice
met
or
first
backache
disnow
in
use
on
the
Panama
are
by a flat statement from
been
considered
but
urinary
canal;
probably
they
yet,
aches, dread of impending evil, timidity,
sounds in the ears, palpitation of the orders. This remedy has given new life will not be brought back to America. Prance, Italy and some of the Scandi- Garfield, fuel administrator,
There are no “lifts” in the House of
How would it do to present them to navian countries have had concrete ves- that all the
heart, sparks before the eyes, irregu- and strength to thousands.
machinery at the
Proof of merit in a Belfast woman’s France and Belgium. But that is some- sels in service for several years past,
Success,
larities, constipation, variable appetite,
the Government will be usi
But the stairs are long and steep,
statement.
thing which must be left for the quiet mostly for river traffic. Great Britain
weakness and dizziness should be needed
And the man who would climb
Mrs. Margaret P. Wood. 10 Vine St., days which are to come when tarpaulin is at this moment constructing a motor- about cheaper coal for tin
by middle-aged women. Lydia E. PinkTo the top, in his time,
ham’s Vegetable Compound has carried Belfast, says: “I suffered from severe has been drawn over the big guns and coaster of concrete; there is a plant at that retailers, profits will b<
and at night they their voices hushed for an indefinite Moss, Norway, where concrete ships of as
Before he dare walk, must creep.
many women safely through the crisis. pains across my back
as a last resort, the C
interferred with my rest. I was subject period.
much as 3000 tons displacement are being that,
Of carpets, there’re none in the House of
to dizzy spells and black spots came beturned out; and the Norwegian govern- will seize coal at the mines an
Success,
fore my eyes. My kidneys were somement has just given permission for the consumers, thus eliminating t
But the floors are hard and bare,
what disordered and I felt miserable and
building of two reinforced-concrete ves- if necessary. Another step
And you’re likely to trip
run down.
Doan’s Kidney Pills seemed
sels for service in the North sea, the
And slide and slip.
line of price cutting is" the est
to be just what my system required and I
larger of 1000 tons dead weight, the
In the pitfalls here and there.
''
smaller of 600 tons. The Swedish minis- of a purchasing commission
House at 27 Church street, owned and soon got relief. I can recommend Doan’s
There are no lounges or easy chairs,
HAND GOODS of every descrip- ter of marine recently ordered a concrete plies for the Allies.
Kidney Pills procured from the City Drug
This pr-iP'*1';"
tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stovss, lighter of 1000 tons, to be followed at the
Nor places to rest your spine,
occupied by George G. Wells, containing Store to anyone.”
international pm 1
But after you’ve won
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply etc. Antique furniture s specialty. If you same establishment by a concrete ship of contemplates
all Unde ot household goods. Also a veiy
the
To the roof—there’s the sun,
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kid- have anything to sail drop me a postcard and 4000 tons. Not to be outdone, the United and, in the end, provision that
you will receive a prompt call.
Pr
the
at
Mrs.
lot
In
Grave
that
vidual
desirable
Wood
had.
Cemetery
(old
ah!
but
the
view
it
is
same
consumer
shall
fine.
Pills—the
buy
Several
part).
States
is
also
this
field.
ney
And,
entering
WALTER H .COOMBS.
—The Optimist.
Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
weeks ago a Baltimore firm launched a fixed for the Governments.
Tel. 849-8
84 Main Street, Belfast.
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REASON.

■‘The idea got recognition only when
and because there was a feeling that the

expenditures.

by the fact that he, having been born
in Prince Edward Island, is not eligible
for the Presidency and, in consequence,
is not bothering himself with the problem of how anything he may do will affect his chances for the Democratic nomination in 1920.
So he just goes ahead
and does the thing which commends itself to his sense of justice and to his intellect—both of which are normally developed.

■''Mother says this flour is best”!..
.DA*sy
|

comparative

the yields and behavior of a
number of varieties of the two cereals.
on

Cry

way—

sea.

FLOUR

After it is cleaned, however, the seed should be treated in order
that the smut may be prevented. Scab
is less likely to be prevented by seed
a

“People’s Council of America for Demo- several of the neighbors, while under the
cracy and Peace.” Their democracy is seats were boxes of food and jugs of cold
not exactly what the nation’s democracy coffee.
Stage coaches, drawn by four
needs.
and sometimes by six horses, made hour- able on practically all farms and it will
ly trips from the city, carrying passen- pay farmers to see that they are kept in
A SANE STATESMAN.
gers inside, on top, on the baggage rack good condition to keep out the rodents)
and on the dash board. Going to campThe sanity and poise of judgment and
on one of these coaches, his feet
statesmanlike
character
of Secre- meeting
general
Children
down the side, was to many a
tary Lane’s work, either as an Interstate hanging
FOR FLETCHER’S
bliss.
I
would
mediate aim of the Italian army is to cap- Commerce Commi*sioner or as a member country youth exquisite
CASTOR I A
like once more to ride to Northport campture Trieste, an Austrian seaport city hav- of the Cabinet may be explained—in fact
ground on the top of a crowded six-horse
situated some folks do explain them that
PROSPECT FERRY.
ing about 140,000

near

William
Tell

true of seed for the
rye crop which the department hopes to
see much larger than usual next year.
If a farmer has seed from his own crop
which is satisfactory so far as variety
and general condition are concerned, he

NEED.

Change
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An organization which has christened
itself the “People’s Council of America
for Democracy and Peace” has lately obtained much editorial advertising.
Its
members claim that 2,000 delegates have
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English Farming.

Efforts in the direction of
increased
food production have met
with considerable success,
particularly
the
among
workers of Great Britain who
are now
°"r times more
allotments
fe vegetable
for
growmg than before the
war.
Throughout the country, land has
been taken over which
was
formerly

wtlfh

During

convalescence*

growing mustard

and when appetite lags

employed
while about 10,000 women are now
regu‘®rly eroPtoyed m agricultural work.
More than a thousand motor
tractors and
60 caterpillar tractors are
being used on
the land and orders for 7000
tractors have
been placed for the 1918
campaign.
That Pious fraud.

brings to the hot. dry

soothing

a

oaxes

siasm

balm

bulbs etc

the arable area in England
and Wales on
which 40,000 troops have been

WRIGLEY5
mouth a freshness and

seed, hops,

food
Some
™n^lliZed
acres t°r
have ^"8
already been added to

30°,OK,
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that

the war.

Europe

Allied purchasing commission, comprising three American officials, to handle all British, French and
Russian Government purchases in the
United States has been announced by
Secretary7 McAdoo. All the other Allies,
the announcement saio, are expected to
follow the example of Great
Britain,
France and Russia and put their purchases into the commission’s hands. The
members of the commission are Bernard
M. Baruch, Robert S. Lovett and Robert
S. Brookings, all members of the War Industries Board.
Mr. Baruch for some
time has acted as the official purchasing
of
the
Allies.
agent
Establishment of
the commission is expected to bring the
resources of the United States into more
effective use, and at the same time to
prevent speculation in war supplies of all

cause

thank Wrigley’s

to

Creation of
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have
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Havana’s Orphans.
A whole series of romances could be
written round the strange little opening
in the wall below the iron-barred windowthrough which infants enter Havana’s
great orphan asylum at La Beneficencia,
says a writer in the SeptemberWide World
Magazine. Parents, guardians, and others
desirious of getting rid of infants place
them within the box-like compartment,
which is really a stile. They then give
the stile a turn, which has the effect of
ringing a bell in the building, announcing
to the Sister on duty- tbe advent of another little foundling.
The identity of
the person who brings the child is never
known, and every infant deserted in this
way is nourished and cared for by the
kindly Sisters. Some of Havana’s most
POOR JIM HAM.
OUR VAST SHIPPING PLAN.
prosperous citizens were brought up in
.>ident’s mouthpiece in the
The United States is endeavoring to this institution. One is not surprised,
therefore, to learn that the former foundJim Ham Lewis of Illinois, accomplish a far greater feat in shipbuildlings contribute generously7 to the upkeep
if very seriously and is never ing than has been ever attempted by any of the hospital that succored them w7hen
; isfied with himself as he is
other country. German destruction of they- were helpless.
kcs the floor to give expresmerchant ships by submarine operations
The iron ore mined in the United States
administration’s views upon is a challenge to build more than can be
in 1916 reached a total of 75,167,672 gross
islation or when he can make destroyed, if we can, and that challenge
tons, the greatest annual output ever
ment that is startling to the is accepted.
“The decision in this world i made. The shipments from the mines in
war
rests on the tonnage question,” says 1916 were 77,870,553 gross tons, valued at
gives him a first, page posimetropolitan papers. But un- Admiral Tirpitz. Not entirely; hut the 5181,902,277. The quantity mined in 1916
tonnage question is one of the most im- was more than 19,600,000 tons greater
for the Honorable Jim Ham
portant with which our government has than that mined in 1915. The increases
to grapple.
We are going into battle in quantity and in value of iron ore shipways sure of his facts, and he
1
iy saying
something which thousands of miles away, and not unless ped in 1916 amounted to about 40 and 80
we have a mighty merchant navy can we
per cent, respectively. The average value
someone
has to deny or
in the first place carry our soldiers there per ton at the mines in 1916 was 52.34, as
forced to take back himself, and afterward
furnish them and our allies against 51.83 in 1915.
These figures,
been so many instances of with the
immense stores of things they w'hicii were compiled under the direction
hing that Hon. Jim Ham is need. The reconstituted shipping board of E. F. Burchard, of the United States
upon as something of a joke
understands the task, and apparently Geological Survey7, Department of the In:on, and his reputation as a proposes to turn it into a triumph.
terior, include for 1916 only iron ore constatesman has suffered conGen. Goethals had planned, shortly be- taining less than 5 per cent of manganese.
fore his retirement from the management
lay while discussing in the of the emergency fleet
corporation, a
Women Repair Lehigh Tracks.
venue bill, he declared that
total addition of 6,210,000 tons to our
A section gang of women has just been
y department at. this hour mercantile
a
to
be
marine,
large part
peaking has the established ready by June, 1918, but completion not put to work on the main line of the Le.000,000 swindled out of this to take place till six or twelve months high Valley Railroad. Nine women, worky perjury, fraud, deception
later. This included nearly 1,500,000 tons ing under the direction of an experienced
forms of commercial and of
shipping under construction in Ameri- foreman, comprise the gang, which is lokery under the income tax can yards for foreign owners. The com- cated on the west end of the Buffalo dinear Buffalo.
The women art permandeering of the ships has since shown vision
rally this startling state- that the tonnage is not far short of 2,- forming all the regular duties of similar
ned comment and immediAnd now the shipping board gangs of men, tightening bolts, putting in
000,000.
new7 ties and tamping ballast.
lemanded why, if the treas- plans to extend the actual
Pneumatic
building to 7,ballast tampers are used by the Lehigh
rnt had this proof of swind- I
963,600 tons, making, with the commanproceed to bring the guilty deered vessels, a grand total of nearly Valley and the women already are hanthe machines like veterans.—Philaslice. This put the treasury
10,000,000 tons. It may be observed that dling
n an unenviable light and its
the increase will be largely due to the delphia Public Ledger.
'*
ened to make a statement on erection of a third
government-owned
The substance of it is that
Alcohol in War.
fabricating yard, Gen. Goethals having
mi didn’t knowr what he was
designed but two. If the board can let
Distillers throughout the United States
p; that the treasury depart- us have even one-half
the total by the will turnover their plants to the Governsuch proof and never had it;
beginning of June, the British by that ment for war purposes the moment they
un down the charge made by
time adding to their mercantile marine close on Sept. 8th, under the requirerisible party that the govern- about
3,500,000 tons, and the U-boats not ments of the food law. The following ofing swindled, and found that in the' interval increasing their power of ficial statement was issued by the Nationasn’ttrue, and that the sena- destruction, the war will be decided so al Wholesale Liquor Dealers’ Association:
nois, had he taken pains to far as its decision rests on the tonnage “The plants will be held subject to the
If on the subject, would have question.—Boston Herald.
necessities of the Government for the
ed that the story was false
purposes of making alcohol for war mufoundation.
1
nitions. Distilleries are as necessary to
Bangor Physicians Enlisted
the man who is the mouthmodern warfare as artillery.
It takes
's administration.
Can it be
nearly two pounds of alcohol to make one
hat sometimes the Senate and
The following Penobscot County physof
smokeless
pound
powder.”
lacks confidence in the men icians have recently enlisted, five of
sitions in Washington whose whom are from Bangor.
And Coal and Most Everything.
: ideas are expressed by such
Dr. Walter E. Whitney.
ible man?—Portland Press.
Dr. Joseph F. Starrett.
Eggs will not go to a dollar a dozen
next winter, Chicago dealers promise,
Dr. Louis M. Pastor
because the public won’t stand for it. So
Dr. George B. Caulfield.
ITH ONE SLEEVE COMDr. Harold H. Crane.
l that’s what
regulates egg and butter
G IN WAR S WAKE.
Dr. Calvin M. Thomas of Brewer.
prices, is it?—Kansas City Times.
Dr. Joseph If. Murphy of Dexter.
Aug. 29. Fashion has been
Dr. Harry W. Johnson of Wytopitlock.
Masons to Fight Saloons.
war.
This is the word that
It is expected that they will be called
Any Mason in Missouri who signs a peat the opening of the Fashion
into service in the course of three or four tition for a
saloon license will be expelled
f America when the advance weeks and assigned to duty wherever
from that order if an amendment of the
for the autumn were seen in sent by the department.
constitution of the order is passed by the
num hotel recently,
Since the beginning of the war Bangor
tamed Dame Fashion,” Mme. has furnished 18 physicians, including Dr. grand lodge, which meets in St. Louis
The proposed amendment
Sept. 18th.
said, and she sighed. “Wool- I Thomas of Brewer who is on the local was introduced
at the meeting of the
be conserved.
Our soldiers hospital staff.
Portland has furnished 16 Grand
Lodge last year and action deferred.
warm clothes, so our women
thus far.
Maine’s quota is about 200 and It has
been discussed in all of the' local
tent with just about half the less than half has thus far been enlisted.
lodges of Missouri and delegates have
loth in their tailored attire,
It is believed, however, that the need of been
instructed
how to vote or have gain.ire to be shorter, skirts narphysicians and surgeons is becoming a ed an idea of the feeling of their
lodges.
to be only lines, and not a
strong call to duty and the example of Members of the order are now
prohibited
l will be seen.
The lines are the Bangor physicians will become genfrom engaging in the liquor business, and
" “re.
eral.
persons engaged in that business are not
■mstrator straightened up with
To the people who know these doctors received to
membership. The new amendair.
Then she smiled and best, their action must bring home the
ment provides that any person who rec1
mother model.
seriousness of the present situation.
ommends such a person for membership
!
are exceptions,” she said,
and anf lodge receiving such a person
something daring, more darmay be punished and such a person be exer before,” and out of the
WONDERFUL STUFF!
pelled from membership. '"'The clause,
her strutted a young woman,
however
is causing discussion is
carted on either side and disLIFT UUT YOUR CORNS one whichwhich
provides: “Nor shall any Freebloomers of a radiant hue.
mason recommend or sign any petition or
decidedly Byzantine,” the
application for a dram-shop license.”
"r said.
‘‘The evening gowns Apply a few drops then lift corns or calof American made ribbons,”
off
luses
with fingers—no pain.
icd.
“You know, the indusOr an Appropriation.
No humbug! Any corn, whether hard, soft
rcatened last year, thousands
Secretary Daniels announces that the
the toes, will loosen right up and
o out of employment.
Now or between
lift out, without a particle of pain or soreness. reorganization of our Navy calls for the
g back to them to revive the
This drug is called freezone and is a comappointment of another vice-admiral.
owns with only one sleeve
pound of ether discovered by a Cincinnati Uncle Sam seldom does anything these
burnable and even the silhou- man.
days that does not involve the appointbe in vogue.”
Auk at any drug store for a small bottle of ment
of somebody to an office.—Indianapfrerzone, which will cost but a trifle, but is olis Star.
sufficient to rid one’s feet of every corn or
callus.
Put a few drops directly upon any tender,
German Ships Repaired.
aching corn or callus. Instantly the soreness
When war was declared the United
disappears and shortly the corn or callus uill States secured 91 German ships which
For Infants and Children
loosen and can be lifted off with the fingers.
This drug freezone doesn't eat cut the corns were then in our ports. The liner Vateror
calluses, but shrivels them without even ir- land, biggest of the German vessels taken
Over 30 Years
over by the United States
ritating the surrounding skin.
Government,
*ay* bears
^V9
Just think! No pain .at ali; no soreness or has been repaired at a cost slightly less
when
it
or
afterwards.
If
smarting
applying
; than $1,000,000, and now flies the Ameriyour druggist don’t have freezone bave£him can flag.
More than half of the German
order’it for you.
merchantmen have been [repaired, and

Senator Femald’s Farm.

State,

He is considered in his home
of which he was governor, as one

of the most expert farmers and as the
man who gave to Maine the
standing it
has in the packing industry.
Senator Fernald came to the Senate
with the experience of a practical farmbehind him; he is a man who has made
money out of farming.
er

He grew up on a farm.
The place on
which he lives is part of the 200-acre
parcel upon which his great-great-grand-

father, Bert M. Fernald, settled
Poland, Maine, 125 years ago.

in West

Ninety

ago that same grandsire divided his
lands. Each of his two sons received 100
acres.
Senator Fernald’s great-grandfather had the farm upon which the Senator now lives. In turn it descended to
the Senator’s grandfather and father and
then to him.
“And.” remarked Senator Fernald recently, “I think it will be sure to be
owned by a Fernald for another hundred
years, as I have a son and he has a son.”
Could that original Bert M. Fernald return to West Poland and see the farm today he wouldn't recognize it. A hundred years ago it was not all fertile fields.
Some of it is uncleared even today, but
in those days the major portion was
rocky and wooded. Each year they clear
a certain portion of this
area, and Senator Fernald always works many days
with the men.
There is one field that is his special delight. It starts at the main highway and
extends back many rods.
Its area is ten
acres, and it is one of the handsomest
hay fields in Maine. At the time Senator Fernald’s father turned the farm over
to him he took his son out to the top of a
knoll overlooking that piece of land and
said: “Bert, no matter how prosperous
you become, don’t ever attempt to clear
that field. It will cost more than it is
worth.”
The future senator’s reply was that
some day he would have it cleared.
His
father laughed.
But the son kept his
word. He cleared the field, though it
was a tremendous job.
The first step was to dig a ditch ten
feet deep and as many feet wide the entire length of the field. Then rocks were
dumped into the ditch. It was filled to
within three feet of the top and then covered with good soil, hauled from a different part of the farm.
But this did not
take care of all the rocks on the place, so
a fence was built at one
side, ten feet
high, eight feet broad and some twelve
rods long, and rocks were piled there—
some of them so large that a derrick was
necessary to move them into place.
On his home farm Senator Fernald
keeps from thirty to forty cows, and he
always has from a dozen to fifteen head
of young stock, making a total herd of
more than
fifty head of cattle. He
specializes in Holsteins. He has a silo
with a capacity of 125 tons.
Labor-saving machinery is a hobby
with Senator Fernald, and he has four
gasoline engines, one to operate the silo
filler, another to run an electric-lighting
plant, another to pump water, and the
fourth, a portable engine, to saw wood
and do other chores.—Charles R. Michael,
In Country Gentleman.
years
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You bet! Because Chesterfields,
besides pleasing the taste, have
stepped in with a brand-new kind
ci enjoyment for smokers
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Chesterfields hit the smoke-spot,
they let you know you are smok-

ing—they “Satisfy ’!
And yet, they’re MILD!
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The blend is what does it—the
blend of pure, natural Imand Domestic tobaccos.
And the& blend can’t be copied.
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Next time, if you want that
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‘Satisfy feeling, say Chesterfields.
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HE IS FEELING
LIKE A NEW MAN.

CLUBBING BATES
offers are only for

subscriptions to 1 he Journal paid

one

year

in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Home,
$2.00
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
2.25
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2.25
The publications included in our

clubbing offer may be

sent

to dif-

ferent addresses.
Send in your subscription

ners.
•‘Tanlac Is Responsible For This
He Later \dds

^0£)f

The'following clubbing

For a few days, in connection
with our line of Antique Furniture, we are showing a fine assortment of Rugs. Some prize win-

BANGOR MAN SAYS

in

jq^

RUG

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. Co.,
Belfast, Maine.

Change,”

h. r. McDonald,

“I feel just like a new man, and I am
quite sure that Tanlac is responsible for
the change,” declared Robert Rogers, of
7 Essex street, Bangor, as he began one

45 Northport Avenue,

Belfast, Maine.

of the stories that have made Tanlac the
.=
=
most popular medicine in the world.
This story is very much like many othThe German Habit.
ers that have been given by well known
Maine men and women who have been
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dr. Pasitch, the Serbian
Dissolved in water for douches stops
helped by Tanlac, the Master Medicine.
Premier^recent
Mr. Rogers’ story is best told in his words: ly said; “To show the sufferings of the
That tine old residence and lots i pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam- ■
“I suffered from stomach trouble and unhappy Serbs who are in the enemy’s
mation. Recommended by Lydia E. •
I
two
would tell you of
instances at 4 Court street, Belfast,
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
could not digest my food,” Mr. Rogers hands,
Maine,
of
Tne
has
deported
barbarity.
enemy
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
“After eating I would always
began.
owned and occupied by the late
|
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical, I
have a heavy feeling in my stomach and 8000 Serbian girls about ten to fourteen
of
to
the
of
Constantiharems
years
Has
age
Charles
A.
extraordinary ciean mg and geftnicidal power. I
my head would ache continually.
My
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, ot postpaid
nights were restless and I would wake up nople. Besides this, a short while ago ten rooms.
Tmlrj C'-niptnv. Boston, tviaas. by]
Choice location and ^Jysil. :.c
feeling worse than when I went to bed our troops found on Bulgarian prisoners
the night before. I sulfered with gas and copies of an order from the Bulgarian good drainage.
at the
bloating and was forced to be very care- War Minister with reference to the Ser- premises.
bian troops who have been forcibly reful as to what I ate.
“I saw in the Bangor papers where so j cruited for the Bulgarian army. Should
any of these men ^ry to desert, said the
many people I knew were telling wonderful stories about Tanlac that 1 decided tc ordor, they should not only be shot, but i
also their homes and families should be
try it.
"GOLDEN RULE
“I have now taken six bottles of Tanlac completely destroyed.”
BELFAST, MAINE.
I
and I can eat anything and am not troublWInTEKPORT, MAINE.
Pract'ce in all Courts.
Something About the Germans.
Probate practice
ed with indigestion any more. Tanlac
Th.s beautifully located and handsome reaihas done me so much good that I feel just
a specialtv
2ft
dence
with ail modern
there
is
new proof that Gerday
Every
electric
like a new man. That’s the reason I am
improvements,
lights etc.
3m31
recomending Tanlac, for it certainly de- 1 many’s need of imports, food and war
MRS.
ELSIE
L
EAGLESTON.
material from the neutrals is greater now
serves it.”
time in the last three years.
Tanlac, the new constructive tonic, than at any cotton
For
lack
of
cloth, paper must be
I am prepared to do all kinds ot
appetizer, invigorant and system purifier
trucking.
gains endorsements like this every day used to cover the dead in coffins, want of
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
riots
and
food
causes
and
all
the
strikes,
from Maine men and woman.
Have
just added to my equipment a e-ton
Tanlac is being specially introduced in church bells have gone to munition facAcme auto true kmade by the Cadillac conBelfast at the City Drug Store. Tanlac tories. The President’s proclamation says
OF THF
cern.
Leave orders at the stable, corner of
agents in nearby towns are: A. R. Pilley, to the world that Germany will receive
Brooks; Ames Co., Stockton Springs; I,. no American food, cotton, or war metals.
Main and Cross streets, and they will reBOYINGTON
OPTICAL
We
not
kill
shall
her
to
our
soldiers.
help
C. Dow & Co., Prospect.
ceive prompt attention.
—New York Times.
44 South Main Street. Winternort, Maine
New
Telephone connection
Chance.
Germany Wants a
--
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FOR SALE

|

|

j

Pilsbury, containing
Apply

FOR SALE

!

COTTAGE”

TRUCKING

L"H. BOYINGTW.
Eye-Sight Specialist

CO.,

|

_

■

this

to

cigarette than

■

■

tobaccos —Blended.

1

ness man.

A Good Move.

in

Chesterfield

more than 900 miles without stopping,
says a despatch to the Temps rrom Milan.
The Italian flew from Turin to Naples and
return, a distance of about 920 miles as
the crow flies. Captain Laureami used a
He left Turin at
new S. I. A. machine.
10.07 a. m. and was back at 8.40 p. m.
The previous long distance non-stop flight
record was held by Lieutenant Antoine
Marchal, a French aviator, who in June,
1916, flew from Nancy, France, to near
Chelm, Russian Poland, in a Nieuport
machine.
The distance covered was
about 807 miles. The American long distance, non-stop record is held by Miss
Ruth Law, who flew 590 miles from Chicago to Hornell, N. Y.

Owning and operating a home farm of
calibre. “Blessed are the
peacemakers,” 100 acres and managing 600 acres of adsays religious Bill in 1917, speaking of his
handpicked delegates to Socialist pow- ditional farm land, as well as being the
pows where a Prussian peace is proposed.
head of a concern that operates half a
“Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s dozen
of Maine’s largest corn factories,
goods
nor his lands
nor
Senator Bert M. Fernald, of Maine, is
his maidservant,” says Gott’s
partner,
thinking of territory grabbed early in qualified to speak as a farmer and a busi-

of health.
of

a

Aerial Plights.
Captain Giulio Laureami, an aviator in
the Italian army, has established a new
world’s long distance record by flying

“It is more blessed to give than to receive,” said the pious Wilhelm in 1914
when he prepared to give the French the
contents of his siege guns of unmatched

back the enthu-

iiousands

the remainder will be in service within
few weeks.

While the Germans are clamoring for
peace, to put an end to the terrible waste
and bloodshed, they are looking forward
to another war with England, as the utterances of many of their public men
show. That would be a beautiful Germanic peace. What Germany ought to
“Give us a rest. We are rather
say is:
played out just now with a series of exertions that we had not calculated on.
But if the fight could be called off now,
when it is going against us, and if we are
permitted to have time to recover ourselves and prepare for a future victory,
you will see us a few years hence going
in and licking the tar out of England.
After England we will attend to the case
of those immoral, uncultured and moneygrabbing creatures, the Americans. Let
us

have peace.’’—Hartford Courant.

OFFICE

PAYS, MONDAYS

AND

TUESDAYS

W. W. BLAZO,
Avenue, Belfast

12b Waldo

A?

5h°oI,J
Burrough’s
aV?/’™'"/
Automatic
Bookkeeping Machine.

include instruction In
all the Commercial Branches, Shorthand
and
and the

SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE

PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AUGUSTA is the
only school in New England which offers such
a course.
Telegraphy also taught. Free cata»
•<*<«»•
P. L. SHAW, President

In. W.

0.

LIISBY7

DENTIST.

37 Main Street, Belfast, Me

jA Furnislied Room
FOR RENT
AT THE S. S.

Cottage
AT THE BATTERY.

L.JSHUTE HOUSE,
25

N. J. POTTLE
Bovs’s School, Howard, R, **j

22

For Rent
One-halt of the residence at
No. 33 Church Street, with
modern conveniences. Apply at
the above number or tel. 121-13.

Sale

BEl FAST. MAINE.

Five rooms and large piazza; citj water
and flush closet.

No. 7 Park Street.
Tel. 208-11

ter

FOR SALE
A Bmall 30 acres farm owned by Marion H.
Berry to be sold at once, Located at McFarland’s Corner. Montville. The price is $1,000.
It is well adapted for light farming and poul-

For further information address

try raising.
H.

4w34p

GERSTIAN, Real Estate Agent,
Augusta, Maine.
•

bread.” A small army of' investigators
visiting American homes, taking
stock in our larders. Canning and cold
BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPT. 6, 1917.
pack demonstrations have been held all
Is it not a pitiful
over the country.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
climax after all the good efforts on the
The Republican Journal Pub. Co. part of the President and his people, that
several million bushels of grain should
A. I. BROWN, Editor.
spoil in our harbors? We do not know

The

Republican Journal

are

who they are, but
For one square, one
advertising Terms.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
SuBSCRiPfi ")N Terms In advance. $2 00 a
for three
jrar; $1.00 frrsix months; 50 cents

months.

board of

control,

somewhere,

in some

officials who

are some

ought to be relegated to private life where
inefficiency can do less harm to public
Its your next move Mr. Presi-

| welfare
dent.

WAR

Bad weather has interfered with operaon the western front. No extensive

important movements have been made.

The Man

A
blood-purifying
superlative
medicine like Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
a
combined with
superlative iron
tonic like Peptiron Pills, makes the
ideal all-round treatment. No other
medicines possess such curative properties as these two working together.
Two dollars invested in these two
medicines will bring better results
than four dollars spent in any other
course of treatment or attendance.
It will be wise to get them today.

The

SUMMARY.

tions
or

DOING GREAT GOOD
AT THIS SEASON

Who Advertises Gets The

Club

Northport Country

The program given Sunday afternooi
complete surprise to everyone, ex

was a

cept to the president, Charles Bradbury
who arranged it. He announced that thi
Country Club quartet, with accent oi
the “country” would furnish the pro
the direction of Tolmino. It is stated
gram, and then Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge S
that the Austrians have lost 130,000 men
Pitcher, Mrs. Clement W. Wescott an<
in their defensive against the Italians.
Emory White entered, garbed in quaint
The Germans have continued their rapid old fashioned
costumes, and they sang
The Italians have continued their offen-

COIN

sives and have materially advanced southward towards Trieste and northward in

advance into

have taken

Russia,

Riga, an

important naval base, and are pursuing
the fleeing Russians, who are destroying
villages and farm houses

An enlightened moral sentiment must
spread its wings over our dwellings and
plant a watchman at our doors.
Edward Everett.

they retreat.

as

German air raiders have attacked Chatham, a strong English naval base, and

dropped several tons of bombs, killing 108
French
seamen and wounding 92 others.
airmen have made bombing raids on German positions, and Italian planes have
The President has tackled the high cost
attacked the great Austrian naval base at
It
reeffort.
with
vigorous
of living
Pola. It is rumored that the Japanese
mains to be seen how much he can acare coming to the aid of Russia and are
complish. The price of coal at the mine
concentrating
troops east of Manchuria.
fixed.
has
been
and of wheat in Chicago
COAL AND

FLOUR.

If anybody expects to get a reduction of
more than 50 cents a ton on coai or more
than a dollar a barrel on flour that person

HIT

HARD.

THEM

vigorously encotton, steel, copper, food stuffs and other important war
supplies. It is to be regretted that this
was not done the day war was declared.
Too long has watchful waiting hung like
an incubus on the spirit and patriotism of
the United States. The alert vigilance
and foresight of the Germans is a strikThe President is

forcing

lynching those who were robbing the
people, the present price of coal might
have been quite materially reduced, but

an

embargo

now

on

when the President was finally authorized
to act, most of the contracts for
the winter supply of anthracite coal, for

the State of Maine at least, had been
made. Coal dealers could not run the
risk of waiting for the action of a jabbering Congress. They had to get into the

market and do the best they could, and
one mining magnate confessed, “we
saw our opportunity and took advantage
of it.” Fixing the price of coal at the
mines was accomplished by the President;
whether it will stay fixed is in some
doubt. Already some of the mine owners
are rebellious, and hint at a shut down or
that they cannot maintain their present
output, and strikes among the miners
as

the Commissioners of

plied.

125 coal handlers in Portland. The
grievance was that one man, a trim-

an

The newshad been discharged.
papers report that men from New York

the Atlantic

He would have settled that little Portland affair in 60 seconds.
OU1VCU

!in reducing the price of coal, is to effectively reach the wholesalers, jobbers and
retailers. Possibly a system of control
can be worked out to be effective next
year, but not in season to avail much at
present. Mr. Garfield who is in charge

supply, distribution and prices,

an earnest, honest man.
It is unfortunate that he has had no training in the
special fields in which he is to work,

is

cupful of experience is worth

a

than

more

a

tub full of

theory.

barrel of flour is

a

show whether the

“scrap of paper”

law

or a

for the people.
THE

with

month’s “elaboration” by Congress and

now.

The best that

hope from the food bill is that it
prevent prices from going higher.
INEFFCIENCY

we

SOMEWHERE.

dispatch further states that the grain is
mostly corn, which has spoiled and is now
lit only for cattle. We have in this country a multitude of boards, committees,
bureaus, councils, leagues and associaThe Food Administration Board
had arranged to have these cargoes gc

nd

com

a

which in effect

discussion
was

a

Gooc

bushel.

A'

going or
to decide whether t(
was

unload the ships and sell the corn t(
fanners for feeding purposes or to let i
swell and ferment until it was entirel;
worthless.

President Wilson has repeat
edly urged the people to plant garden: :
and to conserve food in every possibli :

way; and people have responded to hi:
wise and timely suggestions. Mr. Hoove
has said

much to

■

in the papers tha
few people now take time to read wha :
he sa ys. He has told the housewives tha t
not an ounce of bread should be waste: I
so

having

brocade

satin,

which she wore

b:

frock

velvet,

follows:

New

York,

chated

the

Ladies’ Bridg

which has just closed, ar
First, Mrs. Ruth P. Coe o

beautiful sherbert set

a

glass

Coe’s total

in

in

o

silver

filagree. Mrs
10,269. Mrs. Eu

score was

gene L. Stevens of Belfast was second
winning a very handsome engraved glas s
sandwich plate with silver handle. He r
score was 9,808.
Mrs. W. I. Thompso 1
of Bangor
silver tea

the third prize,

won

balls and

a

set o f

standard, with

of 9,625. Mrs. George R. Doak o [
Belfast won the fourth prize, a cut glas s

all interested in the welfare of the clul
For the past year he has served in thi s

The attendance at all social func

tions has been larger during the past sea
son than the opening year and every

our

luniug

uuivvi

0|

clubhouse,
guyuuuia

Old

Awaits

pur-

chase of this property which lies in
a wooded area of 20
acres on the outskirts of the city.

Educationally, Charlotte is not slothful. Its high school registration numbers over 700 pupils and in addition
there are numerous private schools for
the training of the young.
Horner's.

Southern

New

ern

Presbyterian

church of the South.

Records on file in the United States
census bureau offices at Washington
with open hands and their friends and indicate that a higher percentage of
relatives as well.
Their homes will the people of Charlotte own the homes
than in any other city
be thrown open to them. The South- they occup
ern hospitality which
is
somewhat of the nation. The chief reason, pernotably known throughout the nation haps, for this condition is that there
will be plente(ously exercised toward is a far less proportion of alien-born
these soldiers who spend a little while population in this community than
of the
South.
here before going into the arduous in any other section
and dangerous labors of the trenches. Less than one-half of one per cent of
The people of Charlotte are planning the total population of Charlotte is
The other reason is the
now to put within reach of the troop- foreign-born.
ers every
accommodation. presence here of successful and ablyavailable
Public drinking fountains are being managed building and loan associainstalled, rest and comfort rooms in tions, four of them through which
of residents
are
the hotels, restaurants, church base- thousands
paying
ments, public buildings and
empty weekly or monthly for the houses in
store rooms will be provided and the which they are living.
an
have
The City Industrially.
soldiers will
opportunity
from time to time to take a meal in
the homes of the leading citizens of
the community.
They will be made
not
"fallen
to feel that they have
their
thieves”
but
among
among
friends.
to

what

Is

Within latter years Charlotte has
made tremendous strides as a jobbing
center.
The reason of its geographical location, being equi distant from
the sandhills and the mountain regions of the State and the central
point In the two Carolinas accounts
for the rapid growth of this business.
The element of transportation has not
been the least of the conductive reasons that Charlotte
has
maintained
such a uniform growth in this direction.
It is at present the extreme
Southern city to
which
from
the
main headquarters in Washington a
double track system prevails on the
Southern Railroad, the leading South-

being done
for them by the commission for training camp activities, this commission
having for its business chiefly the
comfort
of
the
entertainment and
men, the provision of attractive entertainments, etc., but the Young Men's
Christian Association will extend its
beneflcient influence toward making
the stay of the men here pleasant and
profitable. And in addition to all of
these organized agencies, the indi- ern transportation system.
Charlotte boasts the finest suburvidual citizens of Charlotte will hold
back from the
visiting guardsmen ban developments of any city in the
The launching of Myers
nothing that will tend to give them a Carolines.
taste of Southern hospitality and feel Park, formerly an open area of 2.000
to the
the warmth and cordiality of the wel- acres immediately adjacent
millionaires
come generally felt for them into this city limits, financed by
community, for a time to be their and converted into a residential section of surpassing beauty, has added
home.
Charlotte Socially and Religiously.
chiefly in giving this city the name
Charlotte is recognized as one of and distinction of being a distinctive
the most religious cities in the world. residential city and one. too. of eleOn every side of the
This broad statement is substantiated gant dwellings.
by the records which show that a city proper, large suburban developgreater proportion of the adult popu- ments have sprung up within the last
lation of the community attends di- ten years and the drift of population
vine worship than in any other city in is away from the constricted centers
this country and only one in the which are rapidly yielding to the cenof a
commercial
world exceeds it, that being Edin- trifugal influences
The
Christian growth, making It necessary for the
borough, Scotland.
It residences to push themselves toward
charity of the city is notable.
shows itself in ample support given the outskirts of the city.
to those organizations having for
Industrially, Charlotte ranks above
their purpose the physical and moral any of its competitors in the Caroand spiritual uplift of the people. It linas both for the variety and the
maintains a number of splendid hos- magnitude of Its commercial enter*
pltals, the most recent acquisition in prise*.
addition

uuuiuub-

tees were elected for the ensuing year:

THE NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

man, Dr. F. E. Maxlield, J. H. Howes, R.
E. Bean, T. George Dodworth, I. M. Cobe,
M. L. Slugg.
t

committee,

I.

M.

Cobe,

man; C. E. Rogers and R. A. Peavey.
Finance, J. W. Blaisdell, chairman; I.

Grange, Swanville, and other invited
guests were present, altogether numbering 120. The regular business, and remarks by visiting members occupied the

M. Cobe and R. A. Peavey.
Membership, R. H. Howes,

time until recess, when supper was served
in the lower hall. Grange later recon-

J. Dorman and Dr. P. E. Warren.

Billiards,
Golf,
Hatch,
Howes,

C.

R. L.

E.

Flanders, chairman;

us

and that every crust should be groun: I
fine and later used in making “arm;

for

will

commence

Etna

on

Mr.

number motored from here to

a

daughter, returned
Hartford, Conn., Sept.
Miss Erma Coombs

Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Clements of Winwere here last week and attended

Hall of

Southville,

of their parents,
Coombs.

Saturday night.

Miss Catherine Sturtevant, who was
the guest of Mrs. G. A. Palmer for sevon

W.

W. E.

T. George Dodworth, James H.
R. A. Peavey, J. W. Dougan, I.
M. Cobe.

3r
an

Mr.

Mr and Mrs. Frank

a;

H*
left

their home in Dedham, V
Misses Caro and Nettie IL

Gladvs and Stanley Bailey of Waldoboro, who have been visiting at G. A.
Palmer’s, returned to their home on Sat-

ton, Mass., where they
duties

urday.

as

Carl Whelan of Island Falls returned

w

teachers.

I Hfc LUddLcK AC

to Monroe last week, and the High school,
of which he is principal, reopened on

The humble cobbler's

t;

As a resub
be picking up.
ling rise in the price of sh

Tuesday.
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Cooper, Miss Cooper
and Miss Irene Cooper of New York arrived on Sunday, August 26th, for a visit

maker is coming into his o
He seemed to have be**
by economic evolution. 'I
we have seen shoe manuf
more and more completely
trol of great factories, \'
doing the work of men. I*
one of the oldest trades aim
ed.
Shoes were made to r
few specialists, who charge-There were still shoe-rep *
they, too, were trustified
ized, doing their work ne

at the P. A. Cooper’s.
Mrs. fcllen Brown and daughters, Marjorie and Hazel, who have been visiting
Mrs. Mansur, returned to their home in
Massachusetts on Tuesday

Monroe Auxiliary shipped to the Red
Cross supply station in Boston on August
25th, the following goods: nine suits of
pajamas, ten comfort pillows, 28 fracture

a

to

Mass

ter, Miss Margaret,

Tuesday.

on

r

Mr. and Mrs. Rawson V,

terport

eral days, left for her home

Freemai
were

tie

friends here recently.

on

Mrs.

visiting relatives.

Mrs. Blanch Stevens, her son, daughter and grandchild of St. Albans, called

the grange

and

Whitman, Mass.,

Sunday to attend the Spiritualist

campmeeting.

on

few days last week

Mr. and Mrs Harold Tim;
have been visiting relatives

his

studies at Hebron Academy Sept. 10th.
Quite

a

Miss Eunice Keller is \
ents, Mr. and Mrs. F. C ht

Mrs. L. W. Woodman went to Bangor
an oculist.

last Saturday to consult
Charles Durham

Llewellyn Fairfield

Mr.

John Bowden has gone to Searsport to
work in the shipyard.

face seemed familiar, and on meeting him
the next day in the Y. M. C. A. rooms,
he found that it was Silas Blaisdell of
Winterport, whom he had seen here.

chairman;

Rogers, chairman;

NORTH ISLESBOl

MONROE.

Letters from John Moore state that he
is in South Carolina, where he is undergoing training. He recently saw, among
the men lined up for inspection, one whose

F. E. Maxfield and I. M. Cobe.

|

longer
philosopher

was no

character,

mechanical part "f
There were m
But now they’re comim.
we
lind one, 01
and there
shop timidly around the
ing his modest appeal for
be overwhelmed with »"
the neighborhood learns
He isn’t native, as a rub
be Italian or Greek. Bu
fie mends
just the same
saves our soles and const
in the good old fashion
And we’re for him. May
last!—Bangor News
was a

ing system.

>

Catarrhal Deafness Gannby local applications,

as

they

Clarence

pillows, four pairs operating leggings, 2 diseased portion of the ear
pairs wristers, 8 pairs socks, 24 wash way to cure catarrhal deafn»
remedy. Catar
cloths, 12 abdominal bandages, 30 hand- ais constitutional
caused by an inflamed c<*n
kerchief substitutes.
They were pro- cous lining of the Eustachi
hi. v
nounced excellent by the inspector in this tube is inflamed you
sound or imperfect hearing, hj *
the
meetings tirely closed, Deafness is th*»
The attendance at
Boston
is fairly good, and is expected to increase the inflammation cau be reduo.
restored to its normal conditi.
as the season advances, as all must be inMany
be destroyed forever.

Down

terested in the work.

Maine;

address of

welcome,

Har-

Dickey; recitation, Those CutTrousers, Irene Cooper; monologue,
Auntie Doleful, May J. Curtis; song, The
End of a Perfect Day, Maude Cooper;
recitation, The Kaiser’s Dream, Miss S.
A. Mansur; reading, The Kaiser’s Prayer,
Edgar Smart. The hall was profusely
decorated with flowers and the national
colors, and the guests were heartily welcorned by the host Grange. Pleasing remarks were made by Worthy Master

Webb, J. W. Nickerson, Mrs. Robertson,

Nickerson, James Webster, Mrs.
Webster, and others of Comet Grange,
Mrs.

and by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nickerson of
Granite Grange.

HAVE YOU WEAK LUNGS!
y?u*

t- Do colds settle on your chest or in
bronchial tubes ? Do coughs hang on, 01
are you subject to throat troubles?
Such troubles should have hnmediat*
treatment with the strengthening power* 1
of Scott’s
Emulsion^to guard agains
consumption which so easily follows.
Scott’s Emulsion contains pure cod live*
oil which peculiarly strengthens the res
piratory tract and improves the quality o
the blood; the glycerine in it soothes anc
heals the tender membranes of the throat (
Scott’s is prescribed by the best special
fata. Yon can get it at any drug store.
Scott ft Bowse, MooarfeM, H. I.

to

TRY IT

Mrs. J. L. Cooper later in Portland
their return trip to New York.

chair-

urday evening, Sept. 1st, when a considerable number of the members of Comet

Who Does This Will Be Sure
Get Results.

the White Mountains, where they will chinery.
Thecobbler
i
remain for a few days, joining Dr. and a
a

ers; board of governors, H. J. Banton, R.
A. Peavey, J. W. Blaisdell, G. F. Ham-

House

THE MAN

Miss Helen Cooper and her niece, Irene,
who have been at F. A. Cooper’s for several days, left on Wednesday for Glen, in

President,Charles Bradbury; vice-presidents, Ira M. Cobe, T. George Dodworth;
secretary and treasurer, Charles E. Rog-

!

The Journal?

Charlotte awaits the coming of the
troops from the New England States

when the fol
auu

Why Not Put an Ad.
Every Week in

this line being the conversion of the
plant_ of the former Elizabeth College
into a Presbyterian Hospital, the sum
of $250,000 being applied to the

Hospitality Military Academy is one of the chief
of these, being one of the oldest and
Englanders in Char- most
widely recognized in the State.
lotte, Where Every Aavailable Ac- Charlotte is the home of
Queens Colcommodation is Being Planned By lege. the largest and
finest-equipped
institution maintained by the SouthCitizens.

Good

In

score

able.

AND RELATIVES ALSO

o

Mrs.

winners

WELCOMES FRIENDS

witl

lace fichu.

a

From New England States
With Open Hands.

Mrs

This gowi
and has been worn to thre

old,

is very

charming

a

trimmed with

Troops

grea

worn

handsome,

very

Awaits The Coming Of

and i

a

Entertainment, Mrs. C. W. Wescott,
chairman; Miss Evelyn L. Peavey, Mrs.
Red Cross, Myrtle Hartley; song, Where I. M.
Cobe, Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Mrs.
the River Shannon Flows, Fred Cunning- R.’ E.
Stevens, Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell, Mrs.
ham; original poem by C. M. Moore; Edwin L. Rlahre, Mrs. James H. Howes,
essay; The Grange as a Social Unit, by Mrs. Thomas E. Shea.

has found how

is worth $2.14

Pitcher

were

CHARLOTTE’S ATTITUDE
TOWARD THE SOLDIERS

>

old Clements; response by Worthy Master
Webb of Comet Grange; reading, The

The Export Board, it is said,
decided to let no food go to Europe till th<

last accounts

approval everywhere except by

State of

forward.

require for ourselves.

instrument,

enemies abroad and the pro Germans and
assistant Germans in our own country.

vened and the lecturer presented the following program: Song, by the choir, My

tions.

we

It meets

A very enjoyable meeting of Morning
Light Grange, Monroe, was held on Sat-

Hutch cargoes of grain held in Americar
ports by reason of the embargo. The

much

ladies

afternoon #t the

may

A Washington dispatch under date ol
Sept. 1st, says that there are nearly 10(

American Government

REPLY.

and statesmanlike document.

the best efforts of the President cannot
be. expected to keep the price of flour
below where it is

PRESIDENT’S

The reply of President Wilson to the
peace proposals of the Pope is a dignified

and the profit of the latter, and we may
quite safely conclude that the four

•can

such an

seen

never

was, therefore, examined with
deal of interest. The costumes

thing points to another big year in 1918.
The annual meeting was held Monda f

profit,

and handling, the wholesaler’s profit, the
freight from the wholesaler to the retailer

sou

Hoover to

food bill is

to be

Add to this 25 cents for the mil-

the freight from the mill to
Ihe wholesaler in Maine, the trucking
ler’s

Many of the people present hai i

and eggs 80 cents

wheat has been fixed at $2.20 cents a
bushel. That means that the cost of the • and Mr.
a

ac

capacity and the gayety of the club at
a dozen.
We wonder what mimimun^ price the tests, not only his popularity, but hi 3
as well, and the entertainment 3
President will name on these articles. energy
have been varied, novel and most enjoy
Here is an opportunity for Mr. Wilson

talker. He will
but
make
the public must
good
■probably
The price for
be reasonably patient.

$11.00.

valuable and

secure

Massachusetts alone.' The prediction is
made that butter is to cost 11.00 a pound

But he

is a worker and not a

’material for

her own

Maine, beg leave to suggest to our friend bud
vase, her total score being 9,43?
that he and I can get our living easier by
Miss Clara B. Keating of Belfast won th ^
giving advice to other people than by
special prize for the highest score for 1
fishing for bass and perch in October and
single afternoon, 2,105, the prize being *
November.
If a close time is established
glass bon bon dish, engraved, with silve r
on
advice, some farmer will give us handle. In the Men’s
Bridge tournamen t
enough money for a day’s work on the
the winners were as follows: E. F
farm to buy more fish than we could
Spear of Belfast, with a score of 5,00 7
catch in a week.
(the men did not play as many games a 3
the ladies.) His prize was a set of silve r
AN OPPORTUNITY.
military brushes. Ralph L. Flanders o f
Boston won the second, with a score c f
to
the
State
of
Reports
department
his prize being a silver tipped cam
health for July from the 73 licensed cold 4,973,
The winners of the Men’s Bridge wi 1
storage warehouses in Massachusetts
the two highest winners in th 3
show a storage of food amounting to play
Ladies’ Bridge, at a date to be announc
nearly 20,000,000 pounds during July,
ed later.
and also show that on Aug. 1st there
Mr. Charles Bradbury was Monday re
were
stored
dozens
of
and
;
eggs
18,500,000
elected president of the Club, a choic 5
17,000,000 pounds of butter.
These figures were for the State of which is unanimous and most pleasing t 5

join the army ol
General Pershing, and there would be no
exemptions from any cause. We all hate
the Kaiser, but we shall have to admit
that he is a premium strike breaker.

■where

to

needed food. That sounds well.
We having had some experience in fishing
in the lakes of the settled portion of

have arrived to unload the coal. Those
stri kers should have been told to unload
that coal with a double quick movement

of the coal

opportunity

much

mer

l_M_

beseeches

Inland Fish and

Game to extend the closing time till the
lakes are frozen, thus giving the people

of

U1P1 11

Pitcher.

as

Farmer,

A writer in the Maine

till the wants of the consumer are supOnly last week there was a strike

1JU)

solo, playing

SOUTHERN MANUFACTURERS CLUB, CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Mrs

selections.

about in his arms, and which had belong
ed to his mother, the late Mrs. Horae

The

On Sept. 30th the law closes all lakes
against fishing for bass and white perch.

tion is the proper control of transportation lines and the prompt delivery of coal,

UIlUVUlL

a

time

little melodeon which he was able to earn

tournament,

TIME.

CLOSE

not infrequent. But one of the real
problems to be solved by the administra-

1 JJC lip A L

Pitcher sang

hard.

are

across

old

golden weddings and to the wedding o
Pitcher’s daughter, Gladys, nov
Mrs. James T. Sleeper of Beloit, Wis
Mrs. Wescott’s gown was of changeabl ;
brown striped silk, with hooped skirt, am I
ing contrast to our hesitant policies. Ever fichu, and with it she wore a very beauti
since the beginning of the year 1915, ful set of earrings and brooch, of exquis
Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden and itely carved ivory, set in Etruscan gold
Norway have been purchasing enormous After the program the quartet was serv
quantities of war supplies in this country ed with cider and old fashioned twistei I
and shipping them to Germany. There doughnuts and
cornballs, and then thei
they have been stored and if this had not photographs were taken. They furnish
been done the Hindenburg line would ed a delightful entertainment and quit ;
have been given up months ago. We different from anything yet given at th
have been fighting Germany with volleys club. Next Sunday will be the last en
of pillows long enough. We must now tertainment of the season, as the clu ,
strike to hit the solar plexus, and strike restaurant will be closed after Sept. 10th

’by law

the next steamers
would take them to

of

compainiment. “Mrs. Lofty and I,” am
another big hit of the afternoon was th<
duet by Mrs. Wescott and Mr. White
and the solo by Mr. Pitcher, “Rocked ii
the Cradle of the Deep,” when he playe<
his own accompaniment upon a quaint

the

is likely to be disappointed. If Congress
had passed the food bill four months and
a half ago when it began to talk about

or

number

MECKLENBURG COUNTY COURT HOUSE, CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Monument to the Signers of the Mecklenburg Declaration of Independence

caused by catarrh, wilcondition of the mucous ^r:i
Catarrh Cure acts through tho
mucous surfaces of the system
We will give One Hundred 1
case'ofCatarrhal Deafness that
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Circu
ness are

ed

WANTED
HAND GOODS of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,
etc. Antique furniture & specialty. If you
have anything to sell drop me a postcard and
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H COOMBS.
64 Main Street, Belfast
Tel. 249-3

SECOND

Seth W. Norwood,
Attorney at
BROOKS.

Law,

House for Sale
House at 27 Church street, owned anti

occupied by George G. Wells, containini
all kinds of household goods. Also a verj
desirable lot in Grove Cemetery (old part)
2w86

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A

FOR SALE

Druggists,

75c.
F J.

CHENEY & CO

For Sale

Fine cheat of carpenter’a toola,
The furnishings and business
all in good ahape. Enquire COLONIAL HOUSE. The hous*
” ’’
of Capt. Sewall Lancaster a good business and the reason
^
the
account of going away from
or Mra. H. G. Peaalee.
jgp
ply on the premises.
Searaport, Sept, 4,1917 —2w86p
•"

ALBERT

E.

ANDREWS

REAL ESTATE

MAINE OM FaMawa Uaak,

laltaat, Mataa

^

*

The Belfast Woman’s Club will
meet
On Friday last Mrs. (Rev.) W. T. HawMonday at 3 p. m. at the home of
thorne received a telegram announcing
Mrs. James S. Harriman.
the death of her sister, Mrs. M. C. Lazier,
Read the specimen ballot on
page Napanee, Ontario, Canada.
seven for the amendments to
be voted on
at next Monday’s election.
Saturday afternoon the Campfire Girls
and Bluebirds will hold a public lawn
Steamer Golden Rod, Capt.
Perry
at the home of Mrs. T. B. DinsCoombs, will make an excursion next party
more, 23 Church street, at 3 o’clock. The
; Sunday to Eggemoggin Reach.
Bluebirds will give a fairy play called
The band concert this week
will be “Little Folks in Green” and the Campfire
given from the stand on school common
Girls the allegorical play, “Every Girl,”
to-morrow, Friday, evening.
both under the direction of the Campfire
All members of A. E. Clark
Camp, S. of guardian, Mrs A. E. Wilson. There will
V., are urged to be present next Monday be a silver collection.
evening to make plans for their winter’s
Daniel A. Poling, associate president
work.
and National Citizenship superintendent
Miss Lucy A. E. and Mr.
Joseph N. of the United Society of Christian EnPalmer have moved from the Smith

much gratified at the character of the
specimens of the vegetable kingdom that
were presented to them and in the manner in which the presentations were
made. They were prepared to dodge.
The beautiful flowers that were handed
over the footlights were from the famous
gardens of Miss Margaret Duntonio, sister of the Impressario. The receipts at

next

A

Phonograph
In

Every Home
This is the

day of the

Phonograph. More people every day are learning the beneficial influence of good music upon
the

home.

/learned

Have YOU
the secret? Come

house

in and hear the

house

Edison

«

glad

to

play

j

The Unity Fair Association had beau-

your favorite records for you.

tiful weather

Yours

Tuesday and Wednesday

for their horse

trots

and

exhibitions.

Many attended from here, going by train
and autos.
Sons of Veterans Auxiliary will comtheir annual meetings next Monday evening. All members are requested
to be present as their inspection is the

truly,

mence

FRED D, JONES.

first week in October.
Rondeau of Auburn, the local
superintendent of the Saco Valley CanArthur

Mr. and Mrs. Maine Hills are
receiving
on the birth of a son

The News of Belfast.

congratulations
Sept. 4th.

ning Company, has arrived and is putting the plant in condition for the fall
pack, which bids fair to be a large one.

and Miss Mil-

Merman H. Coombs
The Woman’s Hospital Aid will
meet
•odge left Monday for Boston to with Mrs. E. A. Wilson
Fritomorrow,
* all
the
for
and winter goods
j
day, at 2.30 p. m.
store.
They were joined in BosThere will be a meeting of the
Eastern
Miss Minnie Patterson, Mrs. Star
tomorrow, Friday evening. Refreshmilliner, and all will return here ments will be served.
of this week.
advertised Letters. The
following
lerly woman’s class of the Bapletters remained uncalled for in the
i
BelAusMrs.
with
met
day school
fast post office for the week
ending Sept.
Wilson at her home on North- j
4, 1917: Ladies-Mrs. J. C.
Jipson, Miss
.enue on Wednesday, Aug. 29th, j
Marie Anna.
Gentlemen—Norman Hesand
Mrs.
Slipp
Lydia H. Wight
sex, David Wattell.
of honor. A picnic supper was
Miss MacAUarney, one of the
ablest of
time
enjoyed.
a
good
and general
the National speakers for
suffrage, who
Kudora W. Ramsey of Greenville,
is touring Maine in
the interest of the
ho is in WTaldo county in the insuffrage amendment election on next
1 the suffrage amendment to be : Monday, will
speak near the Old Corner
in the special election of Sept.
Drug Store on Main street this, Thurs-

Ralph H. Howes entertained the boys
at the Howes grocery store last Sunday
at Pine Lodge, Pitcher’s Pond.
The fish--

ing

the

oke from

William Veazie i

day,
Attend and listen'to one
the Old Corner Drug Store ! of the brightest
women in the
country
inand
a
to
large
urday evening
:ven if you don’t agree with
her
Miss Ramsey spoke ;
audience.
The September term of the
Supreme
,.r to many of the objections raisthe amendment and was Judicial Court will open
at

8 p.

m.

near

r

j

fine, the dinner of the best and
a good time.

all report

■

..

;

was

■

and witty in arguing for the de: the cause in which she is so prointerested and as was on a former

|

The New Belfast
The

amount of efficient

work for the Red

The board of registration will close its
session in the city clerk’s office to-mor-

Cross throughout the summer months.
Supplies were also received from Winter-

The board will
row, Friday, at 5 p. m
also be in session on the day of election,

port and the Helping Hand Club of Prospect. On Saturday a box of knitted

Sept. 10th, to correct any errors or make woolen articles was shipped to Boston
any changes required on that date.
consisting of 6 dozen socks, 15 sleeveless
The steamer Anna Belle, owned by sweaters, 9 helmets, 9 scarfs, and 9 pairs
local parties, is being repaired and placed of wristers. All these articles were sent
in good condition for service and will be in between Aug. 25th and Sept. 1st.
placed on a route this fall in some near- They are asked to provide 1525 of each of
by point. Capt. Benj. R. Arey of Brooks- the above knitted articles as their share
ville has been in the city the past week before the winter months.
They have
ordered a large shipment of yarn and
getting the boat in readiness.
from

The Belfast boys who were stationed
at Fort Preble have been transferred to

now

on

will furnish it for

mufflers, helmets and wristers.

socks,
Since

June they have shipped 284 pairs of army
socks, but it will be readily seen that

Ayer, Mass., where they are on guard
duty for drafted men. Nothing definite
is known here of the length of their stay they

j

■

at

the home of Maggie WhitMorrill, for having in his posharness

and wagon,
horse,
is alleged he had stolen from Os-

a

rawford and others near Augusta.
Harwood of Kennebec county noSheriff Frank A. Cushman of Walnty to look out for the horse, etc.,
officers had traced as far as Palerand had then lost track of.
Mr.
ishman at

notified his depu>s
Deputy Frank Webster of Waldo
n ii ned that the
man and the rig
led were in Morrill.
Sheriff Cush■i

and

once

Deputy J. A. G. Beach joined
Webster in

a

visit to the Whit-

home Thursday night and Stone
stolen property were brought to
to
is

Stone told conflicting stories in
his possession of the horse.
that he bought it in Portland

"iiher that his father had given it
A young man by the name of
testified to taking Stone to Waldo
(\ug 26th, when he left Morrill
tly for Augusta. Stone had been
I for
wood

some

time in Morrill. Sher-

to Belfast last Friday
young man and the stolen propcame

how to make perfect toast with the use
of an Electric Radiant toaster. Try one

today.The Shute house
street with nine rooms and
fered for sale.

Apply

on

a

on

Park

bath is of-

the premises.

North Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Ranger of Washington, D. C., visited his
sisters, Mrs. H. W. Mackie and Mrs. Addie

last

week

and

returned

Merriam,
home Friday.Mr. and
Mrs. Charles
Conant of Lowell, Mass., who have been
spending two weeks’ vacation with relatives will return to their home the latter

part of the week.Capt. and Mrs.
Adams of Baltimore, M. D., are visiting
his sister, Mrs. Henry B. Ladd ...Mr. and
Mrs. W. N. Brier of

Detroit, Mich., and

Mrs. R. N. Brier of Winter Hill, Mass.,
who spent the summer at the old home-

stead, returned to their homes last Thursday.Mr. and Mrs. William Clark and
children and Brier and Malcolm Gay of
Brooklyn, N. Y., who passed the summer
here returned to their homes Wednesday.
.Everett S Hatch went to Boston last
Tuesday to take a course in wireless telegraphy.Mrs. Alonzo S. Beckwith and
Mrs. Horace Wentworth

are

visiting rel-

atives in Windsor.Mr. James Roberts
who has employment in the shipyard in
Thomaston spent Saturday and Sunday
with his family.

passengers will have to pay a quarter of a
cent more.
This condition will necessitate the issuance

on

were

Mile.

Wescottstowfski,

the

cele-

brated mezzo-contralto from the Royal
Opera at Moscow, Signorita Pitcherini

and after Sept. 1,

1917, of two forms of mileage books, one from the opera house at
Milan, M’Emorio
good only within the State of Maine, for de Whitte, renowned tenor from
Paris,
$11.25 for each 500-mile book, and the Bertrando
Davissessi, buffo tenor from
other good for interstate traffic and with- Madrid
and Signor Pitchicardi, basso
in New Hampshire, Vermont and Canada
profundo from Belgium. The orchestra
at $12.50 for a 500-mile book.
was under the
direction of Mile. GilColonial Theatre. Today, matinee christioso from the
Metropolito Opera
and evening, dainty Viola Dana in a five- House in New York. The
principals were
part Metro Wonderplay, “The Threads fearfully and
wonderfully costumed in
of Fate,” Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in a old
raiment, table covers, bath robes,
Metro comedy and some comedy cartoons milliners’
supplies and sundry articles too
will comprise a first class photoplay pro- numerous to
mention, pinched from the
gram.
Friday, matinee and evening, at nearby cottages and their inmates. The
no advance in prices, the
supreme artist, stage settings were
superb, the back drop
Clara Kimball Young is offered in the
consisting of a beautiful moonlight view
thrilling story of Russia, “The Badge of of East Belfast and Sears
Island. Mr.
Shame,” adapted from the famous play, O. E. Frost
kindly furnished the elec“The Yellow Passport.”
Saturday, mat- tric illuminations. His auto headlights
inee and evening, the popular
favorite, were the stage footlights. The perAlice Joyce in a Vitagraph Blue Ribbon formance
was
simply indescribable.
feature, “The Courage of Silence,” and It consisted of scenes from
three of
ihe ever welcome Paula Blackton series the most
popular comic operas, Pinamakes a fine week-end program. The
fore, Pirates of Penzance and Mikado.
first three days of next week, matinee Between
the acts Madame Wescottsj
and evening, the following features are towski
and M. de Whitte rendered excelj
offered:
Monday, William Russell in lent songs and duets.
Altogether it was

nothing paid in;

mon;

value, $10;
shares subscribed, 94.
President. Harry
E. Bangs, Belfast;
treasurer, T. Frank
Parker, Belfast; clerk, Ralph I. Morse,
Belfast; directors, Harry E. Bangs, Fred
D.

Jones,

M. S.

par

Jellison,

“Her

Star,” Tuesday, Ella Hail in I a most satisfactory performance.
The
Soul’s Inspiration,”
Wednesday, audience were satisfied because they es-

Alice Brady in “The Divorce Game.”
The

the conduct of such business.

been

visiting their

7 and 8.30

Mrs. Sarah Lewis and Mrs. Dora
Wagner
of Boston have been guests of
Annabelle

Underwood.Mrs. Lucy Jackson has
turned home.

re-

Mat .-Eve.
Monday
WM. RUSSELL

Rev. Hosea W. Rhoades and

“THE LONE STAR’’

Dentistry

We would be pleased to have
you call at our dental parlors
which are properly equipped with the most
modern equipment
known to science.

Modern dentistry is no miracle, but
simply the long
for reward of patient study. Patience and
gentleness
necessary as skill and science in dealing with many.

brother,
family.

winter.

Capt. and Mrs. Swett’s younger
daughter Anna will attend the Belfast
High school.

hoped
are as

DR. E. S. WEBBER,
DR. S. j. NOYES

a

Parties from Connecticut were in town
the past week to get boys for work on
farms. Several will go from here. They
get 32 cents per hour.
Mrs. Lizzie Austin has been confined to
the home for several weeks with a bad
teg At one time it was feared she would
have blood poisoning.

I
!

Mr. Crockett showed the ’> reel picture
In” at the theater last Saturday

“Kick

night to a large attendance and
much enjoyed by all.

public auto

was

partment, Boston, spent the week-end
with his wife, Vesta Davis Higgins.

Al. Daggett and wife of Morrill visited
relatives in town Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Roberts are rejoicing
the birth. Aug. 23th, of a twelvepound baby girl, Crystal Arlene.
Mrs.
Fred Edwards of Jackson is caring for

Mrs. Gertrude Stevens spent the weekend with relatives in Belfast.

Mrs. Inez White of Belfast called
her sister, Mrs. W. O. Estes, Sunday

it

Mr. Cheney Higgins who has employment in the government commissary de-

over

Mrs. C. B. Swett will leave next MonMrs. Cora Fitzgerald of Waterville
day to accompany her daughter Mabel to visited relatives in town last week.
|
Lewiston, where she will take a course at
Mr. Tom Hebert of Waterville spent
the Bliss Business College. Mrs. Swett
the week-end with friends in town.
will return home by the way of Boothbay
Several of our people from here attendto meet her mother, Mrs. Carrie A.
ed the campmeeting at Etna Sunday
Lewis, who will come to Belfast for the

Mrs. Roberts.
R.

E

Winona
week.

Webber's children Essie and
had their tonsils removed last
Drs. Cook and Kilgore performed

the operation and both children
well at this writing.

on

are

doing

bpon the recommendation of Hon.
M. Sewell, general chairman of
j the State committee on public safety,
Congressman John A. Peters of the
'SethW. Norwood, Esq.,has been appointthird district of Maine is still in the hosW. C. Austin and family spent Saturby President Wilson as one of the
, ed
pital at Bar Harbor, where he was oper- day, Sunday and Monday at Swan Lake.
four minute men of Waldo county. The
ated upon August 21st for a minor abWilbur Blodgett of Belfast was the j duties of the four minute men are to
dominal trouble by Dr. James F. Mitch1
week-end guest of W. E. Barker and speak four minutes on subjects of naell, the eminent surgeon of Washington,
family.
j1 tional importance, before theaters and
D. C.
The operation was entirely sucMiss Isabelle Brown is visiting her par- moving picture houses. They speak uncessful and no unfavorable symptoms
der the direction of thecommittee of pubhave since developed. It is expected ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M Brown in
lic safety, George Creel, chairman, of
Unity.
that Mr. Peters
be
Mr. John Hobbs has sold his place and
will move from here in the near future.

|

Harold

1

will

able to leave the

hospital within a few days and
his duties in Washington.

resume

Miss Abbie O. Stoddard, one of the
brightest girls that ever grew up in Belfast, has been engaged as teacher of general science in the Pasadena, Calif., High
school, where she had been substituting
for the past year.
Miss Stoddard’s
specialty is biology. In a personal note
home she wrote very entertainingly of
mountain climbing with a number of
young ladies including Miss Florence
True, well known in Belfast, where she
has visited. The young ladies wore the
regular men’s army trousers, shirts and
leggings and Boy Scout shoes and hats—
cute rigs and also very comfortable. On
one day they hiked from 5 a. m. to 4 p.
m., and on another day covered 22 miles
wonderful mountain scenery. They
encountered a rattlesnake and the young
man in the party despatched it with one
strike and they took the rattle home.
over

Miss Mildred

Washington, D. C., other members of
the committee are Sec. of State. Sec. of
War and Sec. of the Navy.

of Waterville
spent the week-end with W. S. Jones and
Hawes

,

family.
Josie Kendall of Belfast visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Brown,
Mrs.

recently.
Miss Beulah Cook who has been visiting in Leominster, Mass., arrived home

Saturday.

UDl 1 UAK I.

|

Hazel Luce

,

j

weeks’ visit at home.
Schools begin here Monday, Sept. 10th.
a
number of new High school

j

MacPherson grew suddenly worse and
died, and during the funeral service her
younger child, John Malcolm, who would
have been one year old on Sept. 141, was

students have registered.
F.

Maddox has been visiting
Nickerson in

her sister, Mrs. George
Swanville for a few days.

Quite

stricken with cholera infantum and died
within five days of his young mother’s
death. The young husband is left with
his other child, Marguerite, aged 5 years.

crowd from Brooks attended

a

House for Sale
ON PARK STREE1
The Shute house of nine rooms and bath
with modern conveniences, itpplyon the

Eye7

Badge

Joyce

in

ELLA HALL in
“Her Soul's Inspiration’'

of Shame

XSSXSSi:
Wednesday
ALICE BRADY in

“The Divorce Game”

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Luce of
Montville and was married several years

I their two smaii children, he was exempted from service. Shortly after this, Mrs

Quite

Mrs. H.

re-

thedaugh-

MacPherson had been ill for some time
and her husband in the first draft was accepted, but owing to her condition and

|

Miss Christine Jones returned to her
work in Waterville Tuesday, after a two

who died

was

ago to Allan MacPherson, who was at
that time a resident of Belfast.
Mrs.

Roy Bowden who has employment in
Bangor is visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Bowden.

McPherson,

cently in Brockton, Mass.,

the play “Under Cover” at the Colonial

Tuesday
in

Modern

Miles Jellison and party from Belfast
in town Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. George H. Robertson are
spending the week at Tenants Harbor,
the guests of Mrs. Robertson’s

the Motiers to

BELFAST, MAINE.

were

in The

Alice

TELEPHONE 67-2

George Beers is driving

PERSONAL.

aunt in

Swanville.Mrs. Shea and son returned
to Boston last Friday after a two
weeks’
visit with her sister, Mrs.
Henry Wentworth.... Miss Edna Seekins of
Swanville
is stopping with Mrs. O. L.
Wentworth

as

Suits,

to the fairs this year.

Mat. 2.301 Thursday |

have

well

as

Amos A. Col-

Colonial Theatre I ?'"-ee S a"\'t

son

Boys

see our new

cord, William H. Bray, Harold McKeen
BROOKS.
and H. C. Buzzell, all of Belfast. Purposes, to hold a county or local fair, with
Mrs. J. W. Hobbs is teaching school in
all the amusements, racing exhibitions
Jackson.
and amusements of all kinds appurtainMrs. Amy Godding is visiting friends
ing thereto. To buy or sell real estate as
in Rhode Island.
may be necessary for the carrying on of
The K. ol P. lodge will resume their
the business or to contract for, hold any
from of amusements at any time proper meetings next week.
to such organization and to do any and all
B. J'. Stantial is having a big tire sale
things necessary or properly pertaining to and great bargains.

caped with whole ear drums and with
Sunday school sanity unimpaired. The artists were premises.
picnic which was held here last week
was greatly enjoyed
by the children and
also by the older people.
Although it
rained they had a good time in the hall.
w
| Evening 10c and 15c
A picnic dinner was served and the chil_
dren were treated to peaches and
pea7 and 8.30
nuts.Miss Jessie Brown of Massachusetts was a recent guest of Mrs.
VIOLA DANA in
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Henry
Wentworth.Mr. and Mrs. Brett and
of
“Threads
Fate”
children of Massachusetts have been
Drew in Comedy
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Payson.
Metro Five Part Wonder Play.
COMEDY CARTOONS
Mrs. Adelaide Howe of Lincolnville has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. J.
a.
Friday 2.30, SXLARA KIMBALL YOUNft
Hartshorn....Lenore and Edgar Thomp^
POOR’S Mills.

and

RALPH 0. S0UTHW0RTH CO.

a

L. S. Southard & Son of Belfast are the contractors.
The new Belfast fair has been organized
with a capital stock of $10,000; all com-

\

HAVE ARRIVED

We want tne
come in

The track is in excellent condition and
the fastest track in the
State of Maine. It is hoped there will be

erection.

Mackinaws and Sweaters
We are now ready to show you the
latest styles and patterns in Fancy
Mixtures, both Gray and Brown, and
Blue Serges. Sizes from 4 years to
18 years. We also have everything
to go with that new suit that a Boy
would want.

unquestionably

!

“The Lone

|

Belfast fair will hold its third
horse race this season Saturday afternew

....

ing man giving his name as tiers',me was arrested last Thursday

Boys’ Suits, Overcoats,

Fair.

good attendance.
New fences have been built and an upto-date grandstand is in the process of

Boys

OUR NEW FALL STOCK OF

next season as these fu .ds were to ne
used for road improvement.
It is to be
hoped that these artists will again appear
in the distant future.

a

Tuesday, Sept,
must have many more knitters in
loth, with Justice George F Haley of
order to provide the number allotted to
there or what their next move will be.
John A. Hayden of
i Saco presiding
them in the given time. They will be
Mrs. Ethel Wiley has received a letter
Portland, one of the best known stenoggrateful for contributions, small or large,
from
her
son Fred, an enlisted man
only
■aphers in the State, is with Justice
in Belfast, when she spoke prinfor the purchase of yarn.Acknowlin
the
U.
S.
that
he
has
Navy, stating
f the many advantages to be at- Haley. To date there are no important
is made for the following conbeen transferred from the battleship edgment
-ivil cases entered and the only
appealed
tributions: $50 from Mr. Geo. Stone of
by equal suffrage. She will reTexas
to a merchant ship, and is on his
Waldo county until after the 'riminal case to come before the Grand
n
from class ’17
to France. The day before receiv- Lewistown, Mont.; $2.41
Jury is the incendiary fire case at the way
B. H. S.; $12 from sale of Larkin’s goods.
■lection.
ing this information, Mrs. Wiley had reirotting park.
The following letterhas been received
nuauu£i.
v_/UUUlttU ui
ceived a card stating that the young man
L nas.
There was a dance at Allen's hall in
from Boston:
I
the
diunder
Maine
to
come
!
home
at
once
for
ho is touring
a furexpected
Center Montvilie last Monday
io an urgamzations or me ivew Engevening, lough, but this has been cancelled.
of Surgeon General Gargas, was j
land Division: Several reports have come
ivith ice cream and cake for sale. The
ip-.fast last Thursday to address the :
The weather Labor Day was ideal and to us from various Chapters stating that
proceeds were given to buy knitting main their community claim that the
ins of Waldo county in the inter*
j terial for their local Red Cross work. Mr. with all of the factories, stores, shops, people
soldiers were having to pay money in
'he Maine Medical Officers Reclosed
availed
themselves
of
many
Allen gave the use of his large hall and etc.,
order to get Red Cross sweaters, etc.,
Maine has 1205 physicians
<rps.
Vlr. I. P. Griflies gave his services in outing trips by auto, boats and teams. also that the Supply Service was selling
When this special
r quota is 200.
The streets were deserted except at mail to various department stores the finished
Most of the ice
managing the affair.
gn began only 79 had volunteered,
time, when there was a rush at the post articles. If these rumors come to your
:ream and all of the cake were
given by
attention I wish you would please em('odman urged the necessity and
office. The Belfast Band went to Madipublic spirited citizens.
phatically deny them, as the American
mtages to be derived from enlist
son, where they took part in the Labor Red Cross has not sold any of its finished
New Advertisements. This is the
nd discussed the question freely j
Day celebration and acquitted themselves Red Cross articles to any individual solof the phonograph
day
More people are so well that
If
it
is
die 12 physicians present.
they were engaged for Labor dier or department store in this or any
other city.
learning every day the beneficial influ- Day of 1918, and brought home
iry to resort to the draft those1
many
ence of good music.
Fred D. Jones inwiil receive omy the compensaon
their
vocal
particularly
compliments,
What may be possibly considered the
vites you to come in and hear your favorwork. They made the trip on the Maine
private. The country has called
crowning event (of its kind) of the season
ite record on the Edison Phonograph. He
"00 physicians and a recent report
Transportation car.
was pulled off at The Battery last Saturalso carries Columbia Grafonolas and
The con>i only 9,000 volunteers.
The Maine Central Railroad Co. has day evening at the celebrated open air
Sonoras.See notice of Miss Edith M
age is between 21 and 55, and
announced that on and after Sept. 1st, it beach theater owned and operated by Im^
ildo county’s 33 physicians 26 are in Davidson, teacher of pianoforte, who was will sell tickets and mileage books good
presario Johannes Duntonio, when a
trained at the New England Conservatory
I st.
Drs. Norman R. Cook of i
for interstate journeys at an increased grand operatic performance was presentof
Music.
lessons
if
deHarmony
given
and C. Edward Britto of Stock- j
l rate of a quarter of a cent a mile; that ed to a large (at the beginning) and ensired.
Studio No. 8 Grove street.Lost
hngs applied for commissions and :
! is, mileage books and tickets good for thusiastic (on account of the
brevity of
on August 28th, a gold bracelet, between
.amined by Major Codman and
any journey within the State will be sold the program) audience, consisting of the
Searsmont and Belfast. Reward given
at the present rate, while for all tickets elite of the town and
plications will be sent to Washneighboring States.
on return to Mrs. D. L. Craig, Searsmont.
and mileage for journeys out of the State The artists
appearing on this occasion
....The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. tells
nst

■

j

AsWellasMen

all that could be ex-

years” spoke near the Old Corner Drug noon, Sept. 15. The races will be called
It had been adStore Monday evening
promptly at 2 o’clock and Joseph Farwell
vertised for the past week that Mr. Po- of Unity will say
“go.” Several out-ofling would speak on the bandstand, school- town horses will be ready for the word
house common and people began to col- and have
already promised to come. Adlect early. Autos waited there until after mission 25 cents.
8 o’clock, not knowing of the change.
There will be three races, called as folThis materially lessened the audience to lows: 2.20
class, trot and pace, free-forgreet him on Main street. He is speak- all, trot and pace, and green horse race.
ing in Maine under the auspices of the
The new Belfast fair now has 115 stockState Suffrage League. He admitted that holders and are
having this meet that you
woman’s place is in the home, but main- may come and not only see some
good
tained that her home today extends racing but that you may see the
many
to the factory, the shop, the store,
improvements that are being made in
the school and where she or her chil- their grounds and that
you may tell your
dren cos gregate. There were more men friends that they are
going to have a real
than women in his audience and he ap- cattle show and fair this
year, October
pealed eloquently to them to vote for 16th and 17th. Both days are to be big
this amendment next Monday.
days as all preparations are to be made
beforehand. The management desires to
Red cross Auxiliary.
Saturday
interest every farmer in Waldo county.
the Belfast Auxiliary received three
There are now 25 first-class stalls comlarge boxes of supplies from the Bayside
branch. This branch under the direction pleted and are really as good as you can
find almost anywhere in New England.
of Mrs. Lake Smith has done a large

ton Springs and Rockland and are looking for as many daily for some time.

We also carry a complete line of Columbia Grafolas and The “Sonora” Phonographs.

n

Miller street.

The Lubec Sardine Company received
1,000 bushels of fish Tuesday from Stock-

Diamond Phonograph
\\e will be

on

j

were

Store for

a

pected from the audience present and
will insure bum Battery roads for the

leader of four million
young people and said to be “One of the
biggest young men produced in a hundred

deavor, Boston,

High street to the Crawford

on

the box office

This is

Mrs. MacPherson was a very lovely girl,
a great worker in theUnited Presbyterian
services at the Congregain Brockton and her loss is keentional church as the pastor, Rev. W. Church
I ly felt in church circles as well as in her
E. Streeter is away on his vacation.
home. She was a devoted wife and
Mrs. Susan Holbrook is staying with
mother and her lovable disposition enMr. and Mrs. S. A. Perkins during the
deared her to all who knew her. She is
absence of her son, E. C. Holbrook.
survived her parents and by several sisS. W. Norwood spoke on the suffrage ters
and brothers: Mrs. Mahlon Brann,
question at Crockett’s hall on Wednes- Augusta; Mrs.
I
Harding Erskine, Montand
the
women
much.
day evening
plegsed
! ville; Miss Aurelia Keene Luce, Belfast;
Miss Ethel Cochrane of Frankfort, who George E.
Luce, Washington: Frank

Theater, Belfast, Monday night.
There

are no

spent the

summer

Grant and

family,

vacation with P. H.

is teaching in Monroe.

Miss Anna Cochrane returned to her
home in Frankfort, Monday, after several
days visit with Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Grant.

Lawrence A. West of Lynn, Mass., is
spending a week’s vacation with his

grandparents,

Mr.

and Mrs. S. A. Per-

kins.
The members of the sisterhood took a
trip to Belfast, Saturday, at the invitation of Mrs. Grace Tasker where a picnic
dinner

was

served.

It is expected the new principal of the
High school, Mr. Wallace Wilder, wil

this week. He will occupy one ol
the Austin cottages.

come

j

B.,
Belfast; Charles H., Providence, and Ro-

j
!

nald

|

V.. Montville.
Funeral services
held at her late home, 24 Wayland
street, Brockton, Rev. T.- W. Anderson
of the United Presbyterian Church officiating, and four young men of the society
serving as bearers, Duncan M. and George
Livie, Henry O’Donnell and Thomas Russell. There was a profusion of beautiful
flowers and a large attendance of loving
friends and relatives.
were

The funeral of Catherine T. (Leonard,)
wife of Alfred Lenfest of Swanville, was
held in the St. Francis Catholic church
in the city Saturday at 10 a. m.
Rev.
Father John E. Kealy of Waterville
The
in
interment
was
officiating.
Grove
cemetery. Mrs. Lenfest was 47 years of
age and had resided in SwanviUe about
14 months; comingthere from Worcester,
Maas., where she was born.

transfers in real estate.

YOU CATCH COLD

[CAMP

QUICKER IF YOUR
STOMACH IS UPSET

You will develop any illness more easily when your food is not properly digested. and when the natural functions are
disturbed. A cold in the earliest stages
should never be neglected, as serious
illness mayresult. It is well to get early
to bed, to have the body well
warmed,
and very important to have the bowels
move freely.
There is no better or safer
remedy to use at the beginning of a cold
than#:he true “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine.—Two to fourteaspoonfulsina
cup of hot water will quickly relieve congestion carry off the imperfectly digested
food .andhelpto ward off further trouble.
35 cents at any dealer's. If you have
never used this medicine, ask us for A
free sample. “L. F.” MEDICINE Co.,
Portland, Maine.

GREENE

The Home of New

are

!

being translated into

cantonment for the accommodation of the
troops from the New England States
and an increment of regular
army officers and aviation
The main
corps.
camp is located on a tract embracing
2,500 acres lying three miles west
of the city, an area of
open fields and
wooded sections, cotton and corn plantations
and apple
and
peach ora

A present force of
workmen, nummore than 2,000 men are rapidly shaping up this vast acreage for all
of the requirements of the camp.
Streets are being laid out, hills are
being rolled into the valleys that have
been lying at their feet, street car
tracks are being placed and railroad
facilities being provided; ditches are
being digged Sfc' the laying of sewerage and water mains, and many miles
of telephone and telegraph lines are
being strung. It is to be a veritable
city to come from the metamorphosis
now taking place as if by
magic.
Train loads of materials are arriving almost hourly to provide some of
the necessary equipment going into
the work of cohstruction.
The camp
site is accessible already to the city
by means of improved highways of
macadam construction, two of which
run directly through the camp area.
The street car line’s terminus is only

bering

Sworn Friends.
line welcome that the Second
Maine regiment gave the First New
Hampshire at Springfield. Those two
regiments are sworn friends since the
border days at Laredo, and woe betide
the enemy who picks a fuss with one of
them without reckoning upon the other—
for the interests of one are the interests
of both.—Manchester Union.
a

of Right.

Why all this shouting about eating corn
wheat for our allies? May we not

to save

choose for ourselves and let our allies
have second choice? Can they not eat
corn and barley and rye as well as we?
Who has a better right to what he raises
than an American citizen?—Kennebec
Journal.
Portland W ins.
The Portland Ship Ceiling Co. of Portland has the honor of having had the
first keel laid for ships of the war emergency fleet which the government is building. The Portland concern has the contract for four hulls and last Wednesday
the keel for the first one was laid.
Recently Mr. Burwell, the local inspector, received a letter from William
H. Hand, Jr., the district officer for this
district, stating that the keel laid by the
local company was the first in his district.
Later, Mr. Swett of the Ship
Ceiling Co. had occasion to talk with Mr.
Hand over the telephone and the latter
informed him that so far as he knew the
keel in Portland was the first east of the
Mississippi and therefore the first under
The Portland men
the new schedule.
were considerably surprised when they
learned how successful they had been.
The second keel will be laid in a week
or 10 days and the third in about three
weeks.

England Troops

B.

1

«

—

it..

e_tk.

__i

take their toll of human life.
Charlotte is one of the most favored
cities in the Carolinas in the matter
of transportation. It is on the main
line of the Southern Railway from
I Washington to Atlanta and about equidistant between them. The Southern
is double tracked to Washington from
this city. It is also on the Seaboard
Air Line, the Norfolk Southern, the
Norfolk & Western and is headquarters of the Piedmont Northern, an electrically driven road that traverses the
More than 60 passenger
Carolinas.
trains arrive and leave Charlotte every

day.
Charlotte Assets In Skeleton.
Charlotte is the electric center of
the South, headquarters of the Southern Power Company, with plants gen

erating electricity from water plants
aggregating at present 225,000 horsepower. More than 100 towns and cities
in the two Carolinas are lighted by the
current from the high-powered transmission lines of the company which
run for a distance of over 300 miles
serving municipalities and industrial
plants. A great number of textile
manufacturing plant^of the two States
are operated
by its electric energy
The company has plants in process of
construction that will add more than
I
100,000 more horse-power to its aggregate production now
The city has
uauuuat

railroad facilities are within
about two miles of the center of the camp.

state

banks

uaiitvr*,

and

two

w 'J

trust

It has 67 miles of
concrete streets,
over
100
miles of cement sidewalks
and 72 miles
of
sewerage
lines.
It has seven modern
hotels, new Y. M. C. A. and
Y. W. C. A.,
buildings, a

daily capacity of 12,000,000

"Confidentially, I would

a

rather have the absent than the present.”—Life.
To

Keep

Her At It

“You know, Sam, it’s
work for a living.”
"Yes, 1 knows it, sah
alius tell mah wife.”

no

disgrace to

Dat’s what 1

Nomesse un:ige.
Mother, in railroad coach, to her eightyear-old: "Mary, don’t, you see the peoStop stretching
ple looking at you?”
your gum out in a string; chew it like a

lady.”

Christian Register.

Up-To-Date Wedding Gifts.
"Well, what sort of wedding presents
did you get, girlie—the usual assortment
of berry spoons and pickle forks?”
“Not on your esteemed life, I got a
sack of potatoes, four dozen fresh eggs, a
peck of onions, and a Liberty Bond.—
Louisville Courier-Journal.
Unnecessary.
"If you want a comfort in the house,
get one of these instantaneous heaters.
It keeps the whole family in hot water
all the time.”
“Don’t need it. My wife attends to
that. ”—Baltimore American.
Fair Question.
"Well, I’d be ashamed if I had as bald
a
head as you! Look at my head of
hair!”
“I just want to ask you one question.”
“Yes?”
"Did you ever see grass growing on a
busy street?”

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

G ASTORIA

Co., do.; land in Brooks.
Guy L. Peavey, Belfast,
Peavey, Chelmsford, Mass.;

to Sarah E.
land in Bel-

fast.
Gardner O. Clark, Prospect, et als., to
Percy N. Clark, do; land and buildings
in

Prospect.

Sarah H. Jones, Brooks, to Carrie E.
and Alta M. Jones, do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
Jennie S. Dodge, Unity, to Frank M.
Fairbanks, do.; land in Unity.
George F. Mayhew Belfast, to Herbert
S. Mayhew, do.; land in Belfast.
Minnie E. Hawes, Vassalboro, to Howard C. Morse, Waterville; land in Burnham.

Augusta Paige, Waterville, to Grover
Reed, do.; land in Freedom.
Grover B. Reed, Waterville, to William
H. Morgan, Readfield; land in Albion.
Wilmot L. Gray, Troy, to E. Everett
B.

Davis, Burnham;

land in Burnham.

Clarence A. Clark, Augusta, to Anna
Clark, Freedom;land in Freedom.
Anna A. Clark, Freedom, to Virginia
A. Clark, do.; land and buildings in Free-

A.

dom.

Charles

B.

Cambridge,

Pendleton,

Mass., et als.,
Islesboro; land

19.
20.

to Martha M. Pendleton,
and buildings in North-

to

Remedies

meet the needs of families

are
or

Piles,Blind.Bleeding.Internal,External25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.25

Whooping Cough.23

21. Asthma, Oppressed, Pifticult Breathing. 23
27. Disorders of the Kidneys.25
30. Urinary Incontinence.25
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy.25
77. Grip, Grippe, La

Grippe.25

Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of
price.
Medical Book mailed free.

nor

good deal

land in Searsport.
Kate A. Lane, Brooks, to A. E. Chase

Free

Press.]

One of the expedients adopted in Brit
ain and France to eke out farm labo
shortened by taking workers from thi
food fields to the fighting trenches wa \
that of placing thousands of tractors am i
other machines on the farms. It is re
ported that now many men maimed ii
battle and unable to do other work ari
becoming adepts in running these machines in plowing, harrowing, seeding
hauling loads and the like.
In both Britain and France there cami
a
time when the farm labor problem
could no longer be ignored or glossed ovei
with appeals to overburdened fanners tc
double the quantity of their work,
Something had to be done in a practical
Hence the resort to the tractors,
way.
the reports say, have been generally successful except in remote districts in the
Scottish Highlands, where many farms
practically stand on edge or are approachable only by Highlanders or mountain
goats or shelties.
% Before the war, shortage of farm labor
in the United States was giving thoughtful observers alarm. The outbreak of
hostilities in Europe, taking away many
aliens and drawing more men from farms
to factories, made the situation worse.
Now America is in the conflict and is
taking farmers for service in the
trenches. Soon the condition will menace the stability of the nation.
Without
laborers food cannot be raised. Without
plenty of food war cannot successfully be
prosecuted.
It is well to glance briefly at these
factors in the situation. They must be
met.
We must have cannon; men must
operate them.
But for every battery
there ought to be a tractor operated by
the volunteer farm army in the lields of
the United States to economically employ every unit of labor obtainable.

CITY HALL,

CHARLOTTE,

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE
Corner William and Ann Streets. New

N. C.

gallons in addition to a reserve quan- Masonic Temple, the only one of Its
tity many times that number of gal- kind in the South, built at a cost o£
lons be provided.
$250,000; 56 white and 31 colored
churches and a federal building being
Charlotte's Water and Climate.
completed now at a cost of $300,000.
Charlotte's water comes from the
Catawba river, a distance of 12 miles,
the plant having been built five years
ago at a cost of approximately one
million dollars. It has a daily eapae
ity of 12,000.000 gallons and a re
serve capacity of 60.000,000 gallons
Two million gallons daily run into the
cantonment according to present esti
mates.

The physical aspects of Charlotte
It
lend peculiar favor to the city.
boasts of a climate of exceptional con
geniality. The city is situated equi
distant from the Blue Ridge mountains
the west and the Atlantic

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Ci unty of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of August, A, 1). 1917.

EDGAR
of

WT.

Probate

It is the home of the Southern Manufacturers Club, regarded as the most
palatial social institution south of
Washington, with a membership of
more than 500 of the more prominent
of the constructive Carolinians,
The
county of which Charlotte is the seat
was the pioneer good roads
propagandist among ail the counties of ttie
two States and boasts an aggregate
of more than 300 miles of macadam

The climate of tin
community was one of the strong
points which impressed the war de
officials as to the advis
partment
ability of putting one of the 16 arms
cantonments here.
The fact that it is situated 20(
miles inland precludes the possibilit;
of a superfluous humidity which i
so deadly in the summer months it I
Corn Saved the

Pilgrims.

Had it not been for corn

Fathers of Plymouth and

our

Pilgrim

cavalier
forebears of Jamestown would have perished from famine.
They were saved
from “The Starving Time” by the Indian
corn which the redskins had stored for
the winter. Indeed, the settlers wanted
that corn so much that they introduced
the hitherto unknown vice of theft
among the Indians. They stole from the
caches and cribs, a practice of which, to
quote Capt. John Smith, “the Indians

grievously

complained.”

our

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
August, A. D 1917.
SJlfc

BERT K MESERVEY, administrator of the
estate of Sarah E.
in said County of

highways built at an average cost of
$4,000 a mile, Charlotte is under the
commission form of government with
a
mayor, a commissioner of public
works and a commissioner of public

Civilization

to its own on this continent through
corn not only in the East, but in the
West, for the journal of the Lewis and
came

tory that when General Greene took
command of the army of the revolutionists, their fortunes began to improve, the end of the war being accelerated by this brilliant Rhode Islander
through the victory achieved at the
battle of Guilford Court House. General Greene assumed the leadership of
the patriot forces in Charlotte on what
•
is now East avenue.
Clarke expedition shows that those intrepid explorers would have died for lack
of food had it not been for the parched
maize they obtained from the first Americans.

Danger of Meat Famine
Pork chops soon will be 50 cents

pound,

retail.

a

Ham and bacon will be

Meat generally is going up.
Herbert Hoover’s fear of a world meat
famine is not overestimated. These were
the conclusions drawn by Robert Miller,
even

Notices.

higher.

president of the Chicago Retail Grocer’s
Association, from Hoover’s report on
meat conditions.

Meservey,

late of

\

Liberty,

aide, deceased, having
present.d a petition praying for a license to
sell and convey at public or private sale, cer
tain real estate of said deceased and described
in said petition, situated in Liberty, in said
county.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by cauning a copy of
this order to be published three weeke successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 11th
day of September, A.D. 1917, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of 6aid petitioner should not

granted,

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.

A true copy

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator, with the will annexed, of the estate of
WARREN GORDON, late of Knox,
in the County of Waldo, deceast d and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
FRED W. BROWN, Jr.

Brooks, Maine, August 14, 1917.
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testa-

ment of

WILLIE H. SNOW, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement. and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
LILLIAN M. SNOW.
Belfast, Maine, August 14, 1917.
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed executrix of the last will and testament of

HERBERT F. RICHARDS, la'e of
Lincolnvile,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons

having

demands

ceased

are

against

the estate of said

de-

desired to present the same for setindebted thereto are requested
tlement,
to make payment immediately.
MABEL A. RICHARDS.
Lincolnville, Maine, August 14, 1917,_
and all

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator, of the estate of
SETH BURGESS, late of Searsmont,
the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons haying
demands against the estate of said deceased,
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
immediately.
to make payment
v 9
JOHN R. DUNTON.
Maine,
August 14,1917-86
Belfast,
in

i

forjnfantg^and Children.
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It contains neither
Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. r„r
more than thirty years it has been in constant use for
the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic
ami
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising therefrom
and l»y regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids the aJ
similatlon of Food; giving healthy and natural sle«n
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,

Bears the Signature of

Use

In

For Over 30

At a Probate Court, neio at
Belfast, within and
for tne County of
Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of August, A. D. 1917.

Court held at Belfast, within and
of Waldo, on the 14th
day of
August, A. D. 1917.
OSCAR A. GOOG1NS, administrator with
annexed* of the estate of Irene V.
vx W!

County

Ordered, 1 nat notice be given t
interested by causing a copy of

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petipraying that the actual market value of
said estate, the
persons interested in the succession thereto, and the
amount of the inneritance tax thereon,
may be determined by
the Judge of Probate.

Ordered, That

the said

be

Johnson, Register.

0:dtred, That the said petitioner give notice
ill persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published a: Belfast, in said County, that
they may appear at a Probate C< urt, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said C unty, on the
11th day of September, A. D. 1917, at ten of

A true copy.

the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the -prayer of said petitioner
should not be grantee.

allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given three
successively, in Th^ Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons imerested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
11th day of September next, nd show cause, if
a* y they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
HARRY E, BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas E, Johnson, Register,
Weeks
a

WALDO SS. In Ciurt of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14lh day of August, 1917. ArGilman, administrator of the estate of
David C. Gilman, late of Liberty, in said County, deceased, having presented his second and
final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 1 Ith
day of September next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not
be allowed,
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.

thur H.

proved

Johnson, Register.

—

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Attest:
( has. E.

Johnson, Register.

The subscriber
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
hereby gives nonce that he has been duly

appointed

executor of the last will and testa-

ment of

uEORGE W. CROCKETT, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate cf said deceased are desiied to prepent the same for settlement. and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
HERBERT L. CROCKETT.
Winterport, Maine, August 14, 1917.
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby giveB notice that on the lt)ih
day of April, A, D. 1917, she wan duly appointed administratrix ot the estate of
GUSTAVUS C. KILGORE, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and was
then a resident of Belfast, Maine, but having
removed since my appointment into another
State, in compliance with the provisions of Section 41 of Chapter 64 of the Revised Statutes,

I hereby appoint Frank I. Wilson of Belfast,
Maine, my authorized agent.
ABBIE O. KILGORE.

Medford, Mass., August 14,1917.

I

I

Probate Court, to be held at Bday of September next, and s'
they have, why the said account

allowed.

A true copy.

HARRY L. BAN
Attest:
Chas E Johns"•

|

WALDO SS. In (.'ourt of Pr
S. L. FAIRCHILD of Searsport, in the Coun- Belfast,on the 14th day of Augu.-t
E
of
Dodge, administrator of the e*'
creditor
of
ty
Waldo,
Susan E. Ausplund, ;
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, I F. Dodge, late of Burnham, in s,.
ceased,
having presented his li:
deceased, hay ing presented a petition praj ing
that the said S, L. Fairchild, or some other administration of said estate for.
suitable person may be appointed administraOrdered, that notice thereof
tor of the estate of said deseased.
weeks successively in The Repub!
a
newspaper published in Belfast,
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of ty, that all persons interested n
Probate Court, to be held at Belt.-,
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper day of September next, and show
published at Belfast, in said County, that they they have, why the-said accoii:
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at be allowed.
HARRY E. BAN
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 11th
A true copy. Attest:
day of September, A.i). 1917,at ten of the clock
Chas
E. Johnson
before neon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
WALDO SS. In Court of !“•
be granted.
Belfast, on the 14th day of Aui
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Sarah J. Childs, executrix of the -a
A true copy. Attest:
E. Pierce, late of Belfast, in sa
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
ceased, having presented her
account of administration of sa
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
allowance.
for the County of Waldo, on the second
Ordered, that notice thereof
Tuesday of August, A. D. 1917.
weekt- successively, in The R*
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
a newspaper published
in
nal,
last will and testament of Daniel O. Bowen,
County, that all persons interest
late of Morrill, in said County of Waldo, deat a Probate Court, to be held ai
ceased, having been presented for probate the 11th
day of September in
with petition praying that said will may be
c use, if any they have, why the
and allowed and that letters testamen-

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of August, 1917, Fred
W. Brown, Jr., administrator of the estate of
Joel H. Grout, late of Knox, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for

A true copy.

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th
day of
August, A. D 1917.

HARRY E BANGS, Judge.
Attest:
Chas E. Johnson, Register.

Probate Court, to be held at Belfast on the
11th day of Septtmber next, and show cause,
if any they have, w hy the said account should
not be allowed,

a

>

to

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of August, 1917
Frances E. Carey, administratrix of the estate
of John C. Carey, late of Montville, in said
County, deceased, having presented her first
and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereot be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested n ay attend at a

Johnson, Register,

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Ordered, that notice thereof lfor the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of weeks
successively, in The Repul
August, A. D. 1917.
a newspaper published in Belfast,
ROSE M. DAVIS of Belfast, in the
that
all persons interest, d m
County ty,
of Waldo, guardian of Lena
May Weaver, of 1 Probate Court, to be held at 1'
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, having j 11th day of September next, ai
presented a petition praying that she may be if any they have, why the sa;*i ;«c
licensed to sell at privaie sale in accordance ! not be allowed
with an advantageous offer therefor, certain
HARRY E. BAN
real estate belonging to her said ward, situated
A true copy.
Attest:
>n Warren, in the
Chas. E. Johnson
County of Knox, and described in said petition.
WALDO SS. In Court -f I
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice Belfast, on the 14th
day of Ao.-a
to all persons interested
by causing a copy of bert 1). Bradstreet, executor of t;
this order to be published three weeks sucees- !
testament of Sarah A. White, Loin
the Republican Journal, a newspaper
sively
in said
deceased, having
published at Belfast, in said County, that they first andCounty,
final account of admin.,
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at estate for
allowance.
Belfast, within and for said County, on the llth
Ordered, that notice thereof
day of September, A D 1917, at ten of the
weeks successively in The Re; u:
clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they a
newspaper
published in Belfas;
the
have, why
prayer of said petitioner shomd
ty, that all persons interested m
not be granted.
At

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
August, A. D 1917

Attest:
Chas. E.

t

success!

WALDO SS. In Court of Pn
Belfast, on the 14th day of Auc
James H. Perkins, administrator
of Hattie C. Perkins, late of B.
County, deceased having pres,
and final account of administrate
tate for allowance.

noon,and show cause, if any
i'
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
be granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

should not

C Has. E

three weeks

in and for said County, on the to
of September next, at ten of th.
noon, and show cause, if any ththe same should not be proved,
allowed and the petition grant..;
HARRY L. BAN
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johns*

petitioner give notice

in The
Republican Journal, a newsOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice cessively
paper published at
in said County,
to all persons interested by causing a
copyksf that they may appearBelfast,
at a Probate Court, to be
this order to be published three weeks succes*d at Belfast, within and
for said County, on
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper JVf
the llth day of
September, A. D. 1917, at ten
published at Belfast, in said county, that they
*
c ocl£ before

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within andfor said County, on the 11th
day of Septem er, A. D., 1917, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

published

Republican Journal, a newspaper
Belfast, in said County, that th-y
at a Probate Court,to be held a! I

to all persons interested
by causing a copy of
this order to be
published three weeks suc-

that an allowance may he made to him from
the personal estate of said deceaseds

:

with petition praying that said w
and allowed and that letters
issue to Edward A. Rossiter
named therein.

tion

DYER of Thorndike, in the

Johnson

deceased, having been presente

County

in said

Attest:
r*»As. E.

A certain instrument,
purport!
last will and testament of J.-hn
late of Northport. in said Count;

At a Probate
lor the

Sears,mont,

said C.»ur

At a Probate Court held at Belfas;
for the County of Waldo,on the
day of August, A. I). 1917.

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

of

in

HARRY E BAN'
A true copy.

4

atf

Northport,

v

next.at ten of the clock before n ,on,
and Bhow cause, if
any they have, why the
same should not he
approved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.

IJ

of

Ordered, that the said petitioner
to all persons interested by cau;
this order to be published three v
sively in The Republican Journal,
published at Belfast, in said Coin
may appear at a Probate Court,
Belfast, within and for said Count
day of September, A.D. 1917, attei
before noon, and show cause, if mi
why the prayer of said petition!
be granted.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to
published three weeks
successively in The
Kepubhciin Journal, a newspaper published at
sa'd County, that
Belfaat-In
they mav appear at
I a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said
on
the
County,
second Tuesday of
September

Waldo, widower of Anna D. Dyer,
Thorndike, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying

A true copy.
p

late

deceased, having presented his tir
trusteeship for allowance.

be

late of

Chas. E.

a Probate Court held at Bel fas
for the County of Waldo, on th
August, A. D. 1917
FRANK H, BEEDL, trustee u.
will and testament of Lucy At

\ certain instrument,
purporting to be the
last wi I and testament and
codicil of George
'ate ot Bel,a8t- in 88ld
County of
w M
Waldo, deceased, having been presented
for
probate, with a petition praying that said will
and codicil be proved and
allowed and administration of said estate, with the
will annexed,
be granted to El.zabeth L.
Brackett of Belfast
in the
County of Waldo, without bond the
"am<;d in Baid wiM and codicil
being

or

Years

At

interested

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
fc r the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
August, A. D., 1917.

County

I

deceased

A certain instrument, purportirg to be the
last willard testament of Mary F. Delanc, late
oi WinUrport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate
.with petition pra>irg that said will be proved
and allowed and that letters testamentary
issue to Warren Delano, the executor named
therein, without bond,as provided in said will.
Ordered, Thai, notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a co{ y ot this order to
be published thiee weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Bt lfa. t, in said County, that they may appear
ai a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, with
in and for said Ciunty, on the second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show c use,if any they have,why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.
HARRY E BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas, E. Johnson, Register.

A true copy

oceaft oh the east, Wilmington being safety.
the nearest seaport town and Ashehistorical Significance of Camp’s
ville, in "The Lani of Oie Sty," iis
most favorite mountain resort. Char
Name.
lotte is practically 175 miles from
Its loca
each of these two cities.
The Charlotte cantonment has been
tion gives the city its delightful cli named “Camp Greene." in honor of
It has been pointed out bv the celebrated Gen. Nathaniel Greene
mate.
an authority that with a single excep
of revolutionary fame who commanded
tion, this is the healthiest city in the the American armies in the South and
United States, according to the mor made his name
a
household word
tality records. It is noted for its free through this section. It is of especsudden
dom 4 from
temperature ial significance that this notable New
changes, high winds and destructive Englander took command of the arThe average annual tempera mies of North and South Carolina and
storms.
ture of the city is 60 degrees, havinf
Virginia in Charlotte on December 4,
January as its coldest month with ar 1780, immediately after the disastrous
defeat of the patriot army under the
average of 40 degrees and July as its
The aver command of General Gates at Camden,
hottest with 79 degrees.
South Carolina. It Is a matter of hisage number of freezing days durinf
the winter is 45.

CO..

York!

I

;

N*FOR
Price j
1. Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations.. .25
2. Worms, Worm Fever.25
THE WALDO TRUST COMPANY, a cor3. Colic, Crying. Wakefulness of Infants.25
poration duly organized and having its princi4. Diarrhea of Children and adults.25
pal place of business at Belfast, in the County
T. Coughs., Colds, Bronchitis.25
of Waldo and State of Maine, executor of the
8. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.23
last will and testament of Maitland B. Smith,
9. Headache, Sick Headache. Vertigo... .25
late of Hartford, in the State of Connecticut,
lO. Dy-pcpsia.Pidigc i i.WeakStomach.25
deceased, having presented a petition praying
13. Crjup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
that it may be licensed to sell at public or
14. Eczema, Eruptions.
25
private sale certain real estate belonging to
15. Rheumatism, Lumbago.23
said deceased, situated in Belfast, in the Coun16. Fever and Ague, Malaria.23
ty of Waldo, and described in said petition.
17.

Good Things Overlooked.

Mr. Meek.

Searsport;

that mother, father,
nurse or invalid can take or
give to meet
the need of the moment. Have been in
use for over Sixty Years.

passenger rates on the Maine Central
railroad for the period of three months
from Sept. 1 was ordered Tuesday by the
public utilities commission. The company proposes to increase regular tickets
from 2 1-2 to 2 3-4 cents a mile and mileage books from 2 1-4 to 2 1-2 cents.

Absent.

Co.,

invalids—something

Held Up.
Suspension of the proposed increases of

"Mv wife is undecided whether to buy
on
me a birthday gift or spend the money
a trip to her sister’s,” said skimpy little

Tel. and Tel.

New York; land in Stockton Springs.
E. C. Marden and Wallace Gray, Swanville, to Edson O. and Ada E. Bailey,

designed

_

NONSEN.-E.

England

HUMPHREYS’

WASHINGTON, Aug. 2o. Fed“ral State
food administrators announced today by
the food administration as having been
approved by President Wilson and taken
their oath of office include Leon S. Merrill of Orono, for Maine. Administrators for 30 States now have been ap-

Nothing Was done toward a proper
enumeration of the angleworms of Maine,
which work would provide good jobs for
not fewer than a thousand capable clerks
and several commissioners. Nor was
anything said about an appropriation for
the cultivation of bullfrogs’ voices or for
the compilation of the historic legends
and fragments of personal history of
Maine pioneers carved upon the callous
backs of meandering mudturtles. This
administration is getting slack about
necessary details of intensive government.—Bangor Daily News.

Edwin L. Stickney, Stockton Springs,
to the New

Humphreys' Homeopathic

Administrator.

After profound deliberation the goverand his official family circle on
Wednesday passed this order:
“That the auditor is authorized to set
up a special appropriation for -5200 to defray the expenses of extra clerical services
in connection with the issuing and administration of eel and sucker permits,
under the direction of the commissioners
of inland fisheries and game,”

buildings in

For the comfort of those who may
have friends or relatives in the drafted
army which will later go to Europe unless
the war ends this year, the following statistics prepared from a study of European
army reports will be of interest:
About
bO out of each thousand soldiers are killed; about 150 out of each thousand are
wounded, but such are the modern lifesaving methods that most of the wounded are cured and returned to the army.
The normal death rate for men of army
age is 8 per thousand. The great loss of
previous wars has been from disease,
which on the western front in France has
been largely eliminated. The death rate
now is less than at the
beginning of the
war as the hospital organizations have
been perfected.—Fairfield Journal.

The fine large steel steam yacht Aria,
owned by Hon. E. F. Blake of Bangor,
has not gone in commission this season,
for the first time since she was built. She
was listed by the government as desirable
for a scout patrol and may be taken over
at any time.
She is at her moorings and
could be put in shape for service in a
short time.

pointed.

do.; land and

Hustus,

to Evie

A BIT O’ CHEER.

The Blake Yacht.

Maine’s

Frankfort,

Alberta W. Farnham, Belfast, to O. B.
Woodbury, Knox; land in Knox.

000.000.

water line of 12-inch
pipes is being run from the
main source
of the
city's
supply Itself a 16-inch main
Catawba
the
running to
A
river, 12 miles distant.

J. Hustus,

port.

with
companies
combined
deposits of more than $12,-

A

Registry

Frankfort.

*

chards.

Question

William

[From the Detroit

of real estate

recorded in Waldo County

of Deeds for the week ending Sept. 2,
1917:

Approximately 10,000 acres ot land .other parts of the South, and the fu.lying within a radius of ten miles of I ther fact that the Blue Ridge mounCharlotte and the greater part of it tains stand at the
city’s back door
j
within half that distance of the
city, prevents the winds of the winter which

MAINE ITEMS.

’Twas

The following transfers
were

TRACTORS ON THE FARM.

j

tary issue to Gracie E. Bowen, the execuitrx
named therein, without bond, as provided in
said will.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
September next, at ten of the clock before noon
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed
and

petition granted.

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of August, 1917. Oscar
A, Googins, administrator, with the will annexed, of the estate of Irene V. Poland, late
of Searsmont, in said County, deceased, having

presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said

that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 11th day of September next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said account
should not be allowed.

County,

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Coutt of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 14th day of August, 1917. Sarah
A. Davis, administratrix of the estate of Alonzo
E. Davis, late of Jackson, in said County, deceased, having presented her second and final
account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 11th day of September next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said account
should not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge,
A true copy.

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

should not he allowed.
HARRY E. BAN*
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas E. Johns-

WALDO SS. In Court of Pi
Belfast, on the 14th day of Aug
S. Coffin, administrator, with tin
of the estate of Benjamin Ames,
dike, in said County, deceased, I
ed his final account of adniinis:
estate for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof l
successively, in The K«
nal, a newspaper published in 1
County, that all persons inti r<
tend at a Probate Court, to be hon the 11th day of September u
cause, if any they have, why (i

k

weeks

■

1

should not he allowed.
A true

e

>py.

WALDO SS.

HARRY E. ban
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson
In Court of Pr

Belfast, on the 14th day of Augu.E. Smart, administrator of the
W. Whitcomb, late of Searsport.
ty, deceased, having presented
final account of administration
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof I
weeks successively, in The Repul
a

newspaper

published

in

lo

County, that all persons interest
at a Probate Court, to be held
the 11th day of SepLmber m
cause, if any they have, why the
should

not

be allowed.

HARRY E. BAN*
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NO I K K
hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administratrix of U
ALLEN COODWIN, late of M
in the County of Waldo, deconst
bonds as the law directs. All pcidemands against the estate of siu-*
s>re desired to present the same for
and all indebted thereto are requestpayment immediately.
CORA A CtK*1'
Montville, Maine, July 10, 1917 &Y
scriber

Newspaper

Advem^eM

|

Newqaper Adwaheaenl

Newspaper Advertuemssi,

|

SWAHVILLE.
Mr. Amos Hurd of Medway, Mass., ii
old friends in town.
Miss Margaret Tibbetts of Exeter, Me.
began school in district 3 and 4 Augusl

visiting

STATE OF MAINE.
|

PROPOSED

{ Restorative, will help. Not only
j g' s quick, sure relief from indiges>
tion's ills
Heartburn, Dizziness,
r Risings, Acid Mouth, Sleepless-

27th.

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS

but builds up appetite and
system. Thousands KNOW.
•v their lead—

Miss Ruth Marden of

sutiered everything with gas
stomach the past winter until
taking DIGESTONEINE. I’ain
■fused from indigestion.
I have
everything I could hear of and
nearly worn out.
I am be'■■tS tu tone up already.
OSBUKN WINN,
Fort Edward, N. X.

&vo* °f any’
]h™ ,ndeVOted
‘° the

—!

opposite square,

satisfies—or your money RACK
further convincing FACTS, aee

CITY DRUG STORE
Read & Hills. Proprietors,
P. O Square, Belfast.

or

Chapter

marrUge’cmiy'shal'/not’behallow^dCetohvote1<or *if
thi^SUtT

°r

required by law for the naturalization of men in
shall be construed as including both men and
women.’
^

*

;

shalSe

any

militarv’ni^

the^Tnf

jise McDonough, night operaBelfast telephone exchange,

I
I

ut visitor here.

W

10'

I. M. Cummings and F. L. Ward were
business visitors in Bangor August 22nd.

so

that it shall read

as

Mrs.

follows:

Y.,

Sheriffs shall be elected by the people of their respective
counties, by a plurality of the votes aiven in on th
^
tW° yearS tr0m the flrst day °f
■«« their electione
January

andsuc^sheriff* from’ofFme'and°with^theladvice i
1

PROPOSED AMENDMENT INO

F.

at

Chapter fitty-five of the resolves of 1917
submits the following: That section six-

Boston has ar-

teen of Article nine of the Constitution be
stricken out In its entirety and that the

P.

Clements

urner.

rtha Cole
1

of

month’s vacation
which she will spend at her
earner

on

for

following

a

have returned from
to

5

an

the Rangeley Lakes.

lement D.

Cates of

who returned with her for

YES_

a

Relating to

a

Mrs

W. F.

a

Atwood at the Canoe

ul Mrs. W. F. Atwood of Bangor
illy were in town a week ago,
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy returnthem Sunday night, and they

:

automobile trip to Moosetogether during the past few

on

ken

I-t"
S'

I

j

|

an

g continued wet weather has
mental to the potato and bear

ik

of this town, with Mr. and Mrs. Everet

NO

““PROPOSED AMENDMENT NO. 5.-

sts and aggravating to the old
®d(*m who likes to boom the attrac-cns uf lie State of Maine.

Apportionment of Representatives in Event
or Merger of Towns.

Chapter

one

[solves

that It shall read as follows:

Mrs. Bessie Harvey from Boston’ is
visiting Herbert Bradstreet and family.
Mark Busher and Mrs. Emma Bushel
attended the picnic at Palermo August
22nd.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Estes of Rum-

mother,

Mrs.

Florence Colley, recently. Mrs. Colley
is at present in Northport, working foi
Dr. Lombard.

Quite a number from here attended the
campmeeting at Temple Heights Aug

REGISTER

State Year Book

-'

emergency measure the Na
forest ranges are carrying thii 1

a war

100,000 mori
‘le and
200,000 more sheep than ii
’-■tiurfry years, according to the grazini i
';l" ns of the Forest Service. Ordinar
National Forests furnish pasturagi
I;t,lp
;,r about 1.800,000 cattle and horses am I
t',n«o head of sheep.
number of livestock permitted oi
*
f orests is limited in order to
preven
”*r'ia«!e to timber growth, water supplies
the range itself. This year excep
^ weather conditiona combined witl
''
general food situation to create ai
usual
emergency, calling for specie
Visions to take care of the stock.
‘‘

approximately

1

I

Mrs. A. F. Ellis recently went to Be!-

Mrs. F. T. Hall has closed her cottage
at the Point and returned to her home in

fast shopping.
Mrs. Ivan Grant spent a

Morris Kalisky of Boston arrived Aug.
a two weeks’ vacation in town.

25th for

week in Bos- Bangor.
I

ton lately.
Mrs. Margaret Darling recently made
business trip to Boston.

a

!
\

Mrs. Charles Barrows of Hampden, has
been the guest of her parents, H. M.
Griffin and wife.

HarrieF. Partridge of Roxbury, Mass.,
been the guest of his parents, Mr.
Sch. Pemaquid, Capt. John Littlefield, has
Nathaniel Partridge.
| and Mrs.
arrived August 25th from Boston.
Bernice Leach and Dewey Leach, who
Arthur Perkins who is employed in have been here for two weeks have returned to their home in Augusta.
Bridgeport, has been here for a visit.
R. F. Springer and family have reMrs. E. J. Grant and Myra Grant have turned to their home in Liabon Falla,
returned to Lisbon Falls after a visit here. having been here for two months. |

I

|
I
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Engineering and Invention throughout
the World, are described in an interesting manner, as they occur. 3,000.000
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readers each month.
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Shoo
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or
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39,000 NEWS DEALERS

your dealer to show you a copy: If not convenient
to news stand, tend $1.50 for a year's subscription.
or fifteen cents for current- isaue to the publishers.
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Catalogue of Mechanical Books free

fOPULAR
A North
t

are

MAINE

do things in
ways
to make repairs at home.

Atk

J

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the

shop, and how

>6«t ori«in«i
indoor and outdoor
sport* and play. Largely constructive; tells
how to build boats, motorcycles, wireless, etc

\

L

on

request.

MECHANICS MAGAZINE
Michigan Avenuo, Chicago ■>

to

Popular Mechanica offera no premiumti
not join in
clubbing offera," and
no tolinitora to tenure tubacriptiont

dome

employt

MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

MAINE CEN1KAL RAILROAD
BELFAST AND

bangor; line.
Turbine Steel Steamships

BURNHAM.

and after June 25. 1917, trains connecting
Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run daily, except Sunday, as folOn

Leave Belfast

|

p. m. for
Boston.
7.30
and

PM

2 30
t 2 35
12 45
2 57
13 09
3 15
3 23
13 30
3 40
5 20
522
5 32
5 39
8 30

Unity. 7 48
Winnecook. t7 68
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
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Clinton. 828
Benton.
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Waterville. 8 44
Portland. 1150
Boston, p m. 3 20
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7 15

12 60

PM

Bangor.

Unity.
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Knox.
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Waldo.
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22
31
50
00
30
45
111 65
12 57
11 15
fl 40
1 50
10
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10
111
11
11

Belfast, arrive.
t Flag station.
Unlimited tickets for Boston
$5.86 from Belfast.
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are now

3
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3
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40
32
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05
14 15
4 23
4 32
r4 40
4 65
16 05
t5 15
6 20

sold at

L. HARRIS,

General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Portland Maine.

ALBERT

E.

same

ANDREWS

Ballast,

landings.

Line

3E I'WSSH BO5T0N AND NEW
VIA CAPE COD CANAL,

Steamship

Line

days

at

5 p

m.
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jFemaleHelpWanted

BIG PAY and steady work for girls and
women in large rubber shoe factory; experienced girls earn $10 to $18 a week; inexperienced ones paid a worth while salary and given
free board and room while learning, which
takes about a month; live town near large
cities; good theatre; fine working conditions;
company furnishes hall for dancing, athletic
fields, free insurance and medical attention,
Don’t decide now; write today for illustrated
booklet—** A good Job at Beacon Falls.” Ad-

EMPLOYMENT DEPT

BEACON

FALLS RUBBER SHOE CO.,
3w35

Beacon Falls, Conn.

Mains

—;---

Seth W. Norwood,
Attorney at Law,
BROOKS,

for Boston and intermediate

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Me.

REAL ESTATE
Odd Fallows Block,

m.

DIRECT BE WEEN PORTLAND AND NEW
YORK..
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 30 p, m.
Leave New York, Pier 19, North River, on

AM

3 CO

10 15

Mondays, at
Bucksport, Winterport

Leave North side of India Wharf. Boston,
every day at 6 p. m due New York 7.30 a. m.
Same service returning from Pier 18, North
River, New
ork,

AM

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.

for .".earsnort,

Maine

Portland......
7 18
6 45
7 25
7 34
8 26
18 35
8 44
8 62
19 00
9 15
19 25
19 85
9 40

m

DIRE 3 T

AM

Waterville.

a

Me tropolitan

UK I. FAST

Boston.

and

Bangor
RETURN, leave India Wharf, Boston, daily,
except Sundays, a 5 CO p. m.
Leave Bangor d tily. except Sundays, at 2.00

BELFAST
6 55

daily, except Sundays, at 5,0)

Norihport, Camden, Rockland

Leave Belfast daily, except

lows:

Citypoint. t7 00
Waldo. 17 10
Brooks. 7 22
Knox. t7 34
Thorndike. 7 40

Belfast

and Camden

at Burnnam and

AM

CASTO

SANDYPOINT.

^AGAZINE^^

WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT
_A11 the Great Events in Mechanics,

[

Unlimited Raw Material

FROM

Miss Jessie Rich visited at the home
of Charles Rich recently.

MAINE

MECHANICS

^

life.

&OUA.

Cry

Crazing.

| POPULAR I

give opportunity to those desiring^ to
make a change in location for a new start

Undeveloped 'Water

ALL NEWS STANDS

| JL^^lSCenils^^

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
in

*'

pNfl——11.BBk
I

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

—

seven

--

%ON

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

Each town having fifteen hundred inhabitants, may elect one representative; each town
having three thousand
The Stream school commenced Mon
hundred and fifty may elect two; each town having six thousand seven hundred and fifty may elect three- each town
having ten thousand five hundred may elect four; each town having fifteen thousand may elect five; each town having twenty day, Aug. 27th. Miss Marian Atkinsoi
of North Searsmont has again been em
thousand two hundred and fifty may elect six; each town having twenty-six thousand two hundred and fifty
may elect sevenbut no town shall ever be entitled to more than seven representatives, except that in the event of the merger of towns or ployed.
train-veek for instruction and
1 cities, the new town or city shall be allowed the combined representation of the former units; and towns and plantations
going abroad.
duly organized, not having fifteen hundred inhabitants, shall be classed as conveniently as may be into districts containing that
Children
number, so as not to divide towns, and each such district may elect one representative; and when on this apportionment the
ill be many farms in town thii
FOR FLETCHER’S
number of representatives shall be twb hundred, a different apportionment shall take place upon the above
principle and in
hich the hay will remain uncut
case the fifteen hundred shall be too large or too small to apportion all the representatives to any
county, it shall be so
R I A
■uik Grant farm at West Winter
increased or diminished as to give the number of representatives according to the above rule and
proportion; and whenever
"ith a crop of about 75 tons wil I any town or towns, plantation or plantations not entitled to elect a representative shall determine against a classification with
-ut, as Mr. Grant who now reside: any other town or plantation, the legislature may, at each apportionment of representatives on the application of such town
;
Mills was unable either to sel I or plantation, authorize it to elect a representative for such portion of time and such periods, as shall be equal to its portion of
it away, and that condition ex
representation; and the right of representation so established, shall not be altered until the next general apportionment.’
"a
And
One mai 1 ‘‘SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY A RESOLUTION OF THE
many other places.
LEGISLATURE, ALLOWin entire crop and ten dollars ti
ING REPRESENTATION IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO REMAIN AS FORMERLY IN THE EVENT
“
'tier for cutting it rather than i
OF THE MERGER OF TOWNS OR CITIES?”
remain standing.
‘Sec. 3.

EACH MONTH

fa

Omar Bryant of Haverhill, Mass., ant
Miss Lena Prescott of Sanford, Me.
have been visiting at J. F. Bryant’s.

__

■

2and Camps

Harold Bragdon and wife are visiting
his father, Ephraim Bragdon.

Estes’

PICTURES
360 ARTICLES

I

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

Miss Ida Bailey was in Bangor Aug
23d for an operation on her throat. Sh(
is getting along nicely.

of

^360

*

for Summer Hotels

Milford, N. H., is visiting her.

ford visited Mrs.

tillJ^.WiHMIlKMil

[Good Farming Land

motherjfroni

j

hitches, buckboirds, etc. Cireful drivers if desired,
Telephone—stable, 215 2; house, 01 13.
W G. PRESTON, Proprietor,

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites

am

26th.

hundred sixteen of the re1917 proposes the following:
That section three of Article four of Part
first of the Constitution, be amended, so

’-iifto!. Stevens of Bangor who has re•k!
isted in the United States Sigis mechanician has called on olt
here. He has been driving th<
truck this summer, but thought
would be the last day that h<
employed as he expects to b<
Monmouth, New Jersey, th<

double

Location

Miss Annie Simonton from Camden is

YES

lou:

National Forest

"

I stopping with Mrs. Jameson.

|

j

incline 80

and Transient Stable.

Quarries,
Factory

Belfast depart.

i.Jered the harvesting of haj
gra, 11, was unpleasant for the sum-

■

j

II

Mrs. Frank Clark.

Mrs. Anna Thurston’s

All commissioned officers of the militia shall be appointed and commissioned by the Governor from
sm-h „„„„„„
n‘ sucn
persons
as are qualified by law to hold such offices.’
‘Sec. 2. The legislature shall, by law, designate the qualifications necessary for holding a commission in'the militia
u
anQ
shall prescribe the mode of selection of officers for the several grades.’
‘Sec. 3. The adjutant-general shall be appointed by the Governor. But the adjutant-general shall also perform the Hntiea
of quartermaster-general and paymaster-general untii otherwise directed by law.’
‘Sec. 4. The organization, armament and discipline of the militia and of the military and naval units thereof
shall be the
same as that which is now or may hereafter be prescribed by the laws and regulations of the United States and it
shall be the
to
time
such
from
time
orders
to
issue
and
the
Governor
and
of
to
regulations
duty
adopt such other means of administration
as shall maintain the prescribed standard of organization, armament and discipline, and such orders
regulations
uons ana means
K
adopted shall have the full force and effect of law.’
‘Sec. 5. Persons of the denominations of Quakers and Shakers, justices of the Supreme Judicial Court ministers of the
gospel and persons exempted by the laws of the United States may be exempted from military duty, but no other able bodied
person of the age of eighteen and under the age of forty-five years, excepting officers of the militia who have been honorabiv
y
discharged, shall be so exempted unless he shall pay an equivalent to be fixed by law.
"SHALL ARTICLE SEVEN OF THE CONSTITUTION RELATING TO MILITARY BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED
BY A RESOLVE OF THE LEGISLATURE?”

guests of Mr.

! i[~

Littlefield of Stockton Springs, motorei
to Citypoint Aug. 19th and calledjon thi

‘Sec. 1.

Hampden last week.
■'

Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Dow and childrei

j

single and

_

town.

; Katy Fuller’s.

substituted:

Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr., and
vood and their guest, Mr. and
William Kennedy and family ol
were

arrived by auto Aug. 19tl
two weeks’ visit with 'relatives ii 1

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller are at Mrs,

_

Mass.,

a

Military.

one, two, three, tour and five of Article
seven of the Constitution be stricken out
in their entirety and that the following be

meeting.

r.

for

I have

Your patronage is solicited.

SMITHTON, (Freedom )

Chapter ninety-seven of the resolves of
1917 submits the following: That sections

and refreshments were served

s

Marblehead,

NO

udance and every officer presdegree was conferred on two

S

T. Lindsey of Leoand C. H. Lindsey o:

Mrs. J.

minster, Mass.,

be substituted in its place:

PROPOSED AMENDMENT NO. 4.

special

Wednesday, Aug. 20th, with

Blanchard returned fron
Ellsworth August 24th, where she fhac
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred M
Alley.
and

an

IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREET.

A.

ladies’ brother and his wife, Mr.

'aration.
a

Ames.

Mr.

Jackson-

da, who is spending the sumhas gone to New York to meet

Kebekah Lodge held

j

deHa?^*

auto-

ley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel L,
Mrs. H.

The legislature may by law authorize the dividing of towns into voting districts for all
‘See. 16.
w
* °“
elections, and prescribe the manner in which the vote shall be received, counted, and the result of the election
"SHALL THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY A RESOLUTION OF THE LEGISLATURE r R a wt
ING TO THE LEGISLATURE POWER TO AUTHORIZE [THE DIVISION OF TOWNS INTO MORF THiM Awr
ELECTION DISTRICT FOR THE PURPOSE OFHOLDING STATE AND NATIONAL ELECTIONS?”

Main street.

Mrs. E. P. Goodrich, accomand Mrs. Walter Gordon

IMr.

!

3.-

Divisions of Towns Into Polling Places.

L. Clements and daughter Barbeen guests for the past week

Jennie

Mrs. W. H. Kelley and Miss May Kelley of Brewer recently visited Mrs. Ke!-

NO-- !

YES_

Livery, Boarding

J.

Dockham attended thf
“Elite Club” Aug. 22nd in Frankfort,
when Mrs. Anna Kingsbury was hostess.
Mrs.

bicycle down

a

j

PRESTON’S

j

Ward returned Aug. 25th
from a visit of several days with her sister, Mrs. Mary French of Sandypoint.

THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED AS PROPOSED BY A
RESOLUTION OF THE LEGISLATURE
GRANTING TO THE GOVERNOR, BY THE CONSENT AND ADVICE OF THE
COUNCIL THE POWER TO
REMOVE SHERIFFS WHO DO NOT FAITHFULLY AND EFFICIENTLY
PERFORM THE DUTIES IMPOSED
UPON THEM BY LAW, AND TO APPOINT ANOTHER SHERIFF IN HIS PLACE
FOR THE REMAINDER OF THF
TERM FOR WHICH SUCH REMOVED SHERIFF WAS ELECTED?”

into the C. R. Hill house on
t, where they will reside about

H.

PURSES

General Admission 50 Cents.

N.

sister, Mrs. W. S. Killman.
Mrs.

PACING

SEE THE GREAT VAN NORMAN ride
feet high and dash into a tank of water.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tyler of Belfast
were visitors August 26th of the former’s

y

Mrs.

Brooklyn,

H. F. Hichborn of

unless^sooner^emcn^xTas'hereinafter^provkied^^16*1^

Mrs. W. A. Cowan have moved

nd

was

AND

ANNUAL AUCTION
S^LE NEW ENGLAND HEREFORD BREEDERS ASSOCIATION. Col. F. A. Reppert of
Decatur, Indiana, will act
as auctioneer and dispose of
many thousands of dollars worth of pure bred
animals. DON’T MISS THIS EVENT.
Cattle are being offered for sale from some of New England’s greatest
herds.

recent guest for two days of
Mrs. F. L. Ward.

SHALL

the mail

TROTTING

$18,000 in Purses and Premiums. Valuable Special Gifts, Including
Cups and Medals. | Reduced Rates on Railroad.

30 of the resolves ol 1917 subfollowing. That section ten of
Article nine of Ihe Constitution be amend-

probate.’

carrier No. 2,
His substitute,
on

|

IN

Spirited contest for boys from 12 to 18 years of age in educational
judging of dairy stock with ample prizes for all.
Girl s canning contest open to the entire State under the
upervision
of the University of Maine.

Mr. Nickerson

Mrs. Arthur Boyd of Frankfort is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Mary ClarK..

and consent of the Council appoint another sheriff in his
place for the remainder of the term for which such removed sheriff
was elected.
All vacancies in the office of sheriff, other than those caused
by removal in the manner aforesaid shall be tilled
in the same manner as is
in
the
case of judges and registers of
provided

\twood, the Winterport seedR. L. Clements, went on a busiPiscataquis county last week,

duty

while.

a

Removal of Sheriffs.

ed,

i'. C. Knowles recently.

on

$4000

Mrs. Mattie Faulkingham of Winterport is in town visiting relatives.

Chapter

Mrs. C. L. Whitney and chilSomerville, Mass., visited Mr.

bis vacation.

Baseball, Fireworks, Free Vaudeville Entertainment, Band
and Orchestra Concerts, Marvels of the
Midway World.

returned August 26th, accompanied by his
brother Ernest of Portland.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT NO. 2.

ephine Mason and daughters of
Mass., were guests of relaa few days recently.

lley, is

ter will visit for

mits the

R. F. D.

Chauncy Hardison and

PROSPECT.
YES

J

and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Nickerson and
daughter Pauline called on friends in
town recently. They motored to Harrington, where Mrs. Nickerson and daugh-

■**?>.

home in Buxton.

uiwles,

persons

election^h^briwwntt’en'hall3'!111

E. White and daughter Margabeen visiting Mrs. Sadie Wells

-1

years

PH fhavJ?g

Days and Nights of Amusement, Entertainment, Sight-Seeing and Jollification.

Mrs. H. G. Applin and daughter Phyl-

residence is so established, and the
esentatlv.es- ‘n the town or plantation where his
of the United States nr this
± u11
,y wntten ballot. But persons in the military, naval or marine service
c°nsi(*ered as having obtained such established residence by being stationed in
any garrison barrack or
taWn °r plantati°n. *>r shall the residence of a student at any
seminary of
entUle him to
au ^ra2e In the town
or plantation where such seminary is established. No
person, however,
shall be deemed to have ln«t
residence by reason of his absence from the State in the
military service of the United States,
or of this

•amily.

-,v

the^onstm"^ Jets^en£e

by striking

Four

of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cunningham.

AMENUED as PROPOSED BY A RESOLUTION OF THE LEGISLATURE GRANTING SUI FRAGE TO WOMEN UPON
EQUAL TERMS WITH MEN?”

Atwood of West Pownal was
.jest of her brother, Capt. Lar-

I

account of sex; provided, however, that citizens by
°f
in the United States equal to that
construction of this Constitution the masculine pronoun
on

ITate.

b.ird reunion of the Clements’

|.

1
In

Mr.

14

Held at the Height of the Agricultural Season

two children, Mrs. Pettingill of Bangoi
and Miss Hazel Cunningham, are guests

They returned August 26th accompanied
by her husband, Mr. H. G. Applin.

be an>ended

H

learnfng

from here went to Monroe to

j

Right

D- P. PALMER and OWENS BROS.

BY

September 11,12,13,

August 26th.

age of twenty-one
and upwards, excepting paupers,
undefgUardianshhT
andTlndhms^otHaverf ^tat.es othlstheresldence
established in this State for the term of three months next
election

mecedC

Ii school will begin Sept. 17th,
1,1ml Joy of Stonington as prin-

I

I

WATERVILLE,

Perley Speede of La-

lis motored to Sugar Hill, N. H., to take
her brother, A. Ross Nickerson home.

as

jind.

abr.ldtfed

and Mrs.

out the word “male” in the first line of section one so that said

scctinn^ne'«
amen!|C
*"onsJ‘t“t,on
section one,
amended, shall read
asTollows:

i M. Larrabee has begun study'n- Navigation School in Rock-

.in

I

Wear

States

Central Maine Fair

grange were dinner guests of Mrs. Mary
F. Nickerson and her daughter Celia,

amend-

following

Article be appended:

_

jfO-

3bee

following Constitutional

ments to the electors for their
approval.
First It Is proposed that the

J..|m Boyd and daughter of BanI Miss Edna Smith a few days

I

Mr.

4 of the resolves of 1917 sub-

mits the

a-iJ Mrs. E. W. Bartlett of Wes'
lied on friends here recently.

hall August 25th was well attend-

a7"!“ent’°r

—

Iy

Lafayette

*"• of the fo,lowin* Propped amendments will
place a cross (X) in each, or any, of the squares
Mrs. Oxterheart and a young lady
amindments- for which ‘hey desire to vote; those opposed will place a cross (X) In the
friend
of Massachusetts have been guests
squares, marked “No.
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Briggs.
YE*
NO
Herbert Warren Fisk of New York re—————
PROPOSED AMENDMENT NO. 1
cently visited his aunts, Mrs. H. O. Cunningham and Mrs. R. R. Marden.
Woman’s Suffrage,

__is

ver

Grange

or

WINTERPORT.

W

Mrs.

ed and about $27 realized.

-,-

p„.

L

United

The Red Cross entertainment at Cornel

Jondne

v

Harbor with Mr. and
Black recently.

*

FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State.

n

....

Medford, Mass,

Mrs. Maria Goodhue motored to Bai

vp

y

or

W

Cunningham.

———-

t

niece, Mrs.

has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. A. E

Special State Election September 10,1917

|

!

of Waltham.

Dudley

is the guest of her
E. Damm.

TO BE SUBMITTED TO
PEOPLE AT

v

1

George

Mrs.
Mass

—

MAINE

Wanted at Once
A

NORSE GIRL FOR TWO SMALL CHILDREN. Apply to
MRS. JAMES MITCHELL,
At the Jonea’ Bungalow, Condon Shore,
38tf
Belfast, Maine.

SEARSPORT.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Curtis left
for

Everett,

Sunday

made

as we make them, are
the best and cheapest heaters
for houses, stores, halls and
churches where wood is
available.
OUR MONITOR AND
HOT BLAST FURNACES have proven their
merit under all kinds of tests
since 1878 and 1892.
i
Send us your building plan 1
and ask for recommendations.

Mass.

Sweetser
Brewer Labor day.
A.

L.

was

at

home

from

Reed Lowell of Bangor was in town
Monday with his family.

Nichols left Saturday
business trip to New York.
Daniel M.

on

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sullivan and

a

son

of Bangor were in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy left Monday to visit relatives at Presque Isle.

Beverly Du Bose arrived last week from

Marion,

S.

C.,

and is with his

Sunday afternoon Mr. G. F. Hichborn I
with wife and sister carefully looked
over the
shipbuilding plant of the Stockton Yard Inc. being deeply impressed by
the amount of work accomplished in his
native village.

WOOD BURNING FURNACES

family.

See advertisement of Mrs. H. G. Peaslee in another column of The Journal.

yard Tuesday of the vessel of which his
b other, Mr. John J. Wardwell, was designer and master builder.

Bangor, Maine

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

William Cleaves was in town Monday
the guest of his brother Frank H. Delano.

|

George Sweetser and son Merrill of was then one of the largest freights paid
Derby were in town Monday visiting in the grain business. The vessel is now
in Rockland to be repaired and re-rigged
relatives.
She

Steamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, linished into a three masted schooner.
the late
discharging Thursday and sailed for New- built in McGilvery’s shipyard by
Master Marlboro Packard and registered
port News.
was

573 tons.

Mr. and Mrs. Stangford of Springfield,
are visiting Mrs. M. S. Dodge for

A. Farris with little childrer
Ernest and Jane, returned by train Sat
urday night, from an extended visit wit] ,
Mrs. E.

relatives in Eastport.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat motorei I
to Northport on Monday to dine witl

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Gerrity and family a
Capt. James B. Parse left Monday for
their cottage.
Tacoma, Wash., to take command of the
a few days.
Mr. Joseph Field and son, Mr. Merrill
new schooner
Betsey Ross, which has
Barge Cocalico, with 1500 tons of coal,
been chartered to load lumber at 37 dol- H. Field of Somerville, Mass., arrived by
arrived Friday from Perth Amboy for the
lars per 1,000 feet for an Australian port. boat Saturday to remain over Labor Day
?. C. & Co.
She will carry two million feet. After' with Mr. Clifford N. Fletcher and wife.
Barge Cumru arrived Thursday from discharging his cargo of lumber he will
j Mrs. James H. Griffin, the guest of her
Philadelphia with 3000 tons of coal to the go to New Caladonia to load chrome ore
mother-in-law, Mrs. Annie K. liarriman
P. C. & W. Co.
for a port in the United States, at 68 dolfor a fortnight, took Friday’s steamer
Barge Spring arrived Thursday from lars per ton. The schooner is five masted for
Boston, en route to her home in
Philadelphia with 3000 tons of coal to the and 1,500 tons. Capt. Parse has purchased North
Adams, Mass.
P. C. & W. Co.
an interest in the vessel which is manMiss Frances Kimball took Monday
Mr. and Mrs. John Eyre of New York j aged by Amos D. Carver of New York,
morning’s train to return to her home in
arrived Friday and are the guests of Mrs. and cost 160,000 and will pay for herself
Brookline, Mass., after her annual visit
on the round trip. The schooner is named
Clara B. Eyre.
of the first with her mother’s sisters, Misses Lillian
for
maker
the
Betsey
Ross,
Mrs. Sarah Fogarty of I.ynn, Mass., j
A. and Mabel F. Simmons.
flag of the United States of America.
was in town last week, the guest of her
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Stinson and grandParse
is
one of Searsport’s ablest
Capt.
nephew, Michael Ward.
shipmasters having commanded many of child and their son and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Antonio Croce and children, Carl
the steamships of the American Ha- Mrs. Fred Stinson of North Searsport,
and Valarie, returned Saturday from a
waiian Line during the past fifteen years. called Sunday upon Mrs. L. M. Partridge

Mass.,

visit in Biddeford with relatives.

George E. Marks,

Dr. A. A. Jackson, Dr. Arthur Jackson and B. C.
Richardson went down
the bay Monday

fishing trip.

on a

of the best known

from injuries sustained while
employed at the Hubbard Fertilizer plant
on July
12th. He gained slowly for a
resulted

Miss Jeanette Colson who has been
the guest of Mrs. W. R. Young, returned
to her home in Brooklyn, N. Y., last week.

time but failed rapidly for the last two
weeks of his life. He was born Dec.

Mrs. Scott Blanchard arrived last week
from

one

and respected citizens of the town, passed
away at his home, August 30th. His death

Brooklyn,

N. Y., and is the guest of
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Nichols.

24, 1855, at North Penobscot, the son of
George R. and Maria (Carr) Marks. He
Capt. A. G. Closson went to Camden came here several years ago and engaged
Saturday to take charge of the replank- for a time in the manufacture of bricks
ing the barge Buster owned by the P, C. and and in later years has been engaged in
coopering. He is survived by his wife,
W. Co.
,
one daughter, Miss Lula Marks, and two
Miss Evelyn Young left Saturday for
brothers, Irving G. Marks and Ernest L.
N.
Y., where she
Minola, Long Island,
Marks of Clancy, Mont., and by three
will enter the Nassau training school for

sisters,

nurses.

Monmouth,

Mrs. Amelia Thompson of Monmouth

Mrs. C. A. Webber and Miss Catherine
Wood who have been visiting in town

and Mrs. Frank Merrill of Blue Hill. The
funeral services were held at the M. E

several weeks returned to Boston

for

Mrs. Geo. Haines of

Sunday, Rev. T. H. Martin
officiating. Interment was in Elmwood
Ransom F. Carver who has been spend- cemetery. The bearers were J. L. Cuning several weeks at the Searsport House, ningham, Eugene Porter, C. O. Sawyer
returned to his home in Brookline, Mass., and F. H. Park.
Saturday.
Church,

THE

Special State election will be held Monday, Sept. 10th. Polls will be open at 9
o’clock

a.

and close at 5 p.

m.

m.

at

I'nion Hall.
Maurice S. Dolliver

was

at

in Bangor last

a.

Newport,

the State fair.
M r.

and

R. I., will be the preacher.

First Congregational Church.
Minister, Rev. W. T. Hawthorne, 26 High St.

Robert Johnson, who
have been spending several weeks at Mrs.
A. T. Shute’s returned to their home in
Manchester, Ct., Monday.

w.

The services at St. Margaret’s Episconext Sunday will be at 10.45
m.
Rev. W. M. Morgan-Jones of

pal church

week window decorating in the boot and
shoe store of his cousin and the booths

»

CHURCHES.

Mrs.

Service will be held on

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew McGown who
have been passing the summer at tlTeir
cottage, returned to their home in Wor-

Sunday morning

Hichborn,

ac-

Mr.

and Mrs. George F. Hichborn of
Portland arrived Saturday night by train
to remain over Labor Day with his sisters, Misses Faustina, Mary and Harriet
D. Hichborn, leaving Monday afternoon

city

for their

home.

Mr. and Mrs. Milton J.

Goodere and

young daughter Miss Muriel of Brownyille, arrived last Thursday to remain

through

Mr. Goodere’s vacation at their

Stockton

home, formerly

the residence
yf the late Capt. Charles C. Park.

Margery Brooks of Quincy, Mass.,
from Boston last Saturday to join
Mrs. Harry E. Winslow, at the home of
Miss

came

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Ellis, returning in company with Mrs. Winslow
and son Earle by Monday’s steamer.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Fletcher and
Master Elden, accompanied by Mrs.

son

sister, Miss Percie Pendleton
and his aunt, Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, motored to Bangor, last Saturday to attend the
closing day of the Bangor Fair and Horse
Fletcher’s

The subject of the minister’s
sermon will be “Is God Omnipotent?”

Show.

Music by the chorus choir. We extend
to you a cordial invitation to worship

little daughter Laura of Roslindale.Mass.,
were the guests of his parents, Mr. and

us.

Sunday

school at

noon.

At the People’s Methodist church next
Sunday morning the pastor, Rev. Charles
W. Martin, will speak on: “The Lost Son

cester, Mass., Saturday.

Dr. and Mrs. Herman G.

companied by their son, Dr. H. Everett
Hichborn and friend, with Miss Alice
Hichborn as their guest, motored to Bangor Aug. 28th to attend the Bangor Fair.

Capt. Albert T. Whittier left Thursday
for New York to take command of the
four-masted schooner Arthur Dunlap, to

and How He

load coal for Porto Rico.

vacationists

The Sunday
school will meet at 12 and now that our
was

Found.”

Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Moulton with

Mrs. Henry S. Moulton arriving on Labor
Day, after spending a day in Searsport,
with his sister and husband,Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Blaisdell of Dexaccompanied by Mrs. Blaisdell’s

ter,

are
returning we shall be brother and sister, Mr. and Miss Mosher
glad to welcome all our accustomed schol- of Belgrade, were Sunday guests of Dr.
confined to her home with an attack of ars again, and strangers are cordially in- and Mrs. G. A. Stevens. Mr. Blaisdell is
vited to unite with us in Sunday school the brother of Mrs. Stevens,
summer grip, was able to go out Saturlife. There are teachers and classes for
day and is much improved.
Stockton was well represented in Ban-

Mrs.

Mrs.

Dolliver who has been

Ella S.

L.

A.

spending the

who

Colcord

has

all ages from the tots to their fathers and
mothers. In the evening at 7.30 the pastor will speak on: “Astride a Voice, or

been

with her brother,
Sweetser, returned to her
summer

F. R.
home in New York city, Monday.

Prol.

Miss Alice Bush who has been spending the summer with J. Putnam Walker
and daughter, Miss Alice Walker, left
Sunday for her home in New York.
Dr. and Mrs. George Jennison and
daughter who have been passing several
days at Mrs. J. W. Blacks, returned to
their home in Lowell, Mass., Friday.

Henry W. Burrill of Hartford, Conn.,
in town Thursday calling on friends.
Mr. Burrill left Searsport 50 years ago

was

^nd

makes annual visits to his native

town'
Mrs. K. W. Fowler who has been spending the summer with Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
L. Merrill, returned to her home in Rockville Center, Long

Wednesday.

Island,

New

York,

•

and Mrs. L. C. Havener and daughter Lucile who have been spending the
summer at the Pendleton homestead re-

Mr!

turned to their home in Worcester, Mass.,

by auto Sunday1
Samuel N. RacklifT of Belfast
town

on

his annual visit last

was

week,

in

visit-

ing relatives and looking over the scenes
of his boyhood days and meeting many

|

week, our citizens going up daily
by train, jitneys and automobiles, private
and public, to view the interesting feaBalaam’s- Peculiar Adventure.” A cortures displayed at the fair, a large numdial welcome is extended to all strangers
ber of fine cattle being among the attracin town to participate in this popular
tions.
service in the People’s church. End the
Owing to misinformation last week,
Sabbath right. The weekly prayer meetKimball and daughter
Mr. Walter F.
ing will be held this, Thursday, evening,
Miss Frances, were mentioned in these
“Tares.”
A
of
the
Sunmeeting
subject:
columns as motoring to Poland Springs
day school board is called at the close of
and vicinity [instead of to Lewiston and
the prayer meeting to consider the work
Farmington, where Mr. Kimball was
of the fall and winter and plan for rally
called on business.
Parsdnage No. 7 Court street.
day.
Mrs. Fred A. Eddy and daughter of
Telephone 213-11,
Bangor, motored from the city on the
First Baptist Church Rev. J. Wilbor afternoon of last Friday with a party of
Richardson, minister; residence No. 1 friends going through to Portland and
Northport ave., telephone 212-3. Every- leaving there spent the night with her
body’s church and a cordial welcome is brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
extended to all people without a church
H. Emery. They returned to Bangor by
home to worship with us. There are no
train Saturday afternoon.
rented pews, the church depending upon
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Capen and son,
voluntary contributions for its support.
Mr. Arthur Capen of Eastport, accomIt is, therefore, everybody’s ehurch. Sunpanied by their daughter-in-law, Mrs.
day morning preaching service at 10.45;
Oscar Capen and little son of New York,
life
“Moses—his
minister’s topic;
early
arrived by automobile Tuesday afternoon,
and splendid use of opportunities, with
at the home of their son anc
At 12.00, Aug. 28th,
some modern applications.”
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Capen, for z
wife,
in
venes
the
vestry.
noon,Bible school con
short stay.
Large attendance, much enthusiasm, and
Mr. Irving Merrithew, accompanied bj
good teachers, classes for every age. A
and Ruth
At his sisters, the Misses Maud
welcome extended to all visitors.

Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Barbour and
daughter who have been spending several weeks at the Parse cottage on the
water front, left Friday for their home ir
Guilford, taking in the fair«t Bangor er

6.30, young peoples’ meeting in the vesA wide-awake service to which
try.
visitors are cordially welcomed. Sunday
evening preaching service at 7.30, minister’s topic, “If a man is correct in his
morals, pays his bills, is a good husband,
affectionate father, why can’t his goodness save his soul?”
This, Thursday,
evening prayer meeting in the vestry at
7.30, to which the public is cordially invited. Preaching next Sunday afternoon
at the Northport Baptist Church at 2.30

route.

p.

of his old friends of 50 years ago.
Miss Ethelyn B. Havener left Friday
for Grand View, Tenn., where she has
received an appointment from the American Missionary association as teacher in
the Normal Institute at that place.

Barge Cairo of Boston, formerly the
Bark Herbert Black, was built in Searsport in 1873, for Capt. Forest W. Treal
who sailed her for many years. In 187<

m.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

gor last

visit with his brother and wife at Swan
tor their winter

Island, before leaving
home at Hillsdale, N. J.

cousins the Misses Colcord, and her aunl
and cousin, Mrs. L. M. Partridge anc

daughter Miss Leora. They were accom
panied from Biddeford by Mrs. Groves
father, Mr. William L. Cleaves, formed;
The party left Sun
a Stockton resident
homi
day morning for a return trip
Mountains.
White
the
through

and when it is bad it

be made only in an Electric Radiant Toaster. Its
Radiant
Heat insures Perfect Toast by forcing the
absolutely necessary
chemical change in the bread. Toast made in the
tedious oldfashioned way is either charred or brittle, or
soggy. Electric
Toast is the delicious, golden-kind t lat
makes
fairly
your mouth
can

Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames with Mr.
and Mrs. George F. Hichborn of Portland
and his sisters, the Misses May and Harriet D. motored to Sandypoint, Sunday

calling upon Mr. I. C. Atkinson, in whose
office Mr. Hichborn was employed in the
Atkinson House Furnishing Company
during the early years of his life in that
city, and inspecting the site of the Sandypoint Shipyard Co., of which Mr. Atkin-

water.

is manager, after which the auto ride
continued through Sandypoint to
Prospect village and back through Stockton to Searsport and return.
son

Try One Today

was

Mrs.

Charles

granddaughter,

B.

Sanford

Miss Rate

and

Alida,

little

with her

son, Mr. Richard L. Sanford and gentleman friend from Brooklyn, N. Y., arriv-

Penobscot

ed

in their automobile Tuesday, Aug.
28th, at The Stockton, for a brief stay in
town.
Aug. 29th Mrs. R. L. Sanford
with little son Richard, joined her husband and his mother coming by train
from

Portland,

where she had been the

Harry E. Winslow

Adams, Mass.,
of Quincy, Mass.,Mrs.

Alice T. Doe and Miss Harriet D. Hichborn, with Mr. F. P. H. Patterson and

friend, Mr. Charles Cook of New Bedwent in Mr. Patterson’s
motor boat to Sears Island for a picnic
and clambake for the day, Aug. 28th.
The weather was ideal for such an outing and indulging in games and tricks of
magic the hours sped by, and the return
trip across the harbor by moonlight was
a fitting close for such an enjoyable excursion—long to be remembered by all

ford, Mass.,

participants.

Capen, Mrs. Oscar Capen,
Miss Geneva Avery and two little Capen
cnildren. Following the dinner, the la-

Bay Electric Company

Mrs. Charles

dies enjoyed the Victrola music and the
many snapshot views of the Lawrence
winter home at Miami, Florida, and other

pictures taken by the hostess and her
family, after which the ladies inspected
the grounds of the place recently purchased by Mr. Lawrence, admiring the

LIBERTY.
Miss Ella Greeley is passing
with friends in Gardiner.

week for
has

a

Beverly, Mass.,

beautifying

Walter Young.

opposite side.

About

four o’clock the company feeling they
had been delightfully entertained, started

a

where Mr. Neal

Lester Young of Waterville arrived
to pass

a

week with his

brother,

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hurd spent the
day
with their aunt, Mrs. R. S. Brier at North

their nearly forty mile homeward Belfast last week.
drive. The first auto running into a
Mrs. Robert Peck and Mrs. Maud Hurd
shower at Northport and those behind, spent the week-end with
their aunt, Mrs.
escaping the rain entirely.
.Nutt, in Freedom.
on

A.party

of nine ladies and gentlemen
from Boston are passing a few weeks at
the Grant cottage on Penola Point.

JACKSON.
Mrs. Susie Edwards is in Brooks
ing Mrs. Earl Roberts.

nurs-

Mr. and Mrs.
been passing the

Langworthy,

who have
at the White cot-

season
The following announcement was reGlen Dudley of Easton is visiting his
tage, on the island, left Thursday for their
cently received in Stockton, by friends
Mrs.
Hura
Pattee.
sister,
home in Brookline, Mass.
of Mr. Noyes and daughter: Mr. Horace
Miss Inza Boyd is visiting friends in
M. Noyes announces the marriage of his
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peck will close their
Monroe and Winterport.
daughter, Mary Alice, to Mr. Alfred Decottage today, Thursday, and leave for a
Mrs.
Hattie Payson of Brooks spent
Lloyd Southerland on Thursday, August
short visit with Mr. Peck’s mother in
the sixteenth, at Marquette, Michigan. last week with Mrs. Clarrie Morton.
Winstead, Conn., before the opening of
Miss Noyes was married at the home
Mrs. Lura Chase is in Knox caring for St. Paul’s school.
of her brother, Mr. Alton T. Roberts of her daughter, Mrs. Will Kelsey, who has
Mr. and Mrs. George Meservey left
Marquette, their mother being the late a baby girl.
last week for Fairfield, where Mrs. MeMrs. Tenie Roberts Noyes of VinalMr. and Mrs. Levi Stevens, accomhaven,formerly of Stockton, the youngest panied by Miss Doris McKinley, were in servey has a position as companion for an
Mr. Meservey will return
elderly lady.
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. James Bangor Thursday.
to his duties at the hospital in Augusta.
Marden. Congratulations and best wishes
Master Daniel Gould went to Aroostook
are extended to the young couple by the
Hon. L. C. Morse left Saturday for
county Wednesday, where he will join
numerous triends of their beloved
parents, the Jun.or Volunteers.
Lewiston, where he will pass the week at
in this, her girlhood’s home.
the fair grounds. Among the others who
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hunter and son of
will attend are Mr. and Mrs. Perley BoynMrs. Jennie L. Marden, widow of the
Lowell, Mass., are visiting at Mr. and ton, W. J. Greeley and Frank Brown.
late Capt. Frank Marden, after a long,
Mrs. F. W. Wright’s.
Mrs. David L. Wilson of Bath who has
wasting illness, suddenly passed into the
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Lampson are respirit life, on the morning of August ceiving congretulations on the birth of a been passing the month of August with
her family at Loon Island, spent a few
28th, leaving her invalid daughter, Mrs.
daughter, August 28th.
Forrest Berry, still a helpless invalid
days in Belfast last week with old friends.
John Pollard, J. H. McKinley and son
after years of suffering; and a son Mr.
They returned to Bath today, Thursday.
Fred attended the Bangor fair WednesJames Marden, who has most carefully
Arbutus Chapter, No. 13, O. E. S., with
in
Mr.
Pollard’s
The
was
made
trip
ministered to the wants of the beloved day.
a few invited guests, was entertained by
new Maxwell car.
her declining years.
mother through
Mrs. O. W. Ripley of South Montville
Schools in town began Monday with
Deepest sympathy is extended to all
Mrs. and Mrs. Arthur II. Norton of Liberty at
teachers:
the
Corner,
following
mourners, the sickness in the household,
Mrs. John Hobbs Saints’ Rest Cottage on the shore of
having appealed for years to the tenderest Myrtell Bailey; village,
The day was
of Brooks; Snow corner, Mrs. Mildred Georges Lake Saturday.
of
all
The
deceased
neighbors.
sympathy
For
schoolhouse has ideal and the dinner sumptuous.
The
village
Reynolds.
is remembered by all who knew her in
several years Mrs. Ripley and Mrs. Norton
early life as one liked by every acquaint- been newly repaired.
have entertained the Chapter at the cotance for her
genial personality, kindtage for the day and all that were present
SEaRSMUNT.
ly wit and contagious good humor.
decided that this meeting was the most
She was the youngest daughter of the
A large table was set
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Nash of Camden enjoyable of any.
Rufus Littlefield,
late Mr. and Mrs.
on the lawn, loaded with good things,
were recent guests of Oscar Googins.
in the upper section of the town, then
and about lifty people was graciously
Miss Angelia Millett is in Belfast, the
Prospect, and was from childhood a genserved by the hostesses.
Adelbert Millett.
Mrs.
and
of
Ur.
guest
eral favorite among her associates. After
The fall term of the primary and gramspending several years in California the
SOOTH MON1VILLE.
guest of her sister, the late Mrs. George mar schools opened August 20th, with the
Treat, she returned and soon became the tormer teachers.
Carl Fogg and family have moved into
bride of Capt. Marden, three children
James Googins is digging his potatoes E. S. Adams’ house.
blessing this union, one of whom died in and reports them of good size and in exArnold Davis has returned to Milford,
early childhood. Mrs. Marden was buried cellent condition.
Mass., to resume hi^studies.
home
Thursday afternoon,
from her late
Mrs. H. R. Knight and son Russell of
Elwin Adams enters on his third year
Interment
Rev. Mr. Hully officiating.
Belfast, Mrs. Merrick Tibbetts and chil- at Freedom Academy this week.
was in the family lot.
N.
of
Keene,
dren, Dorothy and Kenneth
Everett Morse cut his ankle one day last
of Mrs. Mary Bean.
F.y invitation of Mrs. E. M. Lawrence H., are guests
week so he will not be able to attend his
of Rockland, the members of the Current
Rosewood Chapter, O. E. S., held an
school in Belfast for a week.
Events Club motored to her beautiful entertainment and ice cream sale in D.rigo
Forrest E. Howes and family of Mattais
monthly vacation hall last Friday evening. Much credit
new home on their
Lilia pan, Mass., motored here one day last
a
where
Mrs.
Associate
Aug.
the
29th,
Matron,
Wednesday,
to
due
outing,
week and are visiting relatives.
most appetizing three course dinner was Miller, and the committee, Misses Minnie
the
for
Robie Jackson of Bath and Mrs. Milserved in a novel and pleasing manner, and Angie Paine and Mary Cobb
musical program which was dred Thompson of Rockland are visiting
notwithstanding what was intended for

delightful

grove affair was, because of a shower,
brought into the parlors, where the
twenty-seven guests, each with her lap
table cunningly arranged to hold the
a

bie M. Treat, Mrs. Lillias N. Emery,
Miss Mabel F. Simmons, Miss Nellie
Hichborn, Mrs. Elinor B. Colcord, Miss
Hichborn, Mrs. Ada M. Hopkins,

Mary

There are many victims of the war that
have not been in action.

Worry about the absent ones; worry
about business conditions,, caused by the
world being out of joint.
If your health has been impaired or you
feel let down from these or any other

Staples, Mrs. Grace
Mrs. Jennie
Spaulding, Mrs. Ada P. Griffin, Mrs.
Amy G. Coleman, Mrs. Avery, Mrs.
Louise G. Hopkins, Mrs/Estelle Crosby, causes, send for a free copy of Dr. Humand care
Mrs. Ada L. Mudgett, Mrs. Blanche F. phreys’ Manual on the treatment
Staples and Mrs. Junita E. Snow, with of the sick—address: Humphreys’Homeo.
York.
the following guests: Mrs. J. F. Frye, Medicine Co., 156 William -St., New
D.

Corrected Weekly for The
Journa

week

position.

Saturday

the

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT

J. J. Walker and A. J. Skidmore were
business callers in Belfast Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Skidmore left last

trim white birch grove at one s'de of the
house and the immense ledge formation,

enjoyed by all. The program consisted
of piano duet, piano trio, clarinet solo,
clarinet, cornet and piano selection, banjo
the
duet, vocal solo. The exercises by
viands, enjoyed to the fullest everything children, under the direction of Miss
Russell
children of Mr. and Mrs. Simeon B. Mer- from salad to coffee, pronouncing Mrs. Minnie Paine, were very pretty.
rithew with Mrs. Harry E. Winslow anc i Lawrence an ideal hostess. The follow- Knight of Belfast gave a patriotic recitaher sister, Miss Esther Ellis, motored tc
ing Club members were present: Miss tion in a very creditable manner.
Lincolnville last Sunday evening, return- Leora Partridge, president; Mrs. Sadie
of War Not Always in Action.
ing about ten o’clock, having greatly en- Capen, vice president; Mrs. Angie G. Victims
Mudgett, Mrs. Annie S. Park, Mrs. Abjoyed the moonlight ride.
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Groves and soi
Clayton of Lynn, Mass, arrived last Friday afternoon by automobile to visit he:

indeed,

Perfect Toast

the summer and on Monday with his
wife and three children left for a brief

guest of her mother, Mrs. Alida L. Berry,
and her daughter, Miss Leora.
for several weeks. The Sanford’s do not
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Devereaux of expect to open their Fort Point cottages
New York, after being with his mother, the present season, preferring to remain
Mrs. Charles Devereaux of Sandypoint, at the hotel in the
village during their
for his annual summer tarry in his native short sojourn.
town, left August 28th on their homeThe following party, Mrs. James H.
ward trip.
Griffin of North
Mrs.

at 10.45.

with

Eugene E. Rich of New York, arSunday morning to join his family
The Stockton, where they had spent

Mr.
rived

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

|

is very good
”
is horrid

cord.

at
he loaded grain in Portland, Oregon, for
Liverpool at 86 shillings per ton, which

Toast is like a certain little girl in the
Mother Goose Book, “when it is good it

Miss Sue A. Cousens left Monday by
steamer for Boston, en route to her present home in Brockton, Mass., where she
has for several years been an exceptionally successful teacher in the city public
schools. While in Stockton she was the
guest of her friend, Mrs. Edgar M. Col-

FOR SALE BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST.

Capt. Charles E. Averill has been confined to his home for the past week by
illness.

TOAST

Mr. and Mrs. George S. Wardwell
motored to Rockland Sunday remaining
for the launching in the Cobb-Butler

their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Jack-

PRODUCE MARKET.

RAID PR,,:

Apples,per bbl,2 OOa 300 Hay
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
Beans, pea,

10 00
9 50
35a38
Beef, sides,
Ual2
Beef, forequarters, 11
Barley, bu.
00
Cheeae.
32

Beans, Y. E„
Butter.

Chicken,
Skins.

Lamb
Lamb Skins
Mutton
Oats, 32 lb

Potatoes,

Bound Hog
Straw,

80 Turkey,

Calf

40
20
60
26
18

Duck,

E88?’

£owlGeeBe-

Tallow,
Veal.

Wool, unwashed
Wood, hai
Wood, soft

RETAIL PRICE.

Beef. Corned,
Butter Salt,
l-'orn*
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal.

Flour,

G. Seed,
Card,

H.

|

18a22jOat Meal,

2 14 Onions,
1 99'0il. kerosen.
1 99 Pollock,

Cheeae,
Cottonseed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries.
Clover Beed,

RETAIL

22a28 Lime.

32| Pork,

2 70

| Plaster

101 Bye Meal.
11
24
13 00al5 60
3 26

Shorts.

Sugar

Salt, T. 1.
Sweet Potato—
2926Wheat Meal

BORN
Hills.

In

Belfast, Sept. 4, at
to Mr. and Mrs Ma

County Hospital,
a son.

Lampson.

In Jackson, August
Philij» Lampson, a dauglit.
Murphy. In Waldo. July 30, to M
Percy M. Murphy, a son, Osborne
Roberts. Id Brooks, August 2S
Mrs. Earle Roberts, a daughter
Smith. In Waldo, August 11,
Mrs. David W Smith, a daughter
STIMPSON. In East Belfast,
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
SUmpnc

and Mrs.

M

AKKltiLL

Burgess Choate
in Beifast,
J. Wilbur Richardson at
Henry Crosby Burgess and Mrs
nette Choate, both of Belfast,
Harriman Harriman. In B
22, b. Rev. Henry W. Webb. Han
riman and Miss Edrie A. Harr

by Rev,

Prospect.
Johnson-Ellis. In Bucksport.
by Rev. Henry W. Webb, Fred
Winslow and Miss Juanita A. Elii&
Upton Hayes
In Belfast, Sept
Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson, Rev

Upton

of Southwest

Harbor and

Katherine Hayes of Belfast.
DiftiJ.

Cobb
In Camden, August 24,
aged 75 years and 3 months.
Ellis. In Monroe, August 27,
aged 75 years and 3 months.
Lenfest. In Swanville, Aug
Catherine T. Lenfest, formerly
Mass aged 47 years.
Marks. In Searsport, August
Marks, aged 62 years.
Scott. In Islesboro, August
wife of Capt. Olney T. Scott, ag
months and 13 days.

v

■■■■prtfi

NOTICE
The livery stable ot
& Colcord has recently
hands and has been |r<
and made ready tor bo*
Autos to let by the how
Horses stood in for 1°
Horses taken to boat
day or week and given
of tare.
Teams, doubU
single, buckboards and
for all occasions.
Apply on the premise*
■

1

son.

The W. C. T. U. meeting was held with
Nettie Newhall last week and a

Mrs.

helpful and enthusiastic meeting
ported.

was

re-

E. A. Dinslo%v and wife and Elwin
Adams went to Richmond one day last
week to see his sister, Mrs. U. M. Lancaster.

Teacher of Pianafi
Trained at the New England
of music under some of the hen'
Harmony lessons if desire
Boston.
Studio at Residence, No. 8 Cro

1

Carl Packard, wife and daughter, and
Abbie R. Hadley of Waldo and Mildred
Greenlaw of Massachusetts were auto

WOOLENS

callers at Mrs. Etta Ryan’s one day this

week.___

LOST

dir..
Dress Materials and Coatings
the factory. Write for samples

[ state gaiment planned

Between Searsmont and Belfast, Thursday,
M. L.
August 28th, a gold bracelet, inscription
MRS. D. L. CRAIG,
D. Reward.
Maine.
Searsmont,

B
F. A. PACKARD, BOX
CAMDEN, MAINE.

8w36p

«

